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Symmetries of patterns
Isometries of the Euclidean plane
Isometries of the Euclidean plane fall into four categories (see the article Euclidean plane isometry for more information).

:Translations
denoted by Tv, where v is a vector in R2. This has the effect of shifting the
plane applying displacement vector v.

:Rotations
R@V[?@R ¡>¬<:@*@>+/;[+V?+V?:@^;V@!?:@>@V?*@[*[?;?+[V";VR¬
is the angle of rotation.

:0!1!2 #$
[*.+**[*+/[.@?*+@/R@V[?@R  <:@*@+/;^+V@+V¡! +/[*+"
:+/:;/?:@@@>?[*@@>?+Vj?:@^;V@+V?:@^+V@>;^^@R?:@*@@>?+[V;+/
or the associated mirror.

:3(4!'!1!2 #$
denoted by GL,d, where L is a line in R2 and d is a distance. This is a combiV;?+[V[;*@@>?+[V+V?:@^+V@;VR;?*;V/^;?+[V;^[Vj ;R+/?;V>@R

porcelain, China
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5$6$ !($,

Tessellation

[*;V+VV+?@?+^+Vj^@? @?:@;}@*;j@V{. @*[/+R@/[;[^j[V;VR?:@
;}@*;j@V{. @*[/+R@/.@@?+Vj;?;}@*?@:@V [*@;.^@<@:;}@
the combinations (3, 6), (313, 5), (334, 427), (4, 4), (6, 3), for the tilings in

Tessellation is the process of creating a two-dimensional plane using the repetition of a geometric shape with no overlaps and no gaps. Generalizations to
higher dimensions are also possible. Tessellations frequently appeared in the
art of M. C. Escher, who was inspired by studying the Moorish use of symmetry in the Alhambra tiles during a visit in 1922. Tessellations are seen throughout art history, from ancient architecture to modern art.

(a-2)(b-2)=4

http://www.qhull.org/html/qvoronoi.htm

http://urioste.weebly.com/tessellations.html
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POLIHEDRICE STRAC

Platonic solid

In elementary geometry a polyhedron (plural polyhedra or polyhedrons) is a
j@[.@?*+>/[^+R+V?:*@@R+.@V/+[V/<+?:;?;>@/;VR/?*;+j:?@Rj@/:@
<[*R[^:@R*[V>[.@/*[.?:@]^;//+>;^'*@@²³´µ¶·¸³¹;/[^|!/?@.
[²³´µº#.;V$"|:@R*[V![*.[»·¸¼# ;/@$#/@;?$[*#;>@$"

¢Vj@[.@?*;X^;?[V+>/[^+R+/;>[V}@[^:@R*[V?:;?+/*@j{^;*+V?:@
/@V/@[;*@j{^;*[^j[Vq@>+>;^^?:@;>@/[;X^;?[V+>/[^+R;*@
congruent regular polygons, with the same number of faces meeting at each
}@*?@À?:{/;^^+?/@Rj@/;*@>[Vj*{@V?;/;*@+?/}@*?+>@/;VR;Vj^@/
:@*@;*@@;>?^}@X^;?[V+>/[^+R/

=[^:@R*[V+/;|R+.@V/+[V;^@;.^@[?:@.[*@j@V@*;^[^?[@+V;V
number of dimensions.
:@H{^@*>:;*;>?@*+/?+>½*@^;?@/?:@V{. @*[;[^:@R*[V&
vertices V
edges E
faces F


Archimedean solid

[*;>[V}@[^:@R*[V[*.[*@j@V@*;^^[*;V/+.^>[VV@>?@R[^hedron whose faces are also simply connected and whose boundary is a
.;V+[^R½¿ [*;R@?;+^@RR+/>{//+[V/@@X*[[/;VR¡@{?;?+[V/ ¢.*@
Lakatos.

Vj@[.@?*;V=*>:+.@R@;V/[^+R+/;:+j:^/..@?*+>/@.+|*@j{^;*>[V}@
polyhedron composed of two or more types of regular polygons meeting in
+R@V?+>;^}@*?+>@/:@;*@R+/?+V>?*[.?:@X^;?[V+>/[^+R/<:+>:;*@>[.posed of only one type of polygon meeting in identical vertices, and from
the Johnson solids, whose regular polygonal faces do not meet in identical
vertices.

+>:;@^{*?:@X@*+[R+>; ^@[?:@X[^:@R*;^_V+}@*/@@>:V+[V

STUDENT NAME
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Kepler–Poinsot polyhedron

5$6$ !78!9;#(%!4'#$
¢Vj@[.@?*;V+VV+?@/@<[^:@R*[V+/;V@?@V/+[V[?:@+R@;[;
[^:@R*[V>[V/+/?+Vj[*@j{^;*[^j[V;>@/<+?:V[V^;V;*}@*?@j{*@/
;^^[<+Vj?:@j{*@?[@?@VR+VR@V+?@^<+?:[{?[^R+Vj*[{VR?[[*.;>^[/@R
surface.
¢VV+?@/@<[^:@R*;:;}@;^/[ @@V>;^^@R[^:@R*;^/[Vj@/;VR;^/[
hyperbolic tessellations because they can be seen as related to hyperbolic
/;>@?@//@^^;?+[V/<:+>:;^/[:;}@V@j;?+}@;Vj^@R@@>?/:@;*@@;.^@/[?:@.[*@j@V@*;^>^;//[+VV+?@[^:@R*;[*;@+*[:@R*;

¢Vj@[.@?*;`@^@*DX[+V/[?[^:@R*[V+/;V[[{**@j{^;*/?;*[^:@R*;:@.; @[ ?;+V@R /?@^^;?+Vj?:@*@j{^;*>[V}@R[R@>;:@R*[V;VR
icosahedron, and differ from these in having regular pentagrammic faces or
}@*?@j{*@/

:??&%%@V<++@R+;[*j%<++%`@^@*ÁHÁÁX[+V/[?¤[^:@R*[V

:??&%%@V<++@R+;[*j%<++%¢VV+?@¤/@<¤[^:@R*[V
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Let be a space (a nonempty set) endowed with a distance function . Let be
a set of indices and let be a tuple (ordered collection) of nonempty subsets
(the sites) in the space . The Voronoi cell, or Voronoi region, , associated with
the site is the set of all points in whose distance to is not greater than their
R+/?;V>@?[?:@[?:@*/+?@/<:@*@+/;V+VR@R+@*@V?*[.

http://www.qhull.org/html/qvoronoi.htm

http://www.qhull.org/html/qvoronoi.htm
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Schwarzs primitive surface
A cubically symmetrical translation fundamental domain of the primitive triply
@*+[R+>.+V+.;^/{*;>@X¢?<;/R+/>[}@*@R;VR;V;^@R ~=q>:<;*
in 1866 together with its adjoint surface D

Gyroid surface (G)
'+/;.+V+.;^/{*;>@?:;?+/;//[>+;?@!> +jH"?[?:@q>:<;*X
and D surfaces. It contains neither straight lines nor mirror-symmetric plane
^+V@/[>{*};?{*@H;>:[?:@@+j:?>{*}+^+V@;*:@;j[V/+V?:+/?*;V/^;?+[V
{VR;.@V?;^R[.;+V+/*@^;?@R?[@;>:[+?/[{*V@+j: [*+Vj:@;j[V/ 
;:;^|?{*V; [{?;V;+/@*@VR+>{^;*?[?:@/{*;>@;??:@.+R[+V?[?:@+*
common edge.

:??&%%/>:[@Vj@[.@?*>[.%@¤?./:?.^

¢V?@*V;?+[V;^¦[{*V;^[q;>@q?*{>?{*@/[^[
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Dual Laves graphs

:??&%%/>:[@Vj@[.@?*>[.%@¤?./:?.^
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Cubic unit cell of G

:??&%%/>:[@Vj@[.@?*>[.%@¤?./:?.^
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A combination of tiling and prismatic and anti-prismatic rings.

/;>@;

/;>@

      ! 

   "

Multi direction polyhedra is a way of packing the space with polyhedrons. There are 2 ways to do that:
1. packing the space without gaps.
2. packing the space with gaps

'@[.@?*+>;>;R@!£/;;¦;;V"
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A honeycomb having all cells identical within its symmetries is said
to be cell-transitive or isochoric. A cell of such a honeycomb is said
  
   

cubic

%

%  



    

trianglural
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PERIODIC SPONGE SURFACES AND UNIFORM
SPONGE POLYHEDRA IN NATURE AND IN THE REALM
OF THE THEORETICALLY IMAGINABLE.
Michael Burt
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Cellular structures and cell-in-cell structures
Microscope and nanoscopic measurement  

http://www.grasshopper3d.com/photo/radiolarian-03

Keren Feilgut
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Fractal objects

!!+4#"+0#=+$!2#2+&(1#9!'

Fractal objects that have the property of self similarity, in that the organization
[?:@>[V/?+?{@V?/;*?/?:;?.;@{?:@[ \@>?*@@>??:;?[?:@<:[^@;VR
overall object

climate model
cold air
cold air

:??&%%<<<@;/ ^[[.>[.%^;V?^+ *;*%^;V?%>;{^+[<@*|

column of air to spin about
¡[.;V@/>[>;{^+[<@*

http://morrisonworldnews.com/?p=28397

Keren Feilgut
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Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.

http://davesgarden.com/guides/pf/showimage/176595/
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pollen
naturally occuring tree- rayed hexagonal networks is to be found in giraffe
skin.
The extremely uniform reptile skin is a packing of circles in which small triangles appear at the interstices.

such patterns of the surfaces of the pollen grains are determined, for the most
part, by the genetic programming of the plant

Giraffe skin

scanning electron microscopy photography by The University of Edinburgh
http://sacrit.blogspot.com/2010/11/epic-art-science-exhibit-exploration.html

Pollen grain of morning glory and thrift
pollen (copyright 1969, patrik echlin & cam*+Rj@/>+@V?+>+V/?*{.@V?/"
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.
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Pollen

http://www.phombo.com/art/microscope-images-of-pollen-grains/823606/popular/

http://www.turbosquid.com/3d-models/3d-model-microscopic-pollen/307565
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The structure and formation of pollen
¢V;Vj+[/@*./R{*+Vj[<@*R@}@^[.@V??:@;V?:@*+/>[.[/@R[;
mass of cells that appear undifferentiated, except for a partially differentiated
R@*.+/=/?:@[<@*R@}@^[/[{*j*[{/[/[*[j@V[{/>@^^/[*.<+?:+V
the anther. The fertile sporogenous cells are surrounded by layers of sterile
cells that grow into the wall of the pollen sac. Some of the cells grow into
nutritive cells that supply nutrition for the microspores that form by meiotic
division from the sporogenous cells. In a process called microsporogenesis,
four haploid microspores are produced from each diploid sporogenous cell
(microsporocyte), after meiotic division. After the formation of the four microspores, which are contained by callose walls, the development of the pollen
grain walls begins. The callose wall is broken down by an enzyme called
callase and the freed pollen grains grow in size and develop their characteristic shape and form a resistant outer wall called the exine and an inner wall
called the intine. The exine is what is preserved in the fossil record.

Pollen itself is not the male gamete.[1] Each pollen grain contains vegetative
!V[V|*@*[R{>?+}@">@^^/![V^;/+Vj^@>@^^+V.[/?[<@*+Vj^;V?/ {?/@}@*;^
in other seed plants) and a generative (reproductive) cell containing two nuclei: a tube nucleus (that produces the pollen tube) and a generative nucleus
(that divides to form the two sperm cells). The group of cells is surrounded by
a cellulose-rich cell wall called the intine, and a resistant outer wall composed
largely of sporopollenin called the exine.
Pollen is produced in the 'microsporangium' (contained in the anther of an anj+[/@*.[<@*.;^@>[V@[;>[V+@*[{/^;V?[*.;^@>[V@[[?:@*/@@R
plants). Pollen grains come in a wide variety of shapes (most often spherical),
sizes, and surface markings characteristic of the species (see electron microj*;:*+j:?"X[^^@Vj*;+V/[+V@/*/;VR/*{>@/;*@<+Vj@R:@/.;^^@/?
pollen grain, that of the forget-me-not (Myosotis spp.), is around 6 μm (0.006
mm) in diameter. Wind-borne pollen grains can be as large as about 90-100
μm.[2] The study of pollen is called palynology and is highly useful in paleoecology, paleontology, archeology, and forensics.

:??&%%<<<.;R.[+@^^@>[.%[*{./%[*{.|R@^+*+{.|?*@.@V/%|^@|.@+^^@{*|R@/|+.;j@/|
du-net-195.html

Keren Feilgut
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The structure and formation of pollen
The pollen wall protects the sperm nucleus while the pollen grain is moving from
the anther to the stigma; it protects the vital genetic material from drying out and
solar radiation. The pollen grain surface is covered with waxes and proteins,
which are held in place by structures called sculpture elements on the surface of
the grain. The outer pollen wall, which prevents the pollen grain from shrinking
and crushing the genetic material during desiccation, is composed of two layers. These two layers are the tectum and the foot layer, which is just above the
intine. The tectum and foot layer are separated by a region called the columella,
which is composed of strengthening rods. The outer wall is constructed with a
resistant biopolymer called sporopollenin. The pollen tube passes through the
wall by way of structures called apertures.[3]
X[^^@V;@*?{*@/;*@;V.[R+>;?+[V[?:@<;^^[?:@[^^@Vj*;+V:@/@
.[R+>;?+[V/+V>^{R@?:+VV+Vj*+Rj@/;VR[*@/?:@/@*}@;/;V@+?[*?:@
pollen contents and allow shrinking and swelling of the grain caused by changes
in moisture content. The elongated apertues/ furrows in the pollen grain are
called colpi (singular: colpus) which along with pores, are a major criterion for
?:@+R@V?+>;?+[V[>^;//@/[[^^@VÍÎ+?^@;}@/?:@.+>*[/[*;Vj+{.<+?:?:@
generative cell forming the two sperm cells.

Pollen grains may have furrows, the orientation of which (relative to the
original tetrad of microspores) classify the pollen as colpate or sulcate. The
V{. @*[{**[</[*[*@/:@^/>^;//+?:@[<@*+Vj^;V?/<+?:@{R+>[?/
having three colpi (tricolpate), and other groups having one sulcus.[5][6]
Except in the case of some submerged aquatic plants, the mature pollengrain has a double wall, a thin delicate wall of unaltered cellulose (the endospore or intine) and a tough outer cuticularized exospore or exine. The exine
often bears spines or warts, or is variously sculptured, and the character of
the markings is often of value for identifying genus, species, or even cultivar
[*+VR+}+R{;^¢V/[.@[<@*+Vj^;V?/j@*.+V;?+[V[?:@[^^@Vj*;+V[?@V
begins before

http://www.me.jhu.edu/lefd/BioComp/PollenDensity/PollenImages.htm

Dint

Keren Feilgut
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Radiolarian

radiolarian

http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html

spherical radiolarian skeletons of radiolarian vesicles

triangula radiolarian skeletons
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Keren Feilgut
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radiolarian

shell

http://sjoo.deviantart.com/art/Radiolarian-with-TopMod3D-108052578

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Function
The holes in radiolarian and diatom shells respectively exist for differing
reasons. Both types of skeleton are formed from silicon compounds.
In diatoms, the holes collectively take on the role of a sieve, a two-way
^?*;?+[V.@>:;V+/.;>*[//<:+>:<;?@*;VRV{?*+@V?.[^@>{^@/@*.@;?@
the cell. The holes can range from several micrometres down to 100 nanometres in diameter.
A typical diatom frustule is perforated rather than solid, for two reasons.
Firstly, the perforated construction allows for a more economic use of silica,
especially where low levels of dissolved silica are present. Silicon is also
relatively dense, so the structure promotes lightness. Perforations in the
frustule also endow the diatom with considerable compressive strength,
which explains the frustules' ability to survive undamaged under layers
of sediment. When compressive force is applied to a frustule, the lines of
force are concentrated along the lines of the silica lattice and continued to
the girdle band, which has a greater ability to withstand stress. Costae, or
ribs, will also strengthen the upper and lower surfaces of the frustule.

http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/
artfeb05/cbdiatoms.html

http://www.viewsfromscience.com/documents/webpages/methods_p3.html

Keren Feilgut
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layers

cover

thick layer

mass

folium

folium
Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Constructive element

mutation

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Keren Feilgut

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Duplication

radiolarian lattices

Symmetry

http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/people/klf/MicroGallery.htm
http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html

Keren Feilgut
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.RADIOLARIAN

Radiolarian Skeleton
http://131.229.88.77/microscopy/Portfo^+[/% *;V>@/%X[*?[^+[¤^@/%X¤:?.^
http://sa-mariavera.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolaria-applet.html

Inside the shell of a single-celled marine animal called a radiolarian. SEM x2700.
http://gallery.bestpicture.ch/bestpicture/category-2/picture-353/?q7=en

Radiolarian vector deformation
logspot.com/2010/02/radiolarian-vector-deformation-02.html

Keren Feilgut
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Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Keren Feilgut
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Geometry
and patterns

http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/artfeb05/cbdiatoms.html

Keren Feilgut
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Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of a transverse section
through a number of seminiferous tubules in a mammalian testis,
the site of production of sperm. The testis is packed with numer[{/?{ {^@/<:+>:;*@^+V@R ;/?*;?+@R@+?:@^+{.>[V/+/?+Vj[
2 distinct groups of cells; the central white area is the tubule lumen
(interior). One group of cells is the spermatogenic series, ie those
cells involved in both spermatogenesis (production of male gametes) and subsequent spermiogenesis (evolution of male gamete
into motile spermatozoon). The other group are non-spermatogenic
cells called Sertoli cells, which nourish the developing spermatozoa.

Mushrooms spores

http://morrisonworldnews.com/?p=28397

underside of a mushroom (jirovec)

Keren Feilgut
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2(#! *+28!4 &.&(!
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mushroom spores
http://www.mushroomsfmrc.com/gpage11.html

http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2011/06/16/weird-wild-spongebob-mushroom-named/

Keren Feilgut
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Denisty
Dentin tubules

Mushrooms spores
Mushrooms spores. Coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of spores
(round, brown, left and right) of the Agaricus bisporus fungus. The spores
are the reproductive structures of the fungus, formed by and released by
.{/:*[[./?:@*{+?+Vj [R+@/[;{Vj{/;jV+>;?+[V&<:@V*+V?@R
10cm wide.

SEM micrograph showing the spatial distribution of dentin tubules.
+/*;=@?;^¦¡q[>¢V?@*;>@À&|

As is evident, the structure and properties of dentin substrate vary with
location and can affect the bond formation (Marshall et al. 1997).
+/*;=@?;^¦¡q[>¢V?@*;>@À&|

Keren Feilgut
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Human bone - porosity

http://joshjung22.blogspot.com/2012_03_01_archive.html

Human Bone Microscopy Image
-Microscope bones
http://www.ectsoc.org/gallery/#myGallery-picture(16)

http://www.microscopicpictures.com/microscope-Human_Bone.php

Keren Feilgut
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porosity

+>*[/>[@+.;j@[@^@>?*[/{V *@/
:??&%%<<</?>;>{%@</;VRH}@V?/%;/

bone,
Human Bone, Osteoporosis ,male,89
copyright Professor Alan Boyde QMUL

bone, healty women,50
copyright Professor Alan Boyde QMUL

Keren Feilgut
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Porosity

Source: Freeze and Cherry (1979).
material
poroslty
soil
0.55
clay
0.55
/+^?

sand
0.375
Osteoporosis human bone
0.369
gravel
0.325
fractured basalet
0.25
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0.225
sandstone
0.155
Healthy human bone
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0.1
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0.1
dense crystalline rock
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porosity
void
________ =
valid space

Healthy
Osteoporosis

porosity

0.121 =

porosity

0.369 =

porosity

Osteoporosis valid space > Healthy valid space

Radiographs of sections through human lumbar vertebrae (L1) (a) normal bone (b) osteoporotic bone, showing thinning and resorption of trabeculae. (Reproduced with permission
from Vajjhala et al., 2000, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.)
http://mccormickdc.com/osteoporosis

Keren Feilgut
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Porosity
material
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Surface
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X#$!$Y4),!#=! '24!,$

conventional formwork techniques to construct a highly differentiated tower

Keren Feilgut
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Separate unit
Branches of connection

physical unit

location by color

Keren Feilgut
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Structure

Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.

Keren Feilgut

Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.
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X#==2'%#".& !'1%9$,"#'=#'!*#9!'"&(#(+'
cells
:@R+/>[}@*?:;? {??@*<+Vj/:;}@/>;^@/?:;?;>?;/?+V/[^;*>[^^@>?[*/:;/^@R/>+@V?+/?/+V]:+V;;VR¦;;V?[R@/+jV;.[*@@>+@V?/[^;*
cell that could be used for powering homes, businesses, and other applications in the future. The researchers turned to the microscopic solar scales
[V {??@*<+Vj/+V?:@+*/@;*>:[*+.*[}@.@V?/_/+VjV;?{*;^ {??@*
wings as a mold or template, they made copies of the solar collectors and
transferred those light-harvesting structures to Grätzel cells.Laboratory
?@/?//:[<@R?:;??:@ {??@*<+Vj/[^;*>[^^@>?[*; /[* @R^+j:?.[*@@>+@V?^?:;V>[V}@V?+[V;^R@|/@V/+?+@R>@^^/:@; *+>;?+[V*[>@//+/
simpler and faster than other methods, and could be used to manufacture
other commercially valuable devices, the researchers say.

:??&%%<<<*[ ;+R>[.% +[V+>/% +[.+.+>*|[| {??@*|<+Vj/|[*|.[*@|[<@*{^|/[^;*|>@^^/:?.

:+/+/;qH!q>;VV+VjH^@>?*[V+>*[/>[@"+.;j@[ {??@*<+Vj
/>;^@:@+V/?*{.@V?.;jV+>;?+[V<;//@?;?:@R+/?;V>@
between the parallel main ribs is about 750 nanometers
http://kqedscience.tumblr.com/post/11917017860/this-is-a-sem-scanning-electron-microscope-image
http://www.trincoll.edu/~alehman/

Keren Feilgut
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2#)![&+( !$#$\!]+,#$+($! 9#'8
.& !'1%9$,

Closeup of the scales of the same specimen.

Zoomed-out view of an Inachis io.

+j+Vj}@V;?+[V;??@*V/<+?:?:@}@+V/^; @^@R!;";^@=>*[^[:{/[@;V@^^{/!+V@+dae). (b) Epimartyria (Micropterygidae) and Nepticula nyssaefoliella (Nepticulidae). (c) Danaus
plexippus (Nymphalidae). C = costa; Sc = subcosta; R = radius; Rs = radial sector; M = media;
Cu = cubitus; 1V, 2V, 3V = vannal or anal veins; H = humeral vein; subscripts refer to branches
(for example, R2 is second branch of radius).

~+j:.;jV+>;?+[V[?:@>[^[{*@R/>;^@/!*[ ; ^;
different species).

Keren Feilgut
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Scales close up

Microstructure of a scale

A patch of wing

A single scale

Keren Feilgut
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.+$,(!

Natural cellular

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Keren Feilgut
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Voronoi corners

http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~amitp/game-programming/polygon-map-generation/

Keren Feilgut
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VORONOI MORPHOLOGIES

Prototype detail
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/

paper prototype
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/
voronoi drawings
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/

Keren Feilgut
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Three diemensional cellular

Scanning Electron Micrograph of the surface of a kidney stone showing tetragonal crystals of Weddellite (calcium oxalate dihydrate) emerging from the
amorphous central part of the stone

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Voronoi Fractal http://blog.inspirit.ru/?p=96

Keren Feilgut
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HONEYCOMB- Favolus alveolaris
ttp://malaysianfungi.blogspot.com/2009/10/honeycomb-favolus-alveolaris.html

least energy
the honeycomb consists of teo set of contiguous cells, positioned back to back.
The back to back cells are staggered in such a way that the centers of the set of
cells on one side are positioned exactly over helf of the tree rayed intersections
of cell walls of the set of cells on the other side. this arrangement corresponds to
a packing of two layers of rhombic dodecahedra or
two layers of closet packed spheres .
:;?>^[/@/?;>+Vj+//+.^;*@@>?+[V[V;?{*@Ô/?@VR@V>?[>[[*R+V;?@
extrinsic forces in the most the most economic way.
http://article.wn.com/view/2010/08/18/City_bees_get_richer_diet_than_bees_from_farmlands_Study/

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Keren Feilgut
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Lattice structure
Point cloud relationship

Spatial division Unit structure

minimal surface minimal
materials

volume (cm) 118.55
surface area (sq m)
2.37
Conventional

Mathematical

volume (cm)
118.55
surface area (sq
m) 2.11

http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A7%D7%95%D7%91%D7%
A5:Honey_comb.jpg

Natural
material reduction
32%

Natural

Unorganized

   | |    | &2Õ  
| |        
 |   ÍÎ1Õ   
       . [I.R.
Fisher et al., PRB 59 (1999) 308-321]

][VV@R

Keren Feilgut
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iris leaf MICROSCOPIC
:??&%%<<</>+@V>@R+*@>?>[.%/>+@V>@%;*?+>^@%++%q

Monocot stem,
http://www2.volstate.edu/msd/bio/1020/lab11seedplants.htm

Leaf Structure Illustrations
Ashby, M.F., 2005. Materials selection in mechanical design, ButterworthHeinemann

>;??;+^^@;:??&%%<<</>+@V>@R+*@>?>[.%/>+@V>@%;*?+>^@%++%q
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Anon, Capillarity-Driven Assembly of Two-Dimensional Cellular Carbon Nanotube Foams. Available at: http://www.pnas.org [Accessed March 20, 2012].
Anon, Mother Nature’s Artwork. Available at: http://pinterest.com/makerteacher/
mother-nature-s-artwork/ [Accessed March 17, 2012].
Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United
Kingdom: United Kingdom : AA Publications.
Ashby, M.F., 2005. Materials selection in mechanical design, Butterworth-Heinemann.
Borden, G.P. & Meredith, M., 2011. Matter: Material Processes in Architectural
Production, Taylor & Francis.
Center for History and New Media, Quick Start Guide. Available at: http://zotero.
org/support/quick_start_guide.
Gibson, L.J., Ashby, M.F. & Harley, B.A., 2010. Cellular Materials in Nature and
Medicine, Cambridge University Press.
Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass:
MIT Press.
Pods, 2010. Epic Art Science Exhibit & Exploration. SaCrIt. Available at: http://
sacrit.blogspot.com/2010/11/epic-art-science-exhibit-exploration.html [Accessed
March 20, 2012].
Zheng, W. et al., 2012. Endothelialization and patency of RGD-functionalized
vascular grafts in a rabbit carotid artery model. Biomaterials, 33(10), pp.2880–
2891.
Zheng, W. et al., 2012. Endothelialization and patency of RGD-functionalized
vascular grafts in a rabbit carotid artery model. Biomaterials, 33(10), pp.2880–
Keren Feilgut
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strucural presure tension
cell wall
Schematic drawing of a pulvinus at the base of a leaf petiole (LP) adapted.
(I) Inclined state with insets showing cells of the upper side with a low turgor
(P) and cells of the lower side with high turgor; (II) declined state with
turgor distribution reversed.
/?*@//|j@V@*;?+[V*+V>+^@+V*@;>?+[V<[[R[?*@@/;VR?:@*[^@[.+>*[ *+^
orientation in the cell walls, (I) compression wood in gymnosperm trees (II)
tension wood in angiosperm trees; arrows indicate sense and magnitude
of stress generation.

a wall surraunds all somatic plant cells for most cells in plant this wall consists
of a single layer . the is created by the cell during its division.the wall’s physi>;^*[@*?+@/;*@>[V?*[^@R ?:@[*+@V?;?+[V[.+>*[ @*/<+?>:;*@V[*.;^
laid down along the the long axis of the cell. this creats a hope like arrangment
[.+>*[ @/<+?>:;}[{*/?:@@V^[Vj;?+[V[[V@;+/[}@*?:@[?:@*;VR
therefore controles the devolpment of plants.
For a plant cell to grow, the cellulosic wall that surrounds it must be stretched.
Cells achieve this by building a high internal hydrostatic pressure known as
turgor.

Leyser, O., 2003. Mechanisms in Plant Development. Blackwell, Oxford.

ability of cells to control their direction of growth is arguably the most important
tenet of plant morphogenesis because it provides an explicit mechanism for
how shape is controlled at the molecular level.

Martone, P.T., Boller, M., Burgert, I., Dumais, J., Edwards, J., Mach, K., Rowe, N.,
Rueggeberg, M., Seidel, R., Speck, T., 2010. Mechanics without muscle: biomechanical
inspiration from the plant world. Integrative and Comparative Biology 50, 888–907.

Amir Khatib
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Generating Helices
the angle of the leaf relative to the sun will determine the amount of sunlight
incident upon it , if the sun is overhead , the horizontal leaf will receive much
more sunlight than a leaf a steeper angle. thats why plants control thier light
absorption by solar tracking , which means their leafs continuosly adjust their
angle so that they remain perpendicular to the sun.
solar tracking is a light responce and the sensing of light is made made by
blue light sensors located on the upper surface of the leaf , the sensors are
conected to a specialized organ called pulvinus that controls the orientation of
the leaf which is found at the junction between the blade and the petiole.
the pulvinus contains motor cells that change their osmotic potential and generate mechanical forces that enables the orientation.

Macroscopic helical structures formed by organisms include seashells, horns,
plant tendrils, and seed pods The helices that form are chiral; like wood
screws, they have a handedness. Some are helicoids, twisted helices with
saddle-like curvature and a straight centerline; others are cylindrical helices
with cylindrical curvature and a helical centerline .
In the paper bilayers, the handedness of the helix is determined by the orien?;?+[V[?:@*+V>+;^ @*R+*@>?+[V/<+?:*@/@>??[?:@^[Vj;+/[?:@/?*+
and can be reversed by simply cutting the strip at an angle below or above

Forterre, Y., Dumais, J., 2011. Generating Helices in Nature. science 333, 1715–1716.

90°. That this versatility can be achieved with a mere piece of paper should
convince anyone of the power of this approach to build materials with exciting
new properties.
To pass from one state to another, elastic energy is stored slowly, and once an
energy barrier is overcome, it is rapidly released. This snap-through mechanism in bodies with opposite intrinsic curvatures is found in some plants to
speed up their movement and is used in deployable structures such as
tape springs.

Amir Khatib

Taiz, L., 2010. Plant Physiology, 5th ed. ed. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland, Mass.
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plant grouth

Plant abscise

the main types of phyllotaxy :
a. spiral phyllotaxy: a single leaf developes at each node and successive
leaves are arranged in a spiral pattern. this is the most common type of phyllotaxy .
b. alternate phyllotaxy: a single leaf develops at each node and successive
leaves are produced on alternate sides of the shoot.
c. distichous and decussate phyllotaxy: a pair of leaves is producced at each
node .
d. whorled phyllotaxy : a whorl of leafs develops at each node.

A plant will abscise a part either to discard a member that is no longer neces/;*/{>:;/;^@;R{*+Vj;{?{.V[*;[<@*[^^[<+Vj@*?+^+/;?+[V[*[*?:@
purposes of reproduction. Most deciduous plants drop their leaves by abscission. also called a separation zone, is formed at the base of the petiole. It is
composed of a top layer which has cells with weak walls, and a bottom layer
which expands in the autumn, breaking the weak walls of the cells in the top
layer. This allows the leaf to be shed.
The reduction of chlorophyll production in leaves due to decreased sunlight in
the fall explains why some leaves turn yellow. The loss of chlorophyll may also
contribute to the abscission process.

Leyser, O., 2003. Mechanisms in Plant Development. Blackwell, Oxford.

Amir Khatib

Taiz, L., 2010. Plant Physiology, 5th ed. ed. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland, Mass.
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secondary cell wall
the secondary cell walls are thicker and stronger than the primary cell wall and
are deposited when most cell enlargement has ended . the secondary cell wall
gain their strength and thoughness from glewlike material called lignin . circular gaps in the secoundary cell wall give rise to simple pits . the evolution of
^+Vj+@R/@>[VR;*>@^^<;^^/*[}+R@/^;V?/<+?:?:@/?{>?{*;^*+@V[*>@.@V?/
necessary to grow vertically above the soil and colonize the land .
^;V?/<:+>:^;@^+jV+@R>@^^<;^^/;*@{V; ^@?[j*[<.[*@?:;V;@<>@V?+metres above the gound

http://www.nsci.plu.edu/~jmain/b359web/pages/cell_wall.htm

Taiz, L., 2010. Plant Physiology, 5th ed. ed. Sinauer Associates, Sunderland, Mass.

Amir Khatib
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cellular geometry

vornoi diagram

Ontogenetic graph, a subset of the Delaunay triangulation. The initiation of
[<@**+.[*R+;*[>@@R@R;*[+.;?@^*[.?:@^[<@**+j:?>[*V@*[?:@
panel to the upper left corner. Arrowheads show the local direction of the
graph. Edges leaving a primordium point to the parents of that primordium.
(C) The Voronoi cells and Delaunay triangulation of the pattern. (D) Voronoi
+V/>*+ @R>+*>^@/[?@?:;??:@/.;^^/:@*@/;??:@>@V?@*[.;V[<@*/;*@
small air bubbles that were trapped when the mould was made.

Voronoi diagram is a special kind of decomposition of a given space, e.g., a
.@?*+>/;>@R@?@*.+V@R R+/?;V>@/?[;/@>+@R;.+^[[ \@>?/+V?:@
space. These objects are usually called the sites or the generators and to
each such object one associates a corresponding Voronoi cell, namely the
set of all points in the given space whose distance to the given object is not
greater than their distance to the other objects.

Hotton, S., Johnson, V., Wilbarger, J., Zwieniecki, K., Atela, P., Golé, C., Dumais, J.,
2006. The possible and the actual in phyllotaxis: bridging the gap between empirical
observations and iterative models. Journal of Plant Growth Regulation 25, 313–323.

Amir Khatib

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voronoi_diagram
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Cell Arrangement

negative spaces
The gaps created between the cells, which can be seen as the indirect creation of the cells, or in other words the inbetween or negative of the matter,
however these gaps, or negatives are usefull spaces for the whole organism
to function and work in a systematic way. these extra gaps have a complete
R+@*@V?j@[.@?*;VR+<@>[VV@>?+??[[{*@^R;*>:+?@>?{*@<@>;V?;^
about the 2 opposites, negative and positive, or matter and antimatter, and
this leads to the idea of, looking at the system as a whole, negative and positive working together.theres not a partition anymore between the 2, we can
look at the whole system as something that works together and thus achieve
@??@*{V>?+V;^+?;VR@>@V>

In the Y direction the cells are arranged and organized in a vertical row,
however on the X axis theres a sligh diffusion between the cells and they are
not aligned. In my opinion, this arrangement on the Y axis gives the plant a
maximal lengh, however the diffuse on the X axis provides the plant constructive strengh.

use for body text, This is the font you use for body text, This is the font you

https://wiki.rockwallisd.org/groups/mstoddart/wiki/ace7b/

http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/99715/enlarge

Amir Khatib
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Cell patterns and texture

Waves

I’ve noticed that there is more than one type of development of the cell
texture and typology. these features and variety of the cell formation and the
texture it creates can be a source of inspiration for us as architects to use it
as architectural design and patterns.

These cells are seen on the surface of
the leaves of the organism, these cells
form a wave-like pattern which functions
as a method of keeping the water from
[<+Vj[?:@^@;}@{/+Vj?:@ {.
areas to preserve the water.
http://pruned.blogspot.com/2010_06_01_archive.html

Voronoi

Pipes

This is another texture pattern which
can be seen in the cells which play a
major role of delivering different materials between different cells.this formation
of the voronoi enables and maximizes
the transition of these mterials in an
@¨{;^@>+@V?<; @?<@@V;^^?:@>@^^/

The pipes can be seen in the core of
the plant, these are pipe-like cells which
function as the transition of different
materials like water, sugar and other
materials to the different parts of the
organism.This is one of the types of the
cells which make up the whole.

https://wiki.rockwallisd.org/groups/mstoddart/wiki/ace7b/

 !"#$ "#'&.  (!)
use the paragraph style

Hierarchy
Theres a variety of scales of the cells
making up the whole organism, this
hierarchy of the scales, plays a major
role in dividing the uses and functions of
each element, and when put alltogether
it functions as a whole system.

:??/&%%/+?@/j[[j^@>[.%/+?@%:{/V;/*@@>?+[V/%;V+.;^|^;V?|>@^^/

http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/77007/enlarge

Amir Khatib
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plant growth
Theres a common fact between all the plants i’ve experimented and analysed,
which is the fact that all of these organisms grow and develop around a clear
vertical axis, I could sum up all the results in 4 different types of egocentric
development depending on the orientation and facing of the leaves.These
shapes and orientation of the leaves, were created and formed , based on
the context these plants evolved in over time, for example if we look at plants
in a sunny and hot climate such as a desert, we can see that the leaves are
slightly this and sharp like a pin and the reason to that is to minimize the loss
of water in evaporation.

https://wiki.rockwallisd.org/groups/
mstoddart/wiki/ace7b/
http://www.givingplants.com/by-planttype/bonsai.html

Pronk, I.A.D.C., Blacha, M., Bots, A.,
2008. Nature’s Experiences for Building
Technology. Building Technology Department Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands.

Pronk, I.A.D.C., Blacha, M., Bots, A.,
2008. Nature’s Experiences for Building
Technology. Building Technology Department Eindhoven University of Technology,
Eindhoven, Netherlands.

Amir Khatib
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SPONGES (porifera)

Sponges are colorful component of many seascapes. Although their similary
to plants, they are animals of the phylum porifera.
They are multicellular organism and have a body full of pores and cannals
<:+>:<;?@*>+*>{^;?@R?:*[{j:?:@.q[Vj@/:;}@;{V+¨{@//?@.[*^?@*
feeding. the separation of the food from the water is by passing them through
a mesh which strains out the food.
The body wall consists of two layers of thick cells, interior and exterior, and
between them- the construction of the sponge.

:@^?@*@@R+Vj [R[?:@/[Vj@+/ {+^?;*[{VR[V@[?:*@@;V;?[.+>;^
designs:
1.asconoid- hollow cylinder body
2.syconoid- tubular body
^@{>[V[+R|^;*j@/? [R/+@

1.asconoid

2.syconoid

2.syconoid

^@{>[V[+R

1. http://www.google.co.il/imgres?um=1&hl=iw&tbm=isch&tbnid=hk52. Europe, O., 2005. EUO © OCEANA Houssine Kaddachi, Available at: http://www.
+>*>[.%:[?[/%[>@;V;@{*[@%%Í=>>@//@R;*>:Î
:??&%%<<<j[[j^@>[+^%+.j*@/ß{.¿©:^¿+<©/;¿©? .¿+/>:©? V+R¿*>á<`@£§¦
\&©+.j*@{*^¿:??&%%<<<V[@^<;/>[.%>[{*/@/%Ü[[^[j%+//@>?+[V/%X:^{.¤X[*+@*;%
@{>[V[+R¤%@{>[V[+R¤:?.^©R[>+R¿=] ?]£:'~©+.j{*^¿:??&%%<<<V[@^-

Moranit Weizman
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ASCONOID - Cylinder form
It has a form of hollow cylinder attached by its base to the substratum. The
[R/{*;>@+V>[}@*@R ;.[V[^;@*[;?>@^^/:@:[^^[<+V?@*+[*+/
lined with a monolayer of “collar cells”

The three parts of this sponge are detailed at the section below:
1.Exterior layer of the body wall
¢V?@*+[*^;@*>[V/+/?[>[^^;*>@^^/<:+>:?;+Vj;*?[?:@^?@*@@R+Vj;VR
“help” the water going out of the sponge
q[Vj@>[V/?*{>?+[V @?<@@V?:@.

:@;j@^^{.+V?:@>[^^;*>*@;?@/;{V+R+*@>?+[V;^<;?@*;<<:+>:@V?@*V/
through little pores (ostium) to the atrium and going out through a larger openning at the upper.

1.Section through the
sponge

+^?@* @@R+Vj >[^^;*>@^^/

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R={/?*;^+;&
Thomson/Brooks/Cole.

Moranit Weizman

2.Section through the body wall

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R={/?*;^+;&
Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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SYCONOID - cone form
This design increase surface area and reduce atrial volume by forming
alternating inpockets and outpockets, like folding the sponge body wall.

?:@*@[*?:@/>[V[+RR@/+jV+.[*@@>+@V?
<;?@*[<?:*[{j:+?&
incurrent canals--->prosoplys--->choanocyte chambers---> astium-->osculum

?:@;.[{V?[<;?@*[<?:*[{j:?:@;/>[V[+R>;V>[{/@;*[ ^@.R{@?[
volume increases faster than area with growth, the body volume soon exceeds the pumping.

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.

Moranit Weizman

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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LEUCONOID- the largest body sizes
Water enterns through surface pores into interior cannals to inner rooms and
then through back cannal to the atrium on its way out through the “osculum”
As seen at the section through the body wall.

It ranges from a few centimeters to more than one meter. At this kind of
/[Vj@?:@^?@*@@R+Vj//?@.+/;>[.^@V@?<[*¢?>[V/+/?[/:@*+>;^
“rooms” at the intersection of enterns and exits cannals.

2

1



1

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:
ed., Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
q;*;q?;VR{=*>:+?@>?{*@|q{=&;/+>/?*{>?{*@ [*.;VR
function. Standup Architecture - SuA. Available at: http://sara-standuparchitecture.
^[j/[?>[.%%% ;/+>|/?*{>?{*@[*.|;VR|{V>?+[V:?.^Í=>>@//@R;*>:

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:
ed., Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
*;V/^;?+[V{V+?[@*+[R+>:@* [^+>/[Vj@+>:;@^{*?
:??&%%<<<j[[j^@>[+^%+.j*@/ß{.¿©:^¿+<©? .¿+/>:©? V+R¿á+å^'å¤

Moranit Weizman
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UNDERSTANDING THE SPONGE FORM
+ !'1#9
;/>[V[+R!"<;?@*[<R+*@>?^?[?:@;?*+{.
/>[V[+R!"<;?@*[<*/??:*[{j:;V#@V?*@V>@:;^^$;VR?:@V@V?@*V/?:@
atrium.
^@{>[V[+R!"<;?@*[<?:*[{j:*[[./;VR>;VV;^/{V?+^+?;**+}@/?[?:@
atrium.

The all three sponge designs have similar characteristic. They all have exterior
^;@*[>@^^/[*@/;??:@+*/{*;>@>[^^;*>@^^/[*?:@^?@*@@R+Vj;VR;?*+{.
with larger openning which the water comes out of.

Nevertheless there are some remarkable differences.

If we will connect?:@[<^+V@/[?:@<;?@*<@<+^^j@?;network which we
can learn from - entrance of air and light or motion in a building.

Comparing the three sponges form

;?@*[<V@?<[*

q;*;q?;VR{=*>:+?@>?{*@|q{=&;/+>/?*{>?{*@ [*.;VR{V>tion. Standup Architecture - SuA. Available at: http://sara-standuparchitecture.blogspot.
>[.%%% ;/+>|/?*{>?{*@[*.|;VR|{V>?+[V:?.^Í=>>@//@R;*>:Î

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&
= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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X#4%9+(( 28$!
Conclusions:
Estimated ratio of: body wall thickness - interior:
*;?+[[&
2.ratio of 1:2.5, 1:2
/@*+;^V[[ @?<@@V?:@^+??^@>;VV;^/[*
between the rooms.

1

2

1.The asconoid has a thick body wall comparing its atrium.
2.The syconoid tries to reduce the atrium by enlarge body wall thickness.
:@^@{>[V[+R [R:;/;?:+>#/+V$;*[{VR>[.^@.;?*+[.+V+.{.
space for water inside the construction.
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¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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q;*;q?;VR{=*>:+?@>?{*@|q{=&;/+>/?*{>?{*@ [*.;VR{V>tion. Standup Architecture - SuA. Available at: http://sara-standuparchitecture.blogspot.
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Pores Size

Built - Empty

q[Vj@/{*;>@/+@[?:@/[Vj@ [RR+}+R@R+V?[/@;^@R;*@;;VR[*@/:
*;?+[[&
*;?+[[&
*;?+[[&[*&/@*+@/[&

q[Vj@>[V/?*{>?+[V;*@;>[.;*+Vj?[+?/@.?;*@;[*<;?@*?[[<
through:
*;?+[[&¿&
*;?+[[&¿&
*;?+[[&¿&
It is possible to take a peace of it in order to misure because its symetric body.

Conclusion

Conclusion

:@/[Vj@+VR:;/V[+V{@V>@[V?:@/@;^@R;*@;|[*@/*;?+[
All kinds have almost the same ratio.

<@>;V/@@?:;?/[Vj@V[+/?:@.[/?@>+@V?

1

2



1

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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7*#$,!8!(! #$
Whatever their growth form, most sponges live in moving water and supportthemselves with a well-developed skeleton.
The stiffness of the skeleton varies widely among species and growth forms.

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R={/?*;^+;&
Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R={/?*;^+;&
Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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78!(! #$2#=*#$!$ 

Spicules and spongin are the main components.
there are some “relationship” between them which design the construction of
the sponge.

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.

Moranit Weizman

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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78!(! #$,!#=! '2
The skeleton includes components which support each other.

several kinds of components

+j{*+Vj[{??:@/:;@/

X^;>@/[[*>@/

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.

Moranit Weizman

'@[.@?* @?<@@V?:@/+>{^@/

¡{@*?HH¢V}@*?@ *;?@Ü[[^[j&= {V>?+[V;^H}[^{?+[V;*=*[;>:?:@R
Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.
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Dynamic Combinations
 #      |   
               
     &     

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

STUDENT NAME

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.
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:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

STUDENT NAME

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.
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Material Textures
   

     
        

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

:??&%%<<<@;?{*@+>/>[.%[V^+V@%];*@?|@?{*@|;>*[|;/
:??&%%.;;Vj>[.%?@?{*@/% ; *+>%:?.^%£?:@*Á ; *+>/%+VR@:?.^

STUDENT NAME
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:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

:??&%%;V+.;^/V;?+[V;^j@[j*;:+>>[.

:??&%%R@/+jV.;j%*@/[{*>@/%*@@|>[V>*@?@|?@?{*@/%

:??&%%R@/+jV.;j%*@@ +@/%>*;>@R|>[V>*@?@|?@?{*@/%

STUDENT NAME
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Structures And Textures
           
      

:??&%%;V+.;^|<[*^R>[.%@V>>^[%*@?+^@/%?{*?^@/%£*V;?@[[R{*?^@:

          
   &         
          
         
                
                
         #$
             
   

:??&%% ^[j/Vj.>[.%;%;@@;R  |<+

STUDENT NAME
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# #$ 
  

:??&%%?@>:V[^[j^;Vj{;j@|*[?@>?+[V ^[j/[?>[.%%%\+.@V@|/;^.@*[V|*[?@>|
?+[V|?{*?^@:?.^

STUDENT NAME

:??&%%}+/{;^R+>?+[V;*[V^+V@>[.
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Buildable Elements By Nature
        
              
             
 #$    

:??&%%<<<@;?{*@+>/>[.%[V^+V@%;?{*;^|[[R|@?{*@|;>j*[{VR|;/
:??&%%<<<[@V//R@/+jV>[.%%%>; ^@|/?*{>?{*@/:?.^

STUDENT NAME
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Imitate Nature - Termit Mounds
   
 
 
     
    
   

  

       
        
              
         
  

  

 

 
#  # 
       
         
 
  
   
 |  
   
 

[<;*R/~[.@[/?;?+>=*>:+?@>?{*@&
/+.{^;?+[V[?:@j@V@*;?+}@*[>@//[
;?@*.+?@
.[{VR>[V/?*{>?+[V
£^j;+V;*R[{
:??&%%?@*.+?@|j{+R@/ ^[j/[?>[.%%%^[?/|?@*.+?@|.[{VR/:?.^

STUDENT NAME
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Towards Homeostatic Architecture:
simulation of the generative process of a termite
mound construction
=?:@/+/*@/@V?@R[*?:@R@j*@@[
q>+V=R;?+}@=*>:+?@>?{*@©][.{?;?+[V
         
 #   
        
         

[<;*R/~[.@[/?;?+>=*>:+?@>?{*@&
/+.{^;?+[V[?:@j@V@*;?+}@*[>@//[
;?@*.+?@
.[{VR>[V/?*{>?+[V
£^j;+V;*R[{


STUDENT NAME
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Inanimate cellular structures

crystals

soap bubble

http://www.eikongraphia.com/?p=63

amethyst quartz

minerals

Quartz Crystal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:USDA_Mineral_Quartz_Crystal_93c3951.jpg

rocks

horizontal land surfaces

petoskey stone

vertical surfaces

Pamukkale - Denizli Province - Turkey

Landscapes

Planet

landform unit partitioning

http://gianf.deviantart.com/art/Cotton-Castle-66648901

https://www.soils.org/images/publications/jeq/39/1/16fig3.jpeg

http://www.petoskeystonefestival.com/geo.htm

Giant’s Causeway, Ireland.
http://dakq.deviantart.com/art/Ireland-011Giant-s-Causeway-175271723

halite
uplifted gneiss
http://blogs.agu.org/georneys/2011/12/13/tuesday-geology-picture-a-gneiss-double-arch-bridge-in-valle-verzasca/

Mud Cracks Tonoloway formation east coast of North America
http://notnecessarilygeology.wordpress.com/2010/05/28/mud-cracks/

Closeup of Fluorite crystals

Bryce Canyon, national parks, Bryce, utah
http://www.astronomynotes.com/nature/images/bryce-thor4.jpg

Swakopmund Dune Fields, Namibia, 2000. Photograph by Cary Wolinsky
ngphotooftheday.blogspot.com

ice
Blackchurch Rock at Mouth Mill near Clovelly
http://explorethecoast.org/pagegallery/Blackchurch

Waffle Rock
http://www.geulogy.com

Dried Mud Lava at Gobustan, Azerbaijan
http://farm1.staticflickr.com/44/140567290_2b941dcce3_o.jpg

calcite
Different Minerals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Different_minerals.jpg

Rapid cooling of molten lava
http://tucsoncitizen.com/lizard/category/geology/

Folded rock formation near Moruya,
New South Wales, Australia
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/0/0a/Folded_Rock.jpg

Pyrite

Rock at Meteora, Greece
http://www.smashingapps.com/2010/12/19/50-stunning-masterpieces-of-geological-photography.html

Ho-Mg-ZnQuasicrystal

Insulin
source of the above images: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Uluu – Kata Tjua National Park
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uluru

scale oriented list.
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Great Sand Dunes National Monument Colorado
http://www.citypictures.net
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Inanimate cellular structures

direction

non cellular structure

horizontal
vertical
diagonal

base
upper
lower

fill/connection
filled
hallow
filled + seperate

geometry
triangle
square
pentagon
hexagon
changeable
rounded
polygon

symmetry
no
two fold
non-two fold

Characteristics map. in search of an underlying order.

yossi goor
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Digital Wood Manufacturing
Timber and other natural organic materials were among the very earliest building materials and in its modern form timber continues to serve as a basic
building material. Its properties greatly affect architectural design. Timber has
a high strength to weight ratio. Its strength and stiffness are dependent on the
direction of load in relation to the grain. It is strong and relatively stiff parallel to
the grain. However, it is prone to cleavage along the grain if tension stresses
are perpendicular to it. It has low shear strength and shear modulus. Higher
moisture content reduces both the strength and elasticity, and a part of the
original strength will anyway be lost over time. Under load, timber creeps and
deforms. Serviceability therefore often governs structural analysis. Structural
analysis, detail design and processes of technology take care of a number of
?:@/@>+>*[ ^@./[?+. @*/?*{>?{*@//{>:;/ {>^+Vj @:;}+[{*;*[{VR
notches, prevention of interstitial condensation, protection against moisture,
+V/@>?;VR{Vj;^;??;>;VR*@
Technical progress in the use of timber has some major repercussions on
architecture:
æ/@^@>?+[V[?:@?@[?+. @*
æ?*;V/[*.;?+[V[?:@ ;/+>?+. @*.;?@*+;^+V?[[V@<+?:V@<*[@*?+@/
æV@<?+. @**[R{>?/[*@;.^@/?*@//@R/+V;V@^/;VR};*+[{/?@/[
[;*R/!^<[[R *@ [;*R;*?+>^@ [;*R[*+@V?@R/?*;VR@R [;*R<;@*[;*R;@ [;*R"?;@*@R>{*}@R[*+?>:@R>;. @*@R @;./j^{@R?:+Vwebbed beams, sandwich panels, portal frames and arches
æV@<?@/[[*j;V+>;R:@/+}@/+V>^{R+Vj?:[/@; ^@?[<+?:/?;VR[{?R[[*
@[/{*@
æ+.*[}@.@V?[*[@*?+@/;VR@*[*.;V>@/!@j+.*[}+Vj @:;}+[{*+V
*@"
æ@V:;V>@.@V?[?:@/?*{>?{*;^@*[*.;V>@[/[?<[[R/[*{/@+Vj^{@R
structures
æ{/@[V@<;/?@V@*/:;Vj@*/>[VV@>?[*/
æV@<*+V>+^@/+V/?*{>?{*;^;V;^/+/;VRR@/+jV+V>^{R+Vj;R@¨{;?@>[V/+Reration of the interaction between loads and material properties.
!q@ @/?@V;VRX[^^+Vj?[V"

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Wood structure
Trees are roughly divided into softwoods and hard woods.

Almost all softwood cells are long, thin tracheids, which support an unbroken
column of sap that can tower more than 200 feet. The tracheids in latewood
become thicker-walled than those in earlywood.

The differences between soft wood and hard wood are readily apparent when
}+@<@R{VR@*;.+>*[/>[@Ú/.;jV+>;?+[V:@>@^^/?*{>?{*@[/[?<[[R/
is much simpler than that of hardwoods.

!=*V["

In hardwoods, the sap is conducted through vessels, a series of tubelike cells
/?;>@R[V@;?[[?:@*q{[*?[*?:@?*{V+/*[}+R@R  @*>@^^/¢V?:@
*+Vj|[*[{/:;*R<[[R/:[<V}@//@^/;*@.[*@*[.+V@V?+V@;*^<[[RÀ @*/
;*@?:@*@R[.+V;V?>@^^?@+V^;?@<[[R!=*V["

[[R/?*{>?{*@!=*V["

!=*V["

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Lumber

Wood moisture

Stages of preparing lumber are: selecting the trees in the woods according
to their purpose, cutting trees with chainsaw and removing the branches,
transporting the logs to sawmill, cutting the logs, usually with a bandsaw or a
circular saw.
The position and direction of tree rings affects on differrent lumber properties
in future.

Wood is a hygroscopic material: It absorbs and releases moisture depending
on the humidity of the air around it. As wood soaks up moisture, it swells;
<:@V+?@@^/.[+/?{*@?:@<[[R/:*+V/!=*V["
These factors should be taken into consideration when planning wood struc?{*@/ [*@;.^@?:@\[+V@*.@?:[R//:[{^R;^^[<.[}@.@V?
Wood holds moisture in two ways: as free water in cell cavities and as bound
<;?@*+V>@^^<;^^/=/<[[RR*+@/*@@<;?@*+/@@^^@R*/?:@V?:+/+/;^^
R+/>:;*j@R?:@<[[R*@;>:@/<:;?+/?@*.@R+?/ @*/;?{*;?+[V[+V?! qX"
At this point, the cell cavities are empty, but the bound water remains, permeating the cell walls. For most woods, the FSP occurs between 23 percent
;VR@*>@V?.[+/?{*@>[V?@V?:@[+V?+/?:;?;??:@ @*/;?{*;?+[V[+V?
there is no dimensional change in wood from its freshly cut size. It simply
<@+j:?/^@//!=*V["

q;<+^^;VR/;<!=*V["

:*@@.@?:[R/[/;<+Vj^[j/!=*V["

Plywood
X^<[[R+/;;?;V@^.;R@  [VR+Vj?[j@?:@*;VR{VR@**@//{*@;V{.@*[?:+V^;@*/[}@V@@*[?@V*@@**@R?[;/^+@/![*^;.+V;?@/"!X[*?@[{/
;VR`@*.;V+"
It comes in a wide range of standart thiknesses and sizes. Plywood is dimensionally stable and is unlikely to warp. It is awailable with just about any commonly available veneer on it’s faces. Plywood layers are created by rotary
wood cutting.

X^<[[R!=*V["

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

Fresh wood has high moisture
content. This log of Eastern hemlock
contains almost 6 litres of water.
Completely dry, the log would weight
one-half as much as its green weight.
!=*V["

¡[?;*>{??+Vj!=*V["
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]:;*;>?@*+/?+>/:*+V;j@;VRR+/?[*?+[V[;?/¨{;*@
and round pieces as affected by direction of growth rings.
Tangential shrinkage is about twice as great as radial.
!=j*+>{^?{*@"
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CNC Milling is used to create forms from blocks of material. This fabrication
process is most useful for creating small, singular architectural components.

Wood processing
Wood processing tools can be divided into three cathegories:

Similar digital fabrication process is CNC Routing, which works in a similar
;/:+[V?[.+^^+Vj@>@?+?+/.@;V??[>{?^;*j@;?/:@@?.;?@*+;^/}@*/{/
smaller, block materials.

Handheld tools, which provide immediate control of the tool’s manipulation of
?:@.;?@*+;^q{>:;//;</>:+/@^/^@/@?>

http://www.gutenberg.org

CNC Milling. http://sjet.wordpress.com

Conventional machines, in which instead of guiding a handheld tool, the user
guides the material through the machine. This includeds different types of
saws, drill presses, miling machines, routers, etc.

]];?@*\@?.;>:+V+Vj+/;^/[{/@R?[>{?^;*j@;?/:@@?/[.;?@*+;^=V
advantage the waterjet cutter has over the table router is the wide spectrum of
materials it can cut. In addition to plywood and foam, it can cut metal, stone,
glass, rubber, composite materials and more.
Laser cutters - typically cut thin, sheet materials such as wood, paper, plastics.
!q@@^"

http://jawoodworking.com

Digital fabrication methods, where drawings are directly transferred to com{?@*V{.@*+>;^^>[V?*[^^@R!]]"?[[^/;VR?:@{/@*:;/;^.[/?V[>[V?*[^[
the tool at the moment it is manipulating the material.
CNC processes are substrative fabrication methods, when objects are created
by removing material from a starting block, rod, or sheet through computer
controlled movements.
Waterjet cutting. http://www.wordsun.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Laser cut woodden cube.
http://mcnabbstudio.wordpress.com
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Wood joinery
:@*[\@>?#@??@*]:@;@* ;/?@*$;//?:@¨{@/?+[V:;?+ [??[.|^+V@
development and good architecture were the same thing??

The most popular joining method is wood glue. The strength of the glue is
:+j:@*?:;V?:@<[[R+?/@^ {?{/{;^^+?+/V[?@V[{j:?[;??;>:?<[;?
surfaces to each other since the demands in wood fabrication are higher than
in nature. One of the possibilities is to enlarge the area of glued surfaces,
to make the connection stronger. Hundreds of joint types were developed in
[*R@*?[*[}+R@.;+.;^/?*@Vj?:?[?:@j^{@R;*@;;VR;@/?@?+>^[[;^/[

Its designers David Benjamin and Soo-in Yang believe that new computer;/@R; *+>;?+[V?@>:V+¨{@/>;V[@*;^+V @?<@@Vj[[R;*>:+?@>?{*@;VR
the bottom line mentality of real estate developers.
They designed a lightweight, collapsible framing system of CNC-milled 1/4inch Baltic birch plywood that could replace typical balloon framing and its
formal limitations. The designers tested the system by building a 10-foot cube.
@<;V?@R?[{/@]]?@>:V[^[j[*+?/@>+@V>*;?:@*?:;V[*[*.
@V\;.+V@^;+V@R;VR+V?:@*[>@//R@}@^[V@<<;/[*;*>:+?@>?/?[
engage the process of design and construction.
!:??&%%;*>:;@*>[.%V@</%;*?+>^@/;/ß+R¿"

!=*V["

[\[+V?

Simple wood joints are used to produce a self supported structural system
Nik Werenfels. http://parametricwood2011.wordpress.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

http://archpaper.com
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Curved geometry
As seen in “Better, Cheaper, Faster” project, it is not a must for the laminated
layers to have the same shape, to start or end in the same place. That simplest thing it means, that one can create larger wood parts, that can be possible with solid wood.

Curved geometry in wood can be achieved in different ways.
Thin sheets of wood can be easily bent in one direction, without any additional
@¨{+.@V?¢V[*R@*?[>*@;?@/?*{>?{*;^;*?/;@<^;@*/[<[[R;*@j^{@R
together after bending.

Bent wood laminations before glue up.
http://ocw.mit.edu/ans7870/4/4.296/s05/lecturenotes/gallery2/8.html

Technion pool wood structure

Moisturing and heat can be used to bend thiker wood parts. In the Dragon
Skin Pavillion, steam is applied on CNC precut plywood parts, in order to
create curved parts. Wood is pressed inside molding template and saves the
shape after drying.

Bonatti Bridge – Firenze. Length - 76m
http://www.habitatlegno.it/en/wood-accomplishments/
bonatti-bridge/

In the same manner, it is not a must to glue the whole surface of the layers, it
>;V @j^{@R;*?+;^^!;@q@:<; @V>:"
And, in the end, the wood layers can not only follow the same surface, dif@*@V?^;@*/>;V @j^{@R+VR+@*@V?>[. +V;?+[V/?[>*@;?@>[.^@[*./
!=^@/;VR*;¦;@/>:@|][V?+V{[{/;.+V;@"

Bae Sehwa bench
http://www.seomituus.com

http://www.archdaily.com/215249/

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Aleksandra Jaeschke - Continuous Laminae
http://www.achimmenges.net
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]{*}@R/{*;>@/>;V @;>:@+}@RV[?;V^ >[.^@[*|;+/]]*[{?@*/ {?;^/[<+?:/+.^@*.;>:+V@/?:;?>;V>{?[V^;?/:@@?/[.;?@*+;^
+*/??:@/:;@+/>*@;?@R+V]=.[R@^+Vj/[?<;*@V@??:@[ \@>?+//^+/@R
into layers, according to the used material’s thickness. The layers are convert@R?[;?R*;<+Vj;VR?*;V/@**@R?[]]*[{?@*H;>:^;@*+/>{?/@;*;?@^
and after that all the layers are glued together and form the modeled shape.
Last step to achieve smooth surface should be mentioned - sanding the prod{>?+V[*R@*?[ ^{*?:@?*;V/+?+[V;*@;/ @?<@@V^;@*/¢V>[.^@>;/@/?:+/
step can be performed using hand power tools, or even hand sanding only.
q+.+^;*?@>:V+¨{@<;/{/@R?[>*@;?@?:@]+VR@*@^^;; ^@ R{?>:R@/+jV@*
Jeroen Verhoeven:

Milling wood
]^;//+>;^<;?[>*@;?@>[.^@@Rj@[.@?*+//{ /?*;>?+Vj.;?@*+;^*[.
a solid wood block. Before contemporary digital technologies woodcarving/
/>{^?+Vj<;/R[V@.;+V^ :;VR:@^R?[[^/;VR*@¨{+*@R;:+j:*[@//+[V;^ism and a lot of time.
[R;]]+^^+Vj;^^[</?[*[R{>@>[.^@>{*}@R[*./*[./[^+R<[[R
The result can be very precise and done in relatively short times.

The Norwegian Wild Reindeer Centre Pavilion, the building of the year 2011.
http://www.archdaily.com/180932

@?*[\@>?>[. +V@/;*?;VR?@>:V[^[j+V[*R@*?[>*@;?@;. +@V??[[graphic surface. This table also was created by CNC milling of glued plywood
layers. The top and the stand topography uses the same inversed pattern,
<:+>:;^^[</?:@.?[?@;>:[?:@**@/+/@^

http://cunicode.com/cinderella-table-by-demakersvan

http://dornob.com/

:??&%%<<<+>*>[.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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http://www.behindthescene.org
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¢V=>:+.@Vj@/Ú/?{R@V?/R@}@^[R+j+?;^.;V{;>?{*+Vj?@>:V+¨{@/+V
[*R@*?[>*@;?@@*| ;/@R>[.^@<[[R//?@./

##48!'6$,
`@*Vj+/+V/+.^@?@*./?:@;>?[>{??+Vj;/@*+@/[@*/!>{?/"+V;+@>@
[<[[R+V>^[/@*[+.+?/[?:@<[[R>;V @>{*}@R¢?+/+.[*?;V?V[??[
make the cuts too deep, resulting in the wood cracking completely through,
or not deep enough so instead of bending, it snaps (and therefore weakens
?:@<[[R":@<[[RV@@R/?[ @>{??[?:@[+V??:;??:@*@.;+V+Vj *@/;*@
free to bend. You can only kerf by crosscutting- you cannot kerf with the grain
as the likelyhood of the workpiece splitting is huge. This doesn’t have to be
solid stock either – you can kerf whole sheets and bend entire panels.
!:??&%%/?{//:@R>[."

http://www.achimmenges.net
http://www.shopsmith.com

In 2007 designtoproduction developed a method that makes it possible to fabricate single curved panels from any plain material without molds or jigs. The
Zip Shape system uses two individually slotted panels that interlock when bent
?[?:@*@R@V@R>{*};?{*@!:??&%%<<<R@/+jV?[*[R{>?+[V>:"
The parts are cut by an computer controlled circular saw in a way, that allows
only pre-planned connection and curvature.

http://stusshed.com

Guitar body
:??&%%j+>^>/R*@@^@R{

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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http://www.designtoproduction.ch
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Responsive Veneer Surface Structure
:@;*;.@?*+><[[R/@.+V;*?;@/?:@?@>:V+¨{@[@*Vj?[;:+j:@*^@}@^
by trying to make two-directional cuts on both sides of wood panel in what
makes possible to bend the panel in any direction.

The main focus of this project is utilizing the hygroscopic characteristics of
wood in the development of a surface structure capable of adapting its porosity to changing humidity levels. Rather than employing complicated electromechanical control devices, the project aims at employing the shape change
of simple veneer elements triggered by changing bound-water content. The
gaps opening up between the deformed veneer elements and the substructure
locally regulate the structure’s degree of porosity. At any stage in the design
*[>@//?:@>[.^@*@>+*[>;^.[R{^;?+[V[@V}+*[V.@V?;^>[VR+?+[V/?*+jgering changes in thermodynamic behavior and at the same time affecting
the material response to changes in relative humidity needs to be considered.
!@Vj@/"

http://parametricwood2011.wordpress.com

http://parametricwood2011.wordpress.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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3D2REAL: MDF Honeycomb Structure
ILEK – Institute for Lightweight Structures and Conceptual Design, University
of Stuttgart

Medium Density Fibreboard - MDF
 +/;?@[:;*R [;*R<:+>:+/.;R@*[.<[[R *@/j^{@R{VR@*:@;?
and pressure.

:+/+/;*[\@>? ¢H`/?{R@V?/<:@*@?:@:;}@>*@;?@R;V@:+ +?+[V
/?;VR[{?[;VR+**@j{^;*:[V@>[. /?*{>?{*@?:;?<+^^@:+ +?[ \@>?/:@
screens are made up of 3mm and 10mm MDF, that has been CNC-cut into
+@>@/\[+V@R {V+¨{@;+*/[>[VV@>?+Vj>[.[V@V?/

There are a number of reasons why MDF may be used instead of plywood or
>:+ [;*R¢?+/R@V/@;?/?+:;/V[V[?/;VR+/@;/+^.;>:+V@R@>;{/@
+?+/.;R@{[V@;*?+>^@/+?R[@/V[?:;}@;V@;/+^*@>[jV+/; ^@/{*;>@
j*;+V >;V @;+V?@R?[*[R{>@;/.[[?:¨{;^+?/{*;>@@>;{/@
 :;/V[j*;+V+?>;V @>{?R*+^^@R.;>:+V@R;VR^@R<+?:[{?R;.;j+Vj
the surface. MDF may be dowelled together and traditional woodwork joints
may even be cut. MDF may be glued together with PVA wood glue. Oil, waterbased paints and varnishes may be used on MDF. Veneers and laminates
.;;^/[ @{/@R?[V+/:
MDF can be dangerous to use if the correct safety precautions are not taken.
MDF contains a substance called urea formaldehyde, which may be released
from the material through cutting and sanding. Urea formaldehyde may cause
+**+?;?+[V?[?:@@@/;VR^{Vj/X*[@*}@V?+^;?+[V+/*@¨{+*@R<:@V{/+Vj+?;VR
facemasks are needed when sanding or cutting MDF with machinery. The dust
produced when machining MDF is very dangerous. Masks and goggles should
always be worn at all times. Due to the fact that MDF contains a great deal of
j^{@?:@>{??+Vj@Rj@/[[{*?[[^/<+^^ ^{V?}@*¨{+>^ >;V @@R
together with screws and nails but the material may split if care is not taken.
If you are screwing, the screws should not be any further than 25mm in from
the edge. When using screws always use pilot holes. Urea formaldehyde is always being slowly released from the surface of MDF. When painting it is good
idea to coat the whole of the product in order to seal in the urea formaldehyde.
;;VR[+^V+/:@/.; @{/@R;/V+/:@/ {??:@;*@^@//@@>?+}@;?
sealing in the urea formaldehyde
MDF may be used to make display cabinets, wall-panels and storage units.

:@//?@./@*}@/;/;^?@* @?<@@V[ /@*}@*;VR[ \@>?:@^;V;*@^@.@V?/[?:@:[V@>[. |^+@/?*{>?{*@;*@[*+@V?@R;?/@>+>;Vj^@//[?:;?
only a portion of the area behind the wall is revealed to the viewer. From the
[{?/+R@[V^[ \@>?/?:;?^+@<+?:+V?:@/@R@V@R[>;^[+V?/>;V @/@@V
Each of the items on display receives its own focal point, according to its size
and location. Inside the wall the opposite effect is achieved – the view to the
outside from the focal points is completely unobstructed, allowing a panoramic
perspective as the honeycomb elements are aligned perpendicular to the
observer’s eye.

!:??&%%<<<R@/+jV|?@>:V[^[j[*j"

All of the above - http://www.core.form-ula.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Flexible Plywood

##4!$6.!'.#+'4*+$!(

:+/@+ ^@^<[[R;V@^+/>[..[V^>;^^@R @VR^<[[RÚ[*@+^Ú
;VR+/{/@R@?@V/+}@^+V{*V+?{*@;VR/:[??+Vj<:@*@}@*>{*}@/;*@
R@/+*; ^@?:{/R@.;VR+Vj;;V@^?:;?+/@?*@.@^@+ ^@X^<[[R<+?:?:+/
@+ ^@>:;*;>?@*+/?+>+/.;V{;>?{*@R*[./@>+;^^?*@;?@R}@V@@*/{/{;^^
<+?:;?:+VV@*>@V?*;^>[*@}@V@@*;VR?<[?:+>@*?@VR@*+@RÚ[{?@*}@V@@*/
The special construction of particular species of veneers gives an unusually
^;*j@R@j*@@[@+ +^+?;VR[@*/;.[/?>[/?|@@>?+}@<;[*[R{>+Vj
rounded columns and other curved structures of very small radius in rounded
or S-shaped structures without water or the need for heat-forming.

Is a panel consisting of fast-growing trees such as aspen poplar, southern
@^^[<+V@.+@R:;*R<[[R/;VR[?:@*/{+?; ^@/@>+@/[[R+/*[>@//@R
into strends, which can be bound with different matherials, such as portland
cement or gypsum. Such panels can be used for breathable coverings, thermal insulation, support for gypsum board slabs and other coverings.

BendyWood
Bendywood is wood that has been pre-compressed so that it can be easily
bent by hand. The tension that forms on the outside of a bend merely returns
the plant cells to their former shape, and the wood doesn’t break. The mate*+;^+/R@^+j:?{^^@+ ^@;VR^+; ^@@VR<[[R<;/R@}@^[@R[*+VR[[*
uses such as furniture, handrails, or curved mouldings, and it shows enormous promise. Materials like Bendywood amplify the appealing properties of
;.+^+;*.;?@*+;^//[?:;?+?Ú/@}@V@;/+@*?[{/@?:@.?[[{* @V@?
!:??&%%<<<;*>:+?@*+;^/>[."

http://parametricwood2011.wordpress.com

Bendy plywood is more convenient and much lower in cost than premade
<[[R@V[*./;/?:+/@+ ^@^<[[R<+^^:[^R+?//:;@[V>@+?+/j^{@R
^;.+V;?@R[*}@V@@*@R:+/; +^+?[@*//+jV+>;V??+.@/;}+Vj/;/>{*}@/©
>+*>{^;*R@/+jV/>;V @*[R{>@R{/+Vj@+ ^@^<[[R<+?:[{??:@V@@R[*;
structural skeleton or special support.
=};+^; ^@+V [?:^[Vjj*;+V!>[^{.V<*;Ú";VR>*[//j*;+V! ;**@^<*;Ú"
[*+@V?;?+[V;<+R@*;Vj@[V+/:@R?:+>V@//@/>;V @>*@;?@R  [VR+Vj.[*@?:;V[V@/:@@?[ @VR^<[[R?[j@?:@*=/+?R[@/V[?*@¨{+*@
;V/@>+;^@¨{+.@V?[**+[*@@*+@V>@?:@{/@[@+ ^@^<[[R+V;V
curved project helps reduces the cost in labour and material to a minimum.
!:??&%%<<<<+V<[[R|*[R{>?/>[."

http://www.architerials.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Additional projects
Aggregated Lamination
X@*[*.;?+}@[[Rq?{R+[!=>:+.@Vj@/"
Yarinda Bunnag, Aaron Goldstein, Marcin Mejsak, Paul Merrill
Harvard University Graduate School of Design, 2010

:@V;^*[?[?@?;@/;R};V?;j@[?:@j*;+VR+*@>?+[V<:+>:*{V/;*;^lel to gravitational forces, along with an even distribution of notches. Arranging the notches along curved paths prevents global buckling by distributing
the weaknesses. The related fabrication process utilizes both the vacuum
and clamp molding. The molds are constructed so that variation between the
notches is minimized. This precision allowed to accurately predict the resultant
angles and to properly size and locate each plate.

£V@[<[[RÚ/R@V+Vj>:;*;>?@*+/?+>/+/+?/;V+/[?*[*@/{^?+Vj*[.+?/
 *[{//?*{>?{*@;V.;V{;>?{*+Vj.@?:[R/;VR@Vj+V@@*+Vj*[>@//@/
+V<[[R^;.+V;?+[V:;}@?*+@R?[[}@*>[.@?:+/+V:@*@V?V;?{*;^¨{;^+?;?tempting to create a more homogeneous, isotropic composite. This research
*[\@>?/;+./;?+V}@/?+j;?+Vj<:@?:@*?:@*@>;V@+/?;V+V| @?<@@V/?;?@[
[@*;?+[V?:;??;@/;R};V?;j@[ [?:;V+/[?*[+>V;?{*;^¨{;^+?+@/;/<@^^;/
+/[?*[+>^;.+V;?+[V?@>:V+¨{@/<:@*@;:+@*;*>:+>;^[*j;V+;?+[V[^[>;^ized, heterogenous laminated constructs coupled with the global arrangement
precalculated assembly system can create an engineered three-dimensional
.;?*+[^;.+V;?+[V<:[/@*@;>?+[V+/;/*@R+>?; ^@;/;.;V{;>?{*@R>[.posite but whose performance is as particular as that of natural wood.

The developed system incorporates a number of morphological features that
;^^[<[*;//@. ^;VR/?+V@//&Í+Î:@>:;VV@^?:;?*{V/;^[Vj?:@;?;*@;
of each laminate stiffens this section so that the geometric control of each unit
occurs only in the notch. [ii] The “feet,” the section of each unit that meets the
ground, is molded with additional curvature to increase the stiffness of this
area. In addition, varying the depth and length of the feet adds structural depth
to this area. [iii] The plates made from 1/8” plywood prevents local sheering,
distributes the compressive forces along the edge of each notch, and locks
each notch into its intended location. [iv] The threaded rod runs through seven
laminated units and allows pre-stressing the entire structure.
!:??&%%<<<;>:+..@Vj@/V@?"

+V?*[R{>+Vj/@>+><@;V@//@/+V?[;|^.;^@^;.+V;?@[V@+/; ^@
to control its deformation when force is applied. When two different lamiV;?@/<+?:/@>+><@;V@//@/;*@ [VR@R?[j@?:@*?:*[{j:>^;..[^R+Vj
a “notch” with precise local geometry is created. This resultant notch has
/@>+>;Vj{^;*R+*@>?+[V;^+??:;?+/*@^;?@R?[+?/?<[|^.;^@^;.+V;?@
components. Therefore, the global geometry is informed by the accumulation
of local angles.

http://www.achimmenges.net

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

http://www.achimmenges.net
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Serpentine Pavillion
Alvaro Siza, 2005
The pavilion was designed in Portugal, engineered in England, and fabricated
in Germany using Finnish technology, fusing diverse elements of European
design into one project. The innovative multi-use temporary design is an
+V/+*+Vj@;.^@[;*>:+?@>?{*@?:;?*+};^/?:@q@*@V?+V@';^^@*Ú/;*?@:+ +tions.

During the day, the open structure served as a comfortable café that offered
light fare and coffee to visitors to the gallery and to Hyde Park. The open
plan of the timber “legs” allowed for natural ventilation through cross breezes
that circulated the interior. The interior tables were designed by Siza. Visitors
seated at the tables could see clear across the park through the timber legs.
=@R<+?:?*;R+?+[V;^<[[R<[*+Vj.[*?+/@;VR?@V[V\[+V?/?:@;}+^+[V<;/
@?/@>{*@<+?::@;} [^?/:@?+. @*;VR.@?;^*;.@<;/^^@R[{?<+?:
;V@/[[^>;* [V;?@<:+>:>*@;?@;/>;^@|^+@@?@*+[*¦{??+Vj{+V/^+j:?^
asymmetrical patterns, the panels formed a shell-like structure.

http://alvarosizavieira.com

The roof of the pavilion undulates in a slight irregular curve that resembled an
armadillo reaching up to meet the surrounding trees while standing on sturdy
legs. Closer inspection reveals that the panels and timber legs are all different
/+@/ç?:+/+/<:;?>*@;?@/?:@{+R/:;@X[^>;* [V;?@+/;/@.+|[;¨{@
material that glows when sunlight hits it and casts tree shadows during the
day. Solar panels in the center of each roof panel soak up power, which is
used to illuminate the pavilion at dusk.

http://tumblr.com

The pavilion was designed in Portugal, engineered in England, and fabricated
in Germany using Finnish technology, fusing diverse elements of European
design into one project. The innovative multi-use temporary design is an
+V/+*+Vj@;.^@[;*>:+?@>?{*@?:;?*+};^/?:@q@*@V?+V@';^^@*Ú/;*?@:+ +?+[V/!:??&%%+V:; +?;?>[."

http://alvarosizavieira.com

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Metropol Parasol
The award-winning design for Metropol Parasol was developed by architect
Jürgen Mayer H and Arup.

Crucial for the behaviour of the Metropol Parasol are the 3000 connection
nodes at the intersections of the timber elements.

:@*[\@>?>[V/+/?/[/+^;*j@?+. @*;*;/[^//:;R+Vj?:@X^;;R@HVcarnacion in the centre of Seville and protecting an archaeological site. The
timber mega-structure is around 150m long, 75m wide and 28m high.

Engineers at Arup and FFM developed an innovative connection detail based
on glued-in steel bars, which at the same time are optimized for rapid erection
on site.
A thermal analysis revealed that the hot climate of southern Spain would be a
particular challenge for the connection detail, engineers had to develop a new
[VR+Vj*[>@///@>+>;^^[*{/@+V?:+/>^+.;?@=VR@?;+^;R\{/?.@V?/
and pre-assembly of the connection elements were carried out in Germany
before the 3000 elements were sent by truck to southern Spain.
!:??&%%<<<;*{>[."

http://www.jmayerh.de

http://www.jmayerh.de

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

:??&%%/[;*[R*+j{@/>[.

http://europaconcorsi.com
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Echinoids
;*> [*V@/©~HH¡§=§

Libeskind’s Futuropolis
St. Gallen, 2005

http://www.designtoproduction.ch

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

http://theverymany.com
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Centre Pompidou Metz by Shigeru Ban
Metz, 2008

Haesley Nine Bridges Golf Club House by Shigeru Ban
§@[\{!q[{?:`[*@;"

http://www.designtoproduction.ch

http://www.designtoproduction.ch

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Wood facts
-There are 82% more hardwoods today than 40 years ago.

|:@ ^;>@/?<[[R+V?:@<[*^R+/H [VÃ+[/*[/>*;//+[*;Å

-Hardwoods come back naturally. Harvesting large, mature trees in a hard<[[R[*@/?^@?/@V[{j:/{V^+j:?*@;>:?:@[*@/?[[*?[/?+.{^;?@V@<
growth.

|:@<:+?@/?<[[R+V?:@<[*^R+/~[^^Ã¢^@[;>;Å
|:@<[*^RÚ/^[Vj@/?/[^+R<[[R%^{. @* [;*RÃV[^;.+V;?+[VÅ+/;+@>@[
=V>+@V?`;{*+Ã=j;?:+/;{/?*;^+/Å¢?+/;*[+.;?@^[[?+V^@Vj?:;VR:;/
an estimated worth of $100,000.00.

-Our forest and our trees are renewable natural resources. Wood products
come from a resource that grows, matures and is being replanted for future
generations.

|:+?@£;Ãá{@*>{/;^ ;Å+/?:@/@>+@/[<[[R?:;?+/@;/+@/??[/?@;.
@VR+?:?:+V/?[>Ã%+V>:[*?:+VV@*Å[{>;V @VR+?+V?[;V@?*@.@^
/.;^^Ã?+j:?Å*;R+{/

|H}@*@;*/+;RR+?+[V;^?*@@/;*@^;V?@R[*@}@*[V@?:;?+/:;*}@/?@R
-While trees are renewable, each ton of iron ore, coal and limestone are gone
forever.

-The lightest wood in the world or on earth is Southeast Asain Indian Sola
[[RÃ=@/>:V[.@V@;/@*;Å¢?/;}@*;j@<@+j:?%R@V/+?%/@>+>j*;}+?+/
0.044

-Scientists have discovered than when forests become old and overcrowded,
?*@@/ @j+V?[{/@.[*@[j@V?:;V?:@*[R{>@§[{Vj<@^^|.;V;j@R
[*@/??@VR?[ @?:@.[/?@>+@V?;?; /[* +Vj>;* [VR+[+R@;VR*[R{>+Vj
[j@V

-The heaviest wood in the world or on earth is Australian Bauhinia Red {Lysi:^^{.>;**[V++Å¢?/;}@*;j@<@+j:?%R@V/+?%/@>+>j*;}+?+/
-Bamboo although often tree like, is actually not a species of tree, it is a species of grass.

-Wood is recyclable, biodegradable and durable—sometimes lasting for centuries. When it is no longer needed, it can be returned to the earth.
-Trees regenerate naturally through seeding or root sprouting, or are replanted
by people.

-The world’s largest forest is in northern Russia. It is located between 55 dej*@@/[*?:;?+?{R@;VR?:@=*>?+>]+*>^@Ãq+ @*+;Å¢?+/;>[V+@*[{/[*@/?¢?
covers a total area of 2.7 billion acres.

-`Most softwoods do not sprout from the root so they are most often replanted
after harvest.

|£V@;>*@[{^^|j*[<V.@R+{./+@R?*@@/*@.[}@/;*[+.;?@^?[V/[
pollution from the air each year.

-More than 80% of the trees planted in 1991 were planted by forest products
companies and private timberland owners. The rest were planted by federal
and state agencies and individuals.

|:@[V^/@>+@/[<[[R?:;?>;V @{/@R[*:[^R+Vj^+¨{+R/Ã[?:@*?:;V
;>+R/Å+/:+?@£;Ãá{@*>{/;^ ;Å:+/+/ @>;{/@?:@[*@/;*@^^@R<+?:
?^[/@/:+//{ /?;V>@R[@/V[?;^^[<^+¨{+R/?[@V@?*;?@+?¢?+/{/@R?[
.;@ ;**@^/[*:+/@q:@**;VR+Vj@V@*;^[*;j@+VjV@<+V@/

-Trees, like human beings, have a natural lifespan. Once they reach maturity,
which varies depending on the species, growth slows down, decay sets in and
they eventually die.

|[ {+^R;/¨{;*@[[?:[{/@?;@/;*[+.;?@^ [;*R[[?[
lumber.

!:??&%%<<< <:R</>[."

!:??&%%<<<.[*^;V<[[Rj+?/>[."
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“Digital working methods, such as CNC machines and associative para.@?*+>.[R@^+Vj:;}@@V?@*@R?:@/:[[[* {??:@;*@V[?;<:[^@/;^@
replacement for what came before them. Digital fabrication and traditional
?@>:V+¨{@/;*@>[.;?+ ^@;VR>[.^@.@V?;*H}@V.[*@?:@;*@+V?@**@lated and enable us to build a new hybrid toolset.

Bibliography:
Agriculture, F.S.U.D. of, 1999. Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering
Material, Date is copyright Date; Reprint ed. Forest Products Research.
Arno, J., 1993. Encyclopedia of Wood. Time-Life Books.

Knowing the right tool for the job is one hallmark of a skilled craftsman. On
?:@<[* @V>:?[R;<@VR>[.{?@*|>[V?*[^^@R?[[^/>[V}@V?+[V;^[<@*
?[[^/;VR<@<+^^;^<;/¢ @^+@}@VR.;V:;VR?[[^/q+.+^;*^<+?:?:@
advent of associative parametric modeling, we have to choose between an
advanced computational approach, a drawing-based computer-aided design
approach, or hand drawing - moreover, we need to know how to smoothly
move between them or combine them as need arises. Work from both Illumination No.1 and the Unibodies /@*+@//:[<?:@{+R+V?@*^;[?:@R+j+?;^;VR
the manual in custom fabrication.

Arno, J., 1994. Handbook of Joinery. Time-Life Books.
[*R@V'X@*@R+?:!HR/";??@*&;?@*+;^X*[>@//@/+V
Architectural Production. Routledge.
`[^;*@}+>!HR"=*>:+?@>?{*@+V?:@+j+?;^=j@&@/+jV;VR;V{;>?{*+Vj@<HR@R;^[*© *;V>+/
Kolarevic, B., Klinger, K., 2008. Manufacturing Material Effects: Rethinking
Design and Making in Architecture, 1st ed. Routledge.

Having taken hold in the early 1950s, computer-controlled milling machines
are by now a very mature technology. They may be relatively new to the architectural design practice, but they are well established broadly in manufactur+Vj:+^@?:@?@>:V[^[j+?/@^+/{V^+@^?[>:;Vj@¨{+>^:[<+?+/;^+@R
in bringing buildings to market is still rapidly evolving. The maturity of the CNC
?@>:V[^[j/{jj@/?/?:;?<@;*@*@;R?[.[}@ @[VR@;.+V+Vj?:@.@;V/
[*[R{>?+[V?:@.;>:+V@/;VR?@>:V+¨{@/?:@./@^}@/?[{V^[>>:;Vj@/+V
how we conceive of and realize our designs.

Menges, A., 2009. Performative Wood : Integral Computational Design for
Timber Constructions. Proceedings of the 29th Annual Conference of the
Association for Computer Aided Design in Architecture ACADIA Chicago
Illinois 22–25.
Porteous, J., Kermani, A., 2008. Structural Timber Design to Eurocode 5.
Wiley-Blackwell.

Likewise, associative parametric modeling is well rooted in some manufacturing and engineering disciplines, but it has been largely dormant in architec?{*;^R@/+jV=/?:@>[.{?@*|;+R@RR*;?+Vj;*;R+j.+/@:;{/?@R/[?<;*@
such as GenerativeComponents comes to the forefront because of the tremendous creative and practical advantage it offers. To take full advantage of
?:@V@</[?<;*@?[[^/*@¨{+*@/{/+Vj>[.{?@*.[R@^/;/?:@>[..{V+>;?+[V
.@R+{.:+/:;/*;.+>;?+[V/[*?:@^@j;^*@/[V/+ +^+?[?:@>[**@>?V@//
of the data, such as discussed in the Folded Water project, and for the skill set
*@¨{+*@R?[<[*+V?:@R@/+jV;VR; *+>;?+[VR+/>+^+V@/=/;*@/{^??:@>{^?{*@[{/@+V?:@/@@^R/+//?+^^j*[<+Vj;/<@@^[@?:@¨{@/?+[V//{**[{VRing how digital fabrication methods are developed, taught, and applied.”

Sebestyen, G., Pollington, C., 2003. New Architecture and Technology, 1st
ed. Architectural Press.
Seely, J., 2004. Digital Fabrication in the Architectural Design Process

http://parametricwood2011.wordpress.com
http://www.designtoproduction.ch
http://www.achimmenges.net
http://www.core.form-ula.com
http://transmaterial.net

!`[^;*@}+>;VR`^+Vj@*"
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Metals - Conventional Vs Digital Methods

(http://texturadesign.com)

(http://www.cakitches.com)

(http://gizmodo.com/389773)

(http://texturadesign.com)

Jenia Polischuk

(http://www.laserfest.org)

(http://www.hec-showman.co.uk)
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Metals History
Process Metallurgy is one of the oldest applied sciences. Its history can be
traced back to 6000 BC. Currently there are 86 known metals. From the
R+/>[}@*[?:@*/?.@?;^/|j[^R;VR>[@*{V?+^?:@@VR[?:@?:>@V?{*/[.@@;*/[V^.@?;^/<@*@V[<V:@[?:@*/@}@V.@?;^/
known as the Metals of Antiquity, were the metals upon which civilisation was
;/@R:@/@/@}@V.@?;^/<@*@&
!"'[^R!>;"]
!"][@*!>;"]
!"q+^}@*!>;"]
!"@;R!>;"]
!"+V!>;"]
!"¢*[V/.@^?@R!>;"]
!"@*>{*!>;"]
Metals manufacturing process

Continuous casting
(http://scheererbearing.com )

Jenia Polischuk

Melting and pouring the liquid material
(http://www.thefabricator.com)

(http://raunaqsteels.com/iron&steel.html)

+¨{+Rq?@@^|:@ ;/+>.;?@*+;^;?@*.@^?+Vj*[>@//!:??&%%[[?;j@/:{??@*/?[>>[."
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Metals History
]:+V;+/?:@<[*^RÚ/^;*j@/?/?@@^*[R{>@*¢V]:+V;Ú//?@@^+VR{/?*
*[R{>@R.+^^+[V.@?*+>?[V/[>*{R@/?@@^<:+>:*@*@/@V?@RÁ[
the world’s total output.
]:+V;*[R{>@/Á[?:@<[*^RÚ/*;*@@;*?:.@?;^/<:+>:;*@>*+?+>;^+V?:@
manufacture of many high-tech products ranging from smartphones to smart
bombs.
China is also the world’s leading producer of aluminum, antimony, barite, coal,
[{*/;*j*;:+?@+*[V;VR/?@@^^@;R?+V?{Vj/?@V;VR+V>

Engine parts in different shapes and sizes manufactured fmainly from metals.
Casting in a sand core form.
(http://www.tradekorea.com)

China as the leader of worlds steel manufacturer and consumer

Jenia Polischuk

(http://www.china-mike.com)
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Iron
¢*[V+/;>:@.+>;^@^@.@V?<+?:?:@/. [^ @!*[.;?+V&@**{.";VR;?[.+>
V{. @*¢?+/;.@?;^+V?:@*/??*;V/+?+[V/@*+@/¢?+/?:@.[/?>[..[V@^@ment in the whole planet Earth, forming much of Earth’s outer and inner core,
and it is the fourth most common element in the Earth’s crust. It is produced in
abundance as a result of fusion in high-mass stars
Iron metal has been used since ancient times, though lower-melting copper
;^^[/<@*@{/@R*/?+V:+/?[*X{*@+*[V+//[?!/[?@*?:;V;^{.+V{." {?+/
{V[ ?;+V; ^@ /.@^?+Vj:@.;?@*+;^+//+jV+>;V?^:;*R@V@R;VR/?*@Vj?:ened by impurities from the smelting process, such as carbon. A certain
*[[*?+[V[>;* [V! @?<@@VÁ;VRÁ"*[R{>@//?@@^<:+>:.; @
{?[?+.@/:;*R@*?:;V{*@+*[V]*{R@+*[V.@?;^+/*[R{>@R+V ^;/?
{*V;>@/<:@*@[*@+/*@R{>@R >[@?[>;/?+*[V {*?:@**@V@.@V?<+?:
oxygen reduces the carbon content to make steel. Steels and low carbon iron
alloys with other metals (alloy steels) are by far the most common metals in
industrial use, due to their great range of desirable properties.

Microscopic structure of typical cast iron (left) stronger sphereical structures within ductile iron
(right) (http://www.dartheads.com)

Iron chemical compounds, which include ferrous and ferric compounds, have
many uses. Iron oxide mixed with aluminum powder can be ignited to create a thermite reaction, used in welding and purifying ores. It forms binary
compounds with the halogens and the chalcogens. Among its organ metallic
>[.[{VR/@**[>@V@<;/?:@*/?/;VR<+>:>[.[{VRR+/>[}@*@R

Particle types

(http://www.pancai.com)

(http://raunaqsteels.com/iron&steel.html)

Basic Iron manufacturing process
(http://www.wtec.org )

Jenia Polischuk

Atomized, spheroidal aluminum metal powder
(http://www.skylighter.com )

1

Atomized, spherical titanium metal powder
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Steel
Steel is an alloy that consists mostly of iron and has a carbon content between
Á;VRÁ <@+j:?R@@VR+Vj[V?:@j*;R@];* [V+/?:@.[/?>[.mon alloying material for iron, but various other alloying elements are used,
/{>:;/.;Vj;V@/@>:*[.+{.};V;R+{.;VR?{Vj/?@VÍÎ];* [V;VR[?:@*
elements act as a hardening agent, preventing dislocations in the iron atom
crystal lattice from sliding past one another. Varying the amount of alloying
elements and the form of their presence in the steel (solute elements, precipitated phase) controls qualities such as the hardness, ductility, and tensile
strength of the resulting steel. Steel with increased carbon content can be
made harder and stronger than iron, but such steel is also less ductile than
iron.

!<<<R;+^.;+^>[{"H^@}@V<[*.@V+V@<§[*/+?;VR@;?^{V>:[V?:+/ @;.+V

:[{j:/?@@^:;R @@V*[R{>@R };*+[{/+V@>+@V?.@?:[R/^[Vj @[*@
?:@¡@V;+//;V>@+?/{/@ @>;.@.[*@>[..[V;?@*.[*@|@>+@V?*[R{>?+[V.@?:[R/<@*@R@}+/@R+V?:@?:>@V?{*+?:?:@+V}@V?+[V[?:@@//@.@**[>@//+V?:@.+R|?:>@V?{*/?@@^ @>;.@;V+V@@V/+}@.;//|
*[R{>@R.;?@*+;^ {*?:@**@V@.@V?/+V?:@*[>@///{>:;/ ;/+>[j@V
steelmaking (BOS), lowered the cost of production while increasing the quality
[?:@.@?;^[R;/?@@^+/[V@[?:@.[/?>[..[V.;?@*+;^/+V?:@<[*^R
<+?:.[*@?:;V +^^+[V?[V/*[R{>@R;VV{;^^¢?+/;.;\[*>[.[V@V?+V
buildings, infrastructure, tools, ships, automobiles, machines, appliances, and
<@;[V/[R@*V/?@@^+/j@V@*;^^+R@V?+@R };*+[{/j*;R@/R@V@R 
assorted standards organizations.

!:??&%%<<<>¨[{?>[." [{VR;?+[V][V/?*{>?+[V|=^@;VR*@'{/?;}@!.;j@"

][/?&í@*?[V[/?@@^*[R{>@R

(http://raunaqsteels.com/iron&steel.html)

Jenia Polischuk

!:??&%%+@++ ^[j/[?>[."|[*^RÚ/ ;+*H+@^[<@*/?@@^>[V/?*{>?+[V!+.;j@"
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Aluminium
Aluminium is the third most abundant element (after oxygen and silicon), and
?:@.[/?; {VR;V?.@?;^+V?:@H;*?:Ú/>*{/?¢?.;@/{; [{?Á <@+j:?
of the Earth’s solid surface. Aluminium metal is too reactive chemically to
[>>{*V;?+}@^¢V/?@;R+?+/[{VR>[. +V@R+V[}@*R+@*@V?.+V@*;^/ÍÎ
:@>:+@[*@[;^{.+V+{.+/ ;{+?@
Aluminium is remarkable for the metal’s low density and for its ability to resist
corrosion due to the phenomenon of passivation. Structural components
made from aluminium and its alloys are vital to the aerospace industry and are
+.[*?;V?+V[?:@*;*@;/[?*;V/[*?;?+[V;VR/?*{>?{*;^.;?@*+;^/:@.[/?
useful compounds of aluminium, at least on a weight basis, are the oxides and
sulfates. Aluminium is a relatively soft, durable, lightweight, ductile and malleable metal with appearance ranging from silvery to dull gray, depending on
the surface roughness. It is nonmagnetic and does not easily ignite.

!#;V{;>?{*+Vj.;??@*+;^@@>?/$%*;V[`[^;*@}+>"+@>;|X@*[*.;X*[\@>?

Aluminium Stucco Embossed Coil:
":+>V@//&|..
"+R?:&|..
"@Vj?:&?[>^+@V?/Ú*@¨{+*@.@V?/
"+.@V/+[V/>;V @;/@*>^+@V?/Ú/@>+>;?+[V/
"'[[R^;/?+>+?;VR>[VR{>?+}+?
"'@V@*;^^{/@R+V+VR{/?*+;^;VR>[V/?*{>?+[V;^+>;?+[V/

X*@//@R;^{.+V+{.@. [//@R>[+^X;*?+>^@/!Û][*:"!:??&%%<<</>+@V>@R+*@>?>[."

X;>+Vj&+V@[*?/@;|<[*?:<[[R@V;^^@?q:@@?<@+j:?&; [{??[V/@*
;^^@?][+^<@+j:?&; [{??[V/@*>[+^

Basic Aluminium manufacturing process
(http://www.wtec.org)

Jenia Polischuk

Aluminium casted brick with air spaces made during the hardening process
!#;??@*$%';+^X@?@*[*R@V$"
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Metal Methods

Jenia Polischuk

1
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Metal Methods

Jenia Polischuk
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DDM - Direct Digital Manufacturing
One class of such machines, called Powder Bed machines, builds up a part
by spreading a thin layer of powder metal in a bed, and then sintering (melt+Vj"/@^@>?/@>?+[V/ @[*@R@[/+?+Vj?:@V@?^;@*[V?[[+?:@V+/:@R
part emerges from a loose volume of powder that is recycled. Part sizes for
powder bed machines tend to be limited to one foot
Another approach to building up a part fv om layers of material in a powder
bed is to deliver powder by nozzles directly to the point where a focused laser
melts the powder, fusing it into a part line-by-line, layer-by-layer. Called Powder Deposition, the technique typically offers larger working envelopes and
the ability to either make parts or repair existing parts.in any direction, com.@V?/[:^@*/:@/+@[?:@[<R@*;*?+>^@/R@?@*.+V@/*@/[^{?+[Vç?:+V
/{*;>@V+/:

3D Digital comouter based manufacturing

Jenia Polischuk

(www.optomec.com)

Conventional Vs Powder Digital Manufacture

1
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DDM - Direct Digital Manufacturing

Powder laser head and manufacturing process
(www.Optomec.com)

;/@*q?;.+Vj ^;/@* @;.
(http://www.power-technology.com)

Jenia Polischuk

=^{.+V+{.q?;.+Vj;VR@@ +^+?
!#;??@*$%';+^X@?@*[*R@V$"

1
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Planes Manufacturing

http://www.dvinfo.net

:??&%%;;<[*R*@//>[.

Cross section through one barb of a feather (www.sciencedaily.com)

Jenia Polischuk

http://indianapublicmedia.org

+Vj;V{;>?{*+Vj!:??&%%<<<.@{?@;/@R{"

1
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Planes Manufacturing

Micro Bird Feathers (http://blotta.com)

(http://comenius.susqu.edu)

Cross section through one barb of a feather
(www.sciencedaily.com)

Feather
][.[V@V?/?*{>?{*@[?:@[{?@*>[}@*+Vj;VR+j:?/{*;>@/[;^^.[R@*V +*R/
Unique to birds, feathers apparently evolved from the scales of birds’ reptilian ancestors.
+@:;+*@;?:@*/;*@.;R@[@*;?+V; *[{/*[?@+V:@;*@};*+[{/^/@>+;^+@R
[*+V/{^;?+[V+j:?[*.;?+[V[ [R>[V?[{*/R+/^;;VR/@V/[**@>@?+[V][V?[{*
@;?:@*/[*..[/?[?:@/{*;>@[?:@ +*R/?*@;.^+V+Vj+?[*+j:?;VR[?@V<;?@**[[Vj+?:@ ;/;^[*?+[V.; @R[<V;VR?:{/;>?;/+V/{^;?+[V:@.;\[*>[V?[{*@;?:@*/[?:@<+Vj!*@.+j@/";VR?;+^!*@>?*+>@/"{V>?+[V+V+j:?][V?[{*@;?:@*/
grow in tracts (pterylae) separated by bare areas (apteria) and develop from follicles in
the skin. Down feathers have loose-webbed barbs, all rising from the tip of a very short
/:;?:@+*{V>?+[V+/+V/{^;?+[V;VR?:@.; @[{VR+V [?:?@*^;@;VR;?@*+;+V
;R{^? +*R/:@;^/[>[V/?+?{?@?:@*/?@;?:@*>[;?[.[/?[{Vj +*R/ +^[^{.@/
;*@:;+*^+@@;?:@*/<+?:;@</[? ;* /V@;*?:@?+:@;*@;//[>+;?@R<+?:>[V?[{*
feathers and may be sensory or decorative in function. Bristlelike, vaneless feathers
occur around the mouth, eyes, and nostrils of birds. Some bristles function as eyelashes
[Vj*[{VR|R<@^^+Vj +*R/À *+/?^@/[}@*?:@V[/?*+^/.;/@*}@;/^?@*/

Cross section through one barb of a feather (www.sciencedaily.com)

http://www.britannica.hk

Jenia Polischuk

1
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Planes Manufacturing
=+* {/*/? @j;V/?{R+@/[V;}@*^;*j@/@;?;+*^+V@*+V?:@@;*^/
:@H{*[@;V.;V{;>?{*@*/;<R@}@^[+Vj;>[.@?+?[*;VR/{>>@//[*?[
?:@[@+Vj;/;/?*;?@j+>^;?[@VR[@+VjÚ/R[.+V;V>@[?:@}@*
large airliner market and round out Airbus’ product line-up.
=;*?*[.?:@*+.@>[V?*;>?[*/+V *;V>@'@*.;V?:@_V+?@R`+VjR[.;VR
Spain, components for the A380 airframe are also manufactured by industrial
partners in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, Italy, Japan, South Korea,
;^;/+;@?:@*^;VR/q<@R@Vq<+?@*^;VR;VR?:@_V+?@Rq?;?@/=V;^
;//@. ^+/?;+Vj^;>@+V[{^[{/@ *;V>@<+?:+V?@*+[*?.@V?+V~;.{*j'@*.;V;\[*=;//@. ^+@/;*@?*;V/[*?@R?[[{^[{/@ /:+
barge and road.

[. ;*R+@*]q@*+@/ {/@^;j@@/?;**@^!:??&%% ^[j+j:?/?[*V@?"
.@;/{*@/;*[+.;?@^@@?!."^[Vj;VR:;/;.;+.{.R+;.@?@*[;*[+.;?@^
@@?!."+/.;R@[;R};V>@R;^{.+V{.;^^[/:@/@.;?@*+;^/:;}@ @@V/@^@>?@R?[*[}+R@<@+j:?;VR.;+V?@V;V>@;R};V?;j@/[*]q@*+@/\@?^+V@*[@*;?[*/

Basic Aluminium manufacturing process
(http://curiousphotos.blogspot.com)

Jenia Polischuk

Boeing737airframe

1

(http://varifrank.com/archives/aviation/index.php)
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=^{.+V+{.q:@@?/å.?*;V/@*@R?[?@]].;>:+V@

After baking the sheets are being expected for quality and moved to assembel line

=+* {/=][.[V@V?/!:??&%%<<<;}+;?+[VV@</@{"

:@/:@@?+/[^+/:@R;>>[*R+Vj?[]=^@;VR^[[/@/Á[.;?@*+;^!*[.?[?[V"

/:@@?/;*@ @+Vj;//@. ^@R[V?:@<+Vj/?*{>?{*@![V@;>:/+R@" @*@>?.;?>:

Basic Aluminium manufacturing process
(http://www.wtec.org)
:@/:;@R/:@@?+/*[^^@R<+?:@;V^[V+V};>{.;VR ;@R+V?:@[}@V[*~+VR@j*@@/

Boeing737airframe

Jenia Polischuk

(http://varifrank.com/archives/aviation/index.php)

Before covering, all the systems are being intalled. the accurency is reached by laser measures

1
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Florence new station - Arata Isozaki, Mutsuro Sasaki

For a competition proposal for a new train station in Florence with the architect
Arata Isozaki, Sasaki generated a structure using computer methods rooted in
@}[^{?+[V;* +[^[j:@+V/+*;?+[V<;/ ;/@R[V;q+R*;?*@@<:+>:j*[</+V
the tropical forests and deals with same structural problems - great span and
minimum support in the ground.
:@[*j;V+;?+[V[?:@ {+^R+Vj>[V/+/?/[/?;>@R;?/^; /.;R@[?:+V
steel plates with steel ribs sandwiched between, although the vertical struc?{*@+/;/@?[>[VV@>?@R?{ @/[*.+Vj<@ @R>[^{.V/?:;?/+V{[{/^[<
?:*[{j:?:@ {+^R+Vj~@+.^@.@V?@R;V@</:;@|;V;^/+/;*[;>:?:;?
he calls Extended Evolutionary Structural Optimization (EESO). he uses “the
principles of evolution and self-organization of living creatures, adapted from
an engineering standpoint, to generate rational structural shapes within a
>[.{?@*$:@<@ @R#>[^{.V/$ *;V>:;>*[//?:@/?;?+[VR@@VR+Vj[V
how the structure could be optimized to address stress and deformation loads
[*?:@;?*[[+V;V;^.[/?/+R@<;/}@*/+[V[<:;?:@:;RR@/+jV@R[*
Sendai Mediatheque.

One Module of the structure (Plane base resemblance)

(“From Control to Design”)

(http://archrecord.construction.com)

¢VV@*+@<[V?:@/?;?+[V|+j:?>[^[.V/[@V+Vj?:@/;>@!:??&%%<<<@*[|?:[*j"

Jenia Polischuk

;+V>;V[/{[*?/?*{>?{*@|<; @VV@R@^@.@V?/!*@R"<:+^@[?:@*Á;*@[V^<;
(http://www.cgarchitect.com)
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Florence new station - Arata Isozaki, Mutsuro Sasaki

One Module of the structure (Plane base resemblance)

Basic Aluminium manufacturing process
(http://www.wtec.org)

Jenia Polischuk

(“From Control to Design”)

Polygonal inner constructive modules covered with external metal sheets bended accordingly
(http://www.beta.iloveqatar.net)
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Birds Nest Stadium, Beijing
Herzog & De meuron 
¢V @[*@@+\+Vj:;R @@V;<;*R@R?:@*+j:??[:[/??:@q{.mer Olympics, the city held a bidding process to select the best arena design.
Multiple requirements including the ability for post-Olympics use, a retractable
*[[;VR^[<.;+V?@V;V>@>[/?/<@*@*@¨{+*@R[@;>:R@/+jVÍÎ:@@V?*
^+/?<;/V;**[<@R?[?:+*?@@VV;^R@/+jV/ÍÎ£?:@V;^?:+*?@@V+å+Vjj;Vj
[]:+V;=*>:+?@>?{*@@/+jV;VR¡@/@;*>:'*[{!]='"/;+R;?@*:@
placed the model of the “nest” proposal at the exhibition hall and saw the rival
@V?*+@/:@?:[{j:??[:+./@^#@<+^^<+V?:+/$ÍÎ:@.[R@^<;/;*[}@R
as the top design by a professional panel; however, it was later exhibited
[*?:@{ ^+>£V>@;j;+V+?<;//@^@>?@R;/?:@?[R@/+jVÍÎ:@#V@/?
/>:@.@$R@/+jV @>;.@[>+;^+V=*+^ÍÎ
In an attempt to hide steel supports for the retractable roof, required in the
bidding process, the team developed the “random-looking additional steel”
?[ ^@VR?:@/{[*?/+V?[?:@*@/?[?:@/?;R+{.ÍÎ<@V?|[{*?*{//@R
>[^{.V/@V>;/@?:@+VV@* [<^ÍÎ@;>:[V@<@+j:+Vj?[V/ÍÎ@/+?@
*;VR[.;@;*;V>@@;>::;^[?:@/?;R+{.+/V@;*^+R@V?+>;^ÍÎ=?@*
;>[^^;/@[;*[[;??:@]:;*^@/R@';{^^@¢V?@*V;?+[V;^=+*[*?ÍÎ@+\+Vj
*@}+@<@R;^^.;\[**[\@>?/¢?<;/R@>+R@R?[@^+.+V;?@?:@*@?*;>?; ^@*[[
?:@[*+j+V;^+V/+*;?+[V[*?:@#V@/?$R@/+jVÍÎ;/<@^^;//@;?/*[.
?:@R@/+jVÍÎ:@*@.[};^[?:@@^@.@V?/:@^@R?[ *+Vj?:@*[\@>?{VR@*
?:@*@R{>@R>[V/?*{>?+[V {Rj@?[í.+^^+[V*[.;V[*+j+V;^í.+^^+[VÍÎ+?:?:@*@.[};^[?:@*@?*;>?; ^@*[[?:@ {+^R+Vj<;/^+j:?@V@R
which helped it stand up to seismic activity; however, the upper section of the
*[[<;/;^?@*@R?[*[?@>?;V/*[.<@;?:@*ÍÎHV@*;><;/j*;V?@R?:@
contract to perform the stage lifting and lowering of the stadium roof as part of
?:@>[V/?*{>?+[V*[>@//ÍÎ{@?[?:@/?;R+{.Ú/[{?<;*R;@;*;V>@+?<;/
V+>V;.@R#:@+*RÚ/@/?$:@:*;/@<;/*/?{/@R ~@*[j©R@@{ron, though the pair still believes “there should be many ways of perceiving a
{+^R+Vj$ÍÎ:@{/@+/;>[.^+.@V?+@^;+V@R#¢V]:+V;; +*RÚ/V@/?+/
}@*@@V/+}@/[.@?:+Vj[{@;?[V/@>+;^[>>;/+[V/$ÍÎ

:@.[R{^@/ @+Vj<@^R?[;V[?:@*!:??&%%V@</

Basic Aluminium manufacturing process
(http://www.wtec.org)

:@>[.^@?@ {+^R+Vj!:??&%%V@</+V:{;V@?>[."

Jenia Polischuk

1
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Birds Nest Stadium, Beijing
Herzog & De meuron 

:@>[V/?*{>?+}@ @;./! ^{@";VR?:@@?*; @;./|/@[*;R+>^[[
(http://www.wtec.org)

Jenia Polischuk

Building process - foundation, colomns, beams, etfe
!:??&%%<<<[{?{ @>[.%<;?>:ß}¿¨*Ü<|\©@;?{*@¿*@^;?@R"

1
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Ship Manufactering
Shipbuilding and ship repairs, both commercial and military, are referred to as
#V;};^@Vj+V@@*+Vj$:@>[V/?*{>?+[V[ [;?/+/;/+.+^;*;>?+}+?>;^^@R [;?
building.
:@R+/.;V?^+Vj[/:+/+/>;^^@R/:+ *@;+Vj[R@*V/:+ {+^R+Vj.;@/
considerable use of prefabricated sections. Entire multi-deck segments of the
hull or superstructure will be built elsewhere in the yard, transported to the
{+^R+VjR[>[*/^+<;?:@V^+?@R+V?[^;>@:+/+/V[<V;/# ^[>>[V/?*{>?+[V$:@.[/?.[R@*V/:+;*R/*@|+V/?;^^@¨{+.@V?+@/@^@>?*+>;^
cables, and any other components within the blocks, to minimize the effort
needed to assemble or install components deep within the hull once it is
<@^R@R?[j@?:@*:+/<;/*/?+V?*[R{>@R =^/?[.]:;V?+@*/R@^Ú=?^;V?+¨{@
<:@V?:@ {+^??:@^;*j@/?£>@;V+V@*+V?:@<[*^R]{V;*RÚ/¡qá{@@V
;*

Modern metal ribs

Ships body being assembled out of matal sheets
(www.shutterstock.com)

Jenia Polischuk

Conservative wooden constraction

1

(http://www.china.org.cn)

(http://olsonfarlow.photoshelter.com)
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Nat West Media Centre - Lords Cricket Ground
Future Systems 
:@[ \@>?+}@[?:@R@/+jV<;/?[*@/@>?;VR/;}[{*?:@@//@V?+;^V;?{*@[
[*RÚ/<:+^@ *+Vj+Vj?[+?; {+^R+Vj?:;?<+^^:@*;^R?:@>[.+Vj.+^^@VV+{.;VR
provide the most elegant and state-of-the-art media centre in the world.
¢?Ú/?:@*/?;^^;^{.+V+{./@.+|.[V[>[>¨{@ {+^R+Vj+V?:@<[*^R;VR*@*@/@V?/; *@;?:*[{j:V[?\{/?+V?:@>*@;?+[V[;V@<;@/?:@?+> {?+V
+?/.@?:[R[>[V/?*{>?+[V:+/ {+^R+Vj<;/ {+^?;VR??@R[{?V[? ?:@
construction industry but by a boatyard, using the very latest advances in boat
{+^R+Vj?@>:V[^[j:@;@*[RV;.+>>[V?[{*/*@@>??:@/<@@[?:@^;V
[?:@'*[{VR<+?:?:@@V>^[/+Vj/+V[*.@R ;/.[[?:<:+?@/@;.^@//
/:@^^:@<@/?;>+Vjj^;+Vj+/+V>^+V@R?[;}[+R;Vj^;*@[**@@>?+[V/<:+^@
providing unobstructed views of the game for the world’s media. the design
;VR?:@*@;^+/;?+[V[?:@[*RÚ/]*+>@?'*[{VR@R+;]@V?*@<@*@V[??:@
results of parametric processes.
Ribbed construction assembled to a ship structure

Semi Monocoque aluminium building - constructed in a boatyard
(http://www.mimoa.eu)

Jenia Polischuk

Overal view on the Press “Bubble” rasing above the croud

1

(http://www.viewpictures.co.uk)

(http://www.mimoa.eu)
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Cellular Architecture of the 20 century: Metabolism

Habitat 67 // Moshe Safdie // Montreal, Canada

Tn the late 1950s a small group of young Japanese architects and designers joined forces under the title of “Metabolism”. Their visions for cities of the
{?{*@+V:; +?@R ;.;///[>+@?<@*@>:;*;>?@*+@R ^;*j@/>;^@@+ ^@
;VR@;VR; ^@/?*{>?{*@/?:;?@}[@R?:@*[>@//@/[[*j;V+>j*[<?:¢V
?:@+*}+@<?:@?*;R+?+[V;^^;</[@R[*.;VR{V>?+[V<@*@[ /[^@?@@?; [^+/.;*[/@+V[/?|[*^R;*¢¢¦;;V;VR/[.{>:[?:@<[**[R{>@R 
the movement is primarily concerned with housing issues. Metabolist designs
relied heavily on advanced technology, and they often consist of adaptable
plug-in megastructures.

Habitat 67 comprises 354 identical, prefabricated concrete forms arranged in
various combinations, reaching up to 12 stories in height. Together these units
>*@;?@*@/+R@V>@/[};*+Vj/+@/;VR>[Vj{*;?+[V/@;>:[*.@R*[.
@?<@@V[V@?[@+j:?^+V@R>[V>*@?@{V+?/:@>[.^@[*+j+V;^^>[V?;+V@R
158 apartments, but several apartments have since been joined to create
larger units, reducing the total number. Each unit is connected to at least one
*+};?@?@**;>@<:+>:>;V*;Vj@*[.;*[+.;?@^?[/¨{;*@@@?
(20.9 to 93 m2) in size.
:@R@}@^[.@V?<;/R@/+jV@R?[+V?@j*;?@?:@ @V@?/[/{ {* ;V:[.@/
namely gardens, fresh air, privacy, and multilevelled environments, with the
economics and density of a modern urban apartment buildings.

Nakagin Capsule Tower // Kisho Kurokawa // Tokyo, Japan
The building is actually composed of two interconnected concrete towers,
*@/@>?+}@^@^@}@V;VR?:+*?@@V[[*/<:+>::[{/@*@; *+>;?@R.[Rules (or “capsules”) which are each self-contained units. Each capsule mea/{*@/.î.î.;VR{V>?+[V/;/;/.;^^^+}+Vj[*[>@/;>@
:@>;/{^@/<@*@??@R<+?:{?+^+?+@/;VR+V?@*+[*??+Vj/ @[*@ @+Vj/:+@R
to the building site, where they were attached to the concrete towers. Each
capsule is attached independently and cantilevered from the shaft, so that any
capsule may be removed easily without affecting the others. The capsules are
;^^|<@^R@R^+j:?<@+j:?/?@@^|?*{// [@/>^;R+Vj;^};V+@R*+ |*@+V[*>@R/?@@^
panels. After processing, the panels were coated with rust-preventative paint
;VRV+/:@R<+?:;>[;?[`@V+?@j^[///*;

Moshe Safdie - Habitat 67, Montreal, Canada
q[{*>@&:??&%%@V<++@R+;[*j%<++%~; +?;?¤

`+/:[`{*[;<;|;;j+V];/{^@[<@*[[¦;;V
q[{*>@&:??&%%@V<++@R+;[*j%<++%;;j+V¤];/{^@¤[<@*

Anat Blaistain
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Spatial City // Yona Friedman

Clusters in the Air // Arata Isozaki

The Spatial City (Ville spatiale) is an unrealized theoretical construct inspired
by the housing shortage in France during the late 1950s and by Yona Friedman’s deep belief that housing plans and structures should allow for the free
<+^^[?:@+VR+}+R{;^+V:; +?;V?/[?<;V?+Vj?[R+/^;>@?:@>+? @^[< *+@R.;V*;+/@R;/@>[VR>+??@@V?[?<@V?.@?@*/; [}@?:@@+/?+Vj[V@:@
*;.@<[*<;/?[ @@*@>?@R*/?;VR?:@*@/+R@V>@/>[V>@+}@R;VR {+^? 
the inhabitants inserted into the voids of the structure. The layout of each level
<[{^R[>>{V[.[*@?:;V?@*>@V?[?:@[}@*;^^/?*{>?{*@+V[*R@*?[
provide air and light to each residence as well as to the city below. The project
was designed for construction anywhere, and meant to be adapted to any
climate.
:@q;?+;^]+?+/;{V+??:;?>;V @*@@;?@R;R+VV+?{.=^^[?:@/?*{>?{*;^
@^@.@V?/>[VV@>?@R?[?:@+VR+}+R{;^{/@*/{>:;/<;^^/[[*/^; /;VR;*titions, are radically mobile, and the architecture deliberately avoids committing itself to any particular style or pattern of use. Versatile and free as Friedman’s composition is, however, it is contained by a superior order, on which
it relies: the wide grid of pillars and slabs on which it stands. Friedman called
this grid the “spatial infrastructure,” and designed it for collective use. The
user’s determination was to play as important a role in it as the architect’s:
#[ +^@;*>:+?@>?{*@^[[/[*?@>:V+¨{@/<:+>:R[VÚ?+.[/@;*@>[V>@+}@R
^;V¢?+/?:@{/@*<:[.;@/?:@*[\@>?<+?:;[?@V?+;^R@/+jV@*Ú/;*ticipation.’” The design of Friedman’s ideal city is only perfected in its use.

The concept of the clusters was to develop a new way to structure housing
;*[{VR[[:@]^{/?@*;*@/{[/@?[*@*@/@V?^@;}@/*[.?*@@/<:+>:
;*@?:@:[{/+Vj{V+?/;VR?:@>[*@*@*@/@V?/?:@?*{V[?:@?*@@

=*;?;¢/[;+|]^{/?@*/+V?:@=+*
q[{*>@&:??&%%<<<;;+V?@*V@?%;+/%%%>^{/?@*/¤+V¤?:@¤;+*¤*[\@>?¤:?.^

Yona Friedman - Spatial City
q[{*>@&:??&%%[VV@^+V@ ^[j/[?>[.%%%.@?; [^+/?|.[}@.@V?/?{R|>;/@:?.^

Anat Blaistain
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Synagogue of Military Academy // Zvi Hecker // Military Academy Negev Desert, Israel, 1969

Eng. Laboratory Technion Haifa // Zvi Hecker // Technion
University, Haifa 1964

Three types of polyhedral units comprise the structure of the truncated octa:@R*[V[*.+Vj?:@/V;j[j{@:@;.+^+;*:@;j[V;^;V@^/;*@?:@ ;/+>
building unit. The triangular spaces between these units are used for stained
glass windows at mid-height of the structure. Windows for ventilating are built
into suboctahedrons projecting from the building. The synagogue is designed
[*;{?+^+?;*+;V{*[/@;/<@^^;/;/+*+?{;^*[^@&¢?/+?/;?[;>+/?@*V?:;?
/{^+@/<;?@*[*V@;* :[{/+Vj¢V?:@/@>+;^R@/@*?>[VR+?+[V/?:@/V;gogue by its height and wealth of form, stands out very strongly against the
.[V?[V[{/ ;>j*[{VR;VR?:@/{**[{VR+Vj {+^R+Vj/

The Faculty of mechanical engineering, is composed of several interconnected pavilions two-three story high. They are based horizontally on 45° struc?{*;^j*+R[.;VR}@*?+>;^^[V@?@*+[* @;*+Vj<;^^/[>[V>*@?@[^R@R
/^; *@>;/?@^@.@V?/.:+j:>.?:+>?*+;Vj{^;*+V/:;@;VR^^+V
of narrow jealusie windows between the concrete elements. The Laboratory
building here published, has been designed as a proto¬type for the other Fac{^? {+^R+Vj/&?:@j*[{VR[[*/@*}@/.;+V^;/;V;*@;[*:@;}.@>:;V+>;^@¨{+.@V?/;V+?;*+V/?;^^;?+[V@^@>?*+>;^<+*+Vj:@*/?[[*>[V?;+V/
several laboratory units and a large crane hall covered by prismatic slab roof
;VR>[VV@>?@R?[?:@{@*>[{*?<[*?:*[{j:?<[>[V>*@?@ *+Rj@/

Ü}+~@>@*|qV;j[j{@[+^+?;*=>;R@.+^+?;*=>;R@.@j@}@/@*?¢/*;@^
q[{*>@&:??&%%<<<}+:@>@*>[.%+VR@¤@V?*:?.^

Ü}+~@>@*|HVj; [*;?[*@>:V+[V~;+;@>:V+[V_V+}@*/+?~;+;
q[{*>@&:??&%%<<<}+:@>@*>[.%+VR@¤@V?*:?.^

Anat Blaistain
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Installations // Ervin Hauer
H*<+V~;{@*! "+/;V={/?*+;V| [*V=.@*+>;V/>{^?[*<:[/?{R+@R*/?
at Vienna’s Academy of Applied Arts and later under Josef Albers at Yale.
Hauer was an early proponent of Modular Constructivism and an associate of
[*.;V];*^ @*j+@];*^ @*j:@<;/@/@>+;^^V[<V[*:+/.+V+.;^+/?
repetitive pieces in the 1950s and 1960s.

Erwin Hauer Church in Liesing, Vienna, Austria, 1951
q[{*>@|^@?&:??&%%<<<@*<+V:;{@*>[.%+VR@:?.^
Source- Right: http://computecture.blogspot.com/2009/10/practice-1-erwin-hauer.html

Erwin Hauer ElieTahari’s Manhattan fashion studios, 5th Avenue and 43rd. Street, 1950
q[{*>@|^:??&%%<<<@*<+V:;{@*>[.%+VR@:?.^

H*<+V~;{@*q:[<*[[.[`V[^^¢V?@*V;>+[V;^R@@+>[@+>[]+?!"
Source- l http://pytr75.blogspot.com/2010/03/erwin-hauer.html
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Metropolitan Opera House \\ Toyo Ito \\ Taichung, Taiwan


         
          
                
Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces,        
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[[¢?[|@?*[[^+?;V£@*;~[{/@;+>:{Vj;+<;V
source :http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html

issues of the environment, resources, and energy
1. recycling of rainwater and sewage: the rain falling on the large roof surface
<+^^ @>[^^@>?@R;VR^?@*@R[*{/@+V+**+j;?+[V;VR/*+V^+Vj[*^;VR/>;+Vj
^;V?/@?>/@<;j@*[.?:@;>+^+?<+^^ @*[>@//@R+V;{*+>;?+[V?;V?[
;*[+.;?@^.£;VR.qq;VR?:@V*@{/@R;/;V+V?@*.@R+;?@
<;?@*/{^[*{*[/@//{>:;/?[+^@?{/:+Vj
2. use of eco-materials: the majority of materials used will be recyclable ecomaterials. this helps to limit the environmental load and conserve resources,
?:@*@ >[V?*+ {?+Vj?[?:@*@R{>?+[V[>;* [VR+[+R@@.+//+[V/;VR*@}@Vtion of global warming.
3. adjusting the surrounding environment for energy savings

[[¢?[|@?*[[^+?;V£@*;~[{/@;+>:{Vj;+<;V
source :http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html

[[¢?[|@?*[[^+?;V£@*;~[{/@;+>:{Vj;+<;V
source :http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html
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construction process
the structural system is developed together with the construction
.@?:[R?[*@;^+@?:@*@@[*.j@[.@?*+V*;?+[V;^;VR@>+@V?.;VV@*
the freeform concrete surfaces are shotcrete (spray concrete). it is commonly
utilized for tunnel construction and suitable for curved surface. it can be shot
:[*+[V?;^^[*}@*?+>;^^*;?:@*?:;V>[V/?*{>?+VjR[{ ^>{*}@R[*.<[*
?:;?+/@@V/+}@;VR?+.@>[V/{.+Vj[V/+?@?:@?@.[*;*/?*{>?{*@+V?:@
}[+R>*@;?@/;>@?@R/{*;>@/?:;? @/?|??:@V+/:@R/{*;>@ @?<@@V?:@
?@.[*;*/?@@^<[*@;VR@R.@?;^.@/:+/@;VR@R.@?;^.@/:/;V/
@?<@@V?:@?@.[*;*/?@@^<[*?[;>?;/;>@?@R[*.<[*..?:+>
concrete can be shot at one time.the surface layer of 25 mm is shot separately
<+?:[{?^;*j@;jj*@j;?@?[;>:+@}@/.[[?:/{*;>@V+/:>[V>*@?@?:+>V@//
};*+@/ @?<@@V..;??:@?[[[*;VR..;??:@ [??[.
the curved wall structure will be formed with 58 curved wall units, creating
many complications in building steel bar reinforcements and steel trusses.
?:@>[V/?*{>?+[V?@>:V+¨{@+/?:@*/?[+?/+VR+V?:@<[*^R[;*>:+?@>?{*@
and has never been seen before in the taiwanese engineering industry,which
meant that many local construction companies failed to show interest in
participating in the project. wu chun-shan, president of lee ming construction,
said building such a structure containing three-dimensional curved walls was
j@V@*;^^?:[{j:?+.[//+ ^@ {?<@;*@.;+Vj?:@+.[//+ ^@[//+ ^@Ú

[[¢?[|@?*[[^+?;V£@*;~[{/@;+>:{Vj;+<;V
source :http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html

sprayed concrete construction method
?+>;^^;V@;VR@R.@?;^.@/:+/{/@R;/;@*.;V@V? ;>/:{??@*?[
<:+>:?:@?:@*@+V[*>+Vj.@/:+/;@R?:@>[V>*@?@+//*;@R[V?[?:@@panded metal and the reinforcement is fully enclosed. the concrete is typically
sprayed using one of two methods. with the dry process, the dry constituents
[?:@>[V>*@?@;*@.+@R+V;[*?; ^@
;?>:+Vj^;V?;VR?:@<;?@*+/;RR@R?[?:@.+;??:@V[^@<+?:?:@<@?
*[>@//?:@<;?@*+/;RR@R?[?:@ ;?>:+Vj^;V?;VR*@.+@R<+?:?:@R*
>[V/?+?{@V?/;VR?:@<@?>[V>*@?@+//*;@R*[.?:@V[^@?:@ @V@?/
[?:@<@?*[>@//;*@?:;??:@*@+/j*@;?@*>[V?*[^[}@*?:@>[V>*@?@.+;/
?:@>[V>*@?@+/[?@V.+@R[/+?@ *@;R|.+>[V?*;>?[*/;VRR@^+}@*@R+V
^[**+@/+?+/>[..[V*;>?+>@?[;^?:@>[V>*@?@+V?<[^;@*/?:@*/??:+>
^;@*+/{/{;^^;^+@R{/+Vj?:@<@?*[>@//[V>@/{>+@V?^>{*@R;/@>[VR?:+VV+/:+Vj^;@*+/?:@V;^+@R{/+Vj?:@R**[>@//
+?+/@//@V?+;^?:;??:@V+/:@R*[R{>?+/>{*@R;*[*+;?@^?[.+?+j;?@/:*+Vage and to ensure that design strength is achieved. spraying concrete is a
messy process. some concrete will rebound and some will pass through the
@;VR@R.@?;^ ;>/:{??@*+?.; @V@>@//;*?[+V/?;^^?@.[*;*
protection to avoid polluting the surrounding area.
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INVERSABrane \\ KOL/MAC
¢H¡q= *;V@+/;*[\@>?[>{/@R[Vj[+Vj @[VR?:@>{**@V?#j*@@V$
>{*?;+V<;^^/?;VR;*R?:*[{j:/?*;?@j+>^+V+Vj[;R};V>@Rj@[.@?*.;?@rial and structural engineering, digital fabrication technologies and emerging
@@*?+/@+V@>[^[j;VR +[.@R+;
¢H¡q= *;V@+/@?@*+[*.@. *;V@;VR+V*;/?*{>?{*@¢?/@*[*.;V>@+/
;/@R[V@>@///{*;>@<:+>:.;+.+@/>[V?;>?<+?:?:@@V}+*[V.@V?;VR
>*@;?@/;{V+¨{@[[*?{V+?[*@>[|//?@.+>@>:;Vj@/ @?<@@V {+^Ring and city. Air, water and light are recycled through it and used as sources
[@V@*j:@.@. *;V@Ú/>;;>+??[+V}@*?^+V/@?@*+[*;VR+V?@*+[*+V?[
;.{?{;^^@V:;V>+Vj@@R ;>//?@.<+?:?:@@@>?[*[R{>+Vjj*@;?@*
safety and comfort for both environments.

`£%=]|¢H¡q=*;+V
/[{*>@:??&%%<<<>[*@>[.%j;^^@*%/;@|R@/+jV|?;@/|[V|*+/%;/
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,Migrating Formations \\ CAP \\ Moma, New York

The water cube \\ PTW Architects \\ Beijing, China

][..+//+[V@R ?:@{/@{.[[R@*V=*?[*?:@@:+ +?+[V#~[.@@^+}@*& ; *+>;?+Vj?:@[R@*V<@^^+Vj$
=/@*+@/[<;^^>;}+?+@/};*+V/+@R@?:;VR;*?+>{^;?+[V;VR/{ /@¨{@V?^
R+@*+V?:@+*; +^+??[?*;V/.+?^+j:?;VR@*@//?:@//?@.Ú/[<VV[V*@@?+tive, morphing pattern.
:@*[\@>?@^[*@/?:@[?@V?+;^[R+j+?;^R@/+jVÚ/; +^+??[*[R{>@ {+^R+Vj
elements en masse, particularly for housing, incorporating ample opportunity
[*>{/?[.+;?+[V<+?:[{?/+jV+>;V?^;@>?+Vj>[/?

             
       22   
#  #       # | $ 
       !      "
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!     "     
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X=*>:+?@>?/|:@<;?@*>{ @@+\+Vj]:+V;
/[{*>@&{**¦{**:@@<;?:@.;?+>/[=*>:+?@>?{*@:;.@/©
Hudson.
CAP - Migrating Formations 2008
/[{*>@:??&%%+>*+}@*>[.%:[?[/%/>[??V[*/<[*?:%%
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VORONOI MORPHOLOGIES \\ Jelle Feringa of EZCT
Architecture and Design Research \\ Columbus, Ohio
Voronoi Morphologies is the latest development in an ongoing area of research into cellular aggregate structures. The voronoi algorithm is used in a
<+R@*;Vj@[@^R/+V>^{R+Vj/;?@^^+?@V;}+j;?+[V;V+.;^:; +?;?.;+Vj;VR
urban planning as it can easily adapt to local contingent conditions. Within our
research, it is used as a tool to facilitate the translation and materialization of
data from particle-simulations and other point-based data into volumetric form.
Through this process, it becomes much easier to produce highly differentiated
structures that are responsive to local performance criteria.
:@*[\@>?<;/R@}@^[@R?:[{j: [?:;VR}[*[V[+>@^^{^;*/?*{>?{*@/
¢V [?:>;/@/;@^R[[+V?/+/{/@R?[R@?@*.+V@*@j+[V/[/;>@[*>@^^/
that are closer to a certain point than any other point. As the cells are not
>[V/?*;+V@R ;@Rj@[.@?*+>?[[^[j?:@>@^^/*[@*?+@/>;V @?{V@R
+V.{>:.[*@/@>+><;/?:;V;?*;R+?+[V*@>?;Vj{^;*[*:@;j[V;^>@^^;*rangement. A custom-designed script was written to connect Rhino with Qhull
which did the actual voronoi calculations. The script also digitally unfolds,
^; @^/;VR*@;*@/?:@j@[.@?*[*]]; *+>;?+[V
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¦@^^@ @*+Vj;[HÜ]=*>:+?@>?{*@;VR@/+jV¡@/@;*>:|£¡££¢£¡X~££'¢Hq][^{. {/£:+[|
source : http://matsysdesign.com/tag/digital-fabrication/
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C_Wall \\ Banvard Gallery, Knowlton School of Architecture,
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
This project is the latest development in an ongoing area of research into
>@^^{^;*;jj*@j;?@/?*{>?{*@/?:;?:;/@;.+V@R:[V@>[. ;VR}[*[V[+
geometries and their ability to produce interesting structural, thermal, and
}+/{;^@*[*.;V>@/:@}[*[V[+;^j[*+?:.+/{/@R+V;<+R@*;Vj@[@^R/
including satellite navigation, animal habitat mapping, and urban planning as it
can easily adapt to local contingent conditions. Within our research, it is used
as a tool to facilitate the translation and materialization of data from particlesimulations and other point-based data. Through this operation, points are
?*;V/[*.@R+V?[}[^{.@?*+>>@^^/<:+>:>;V @{V[^R@R]]>{?;VR*@;/sembled into larger aggregates.
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]¤;^^;V};*R';^^@*`V[<^?[Vq>:[[^[=*>:+?@>?{*@£:+[q?;?@_V+}@*/+?
][^{. {/£:+[
source : http://matsysdesign.com/tag/digital-fabrication/
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Monocoque II // Neri Oxman // Museum of Modern Art, NY
=*>:+?@>?;VRR@/+jV@*@*+£.;V+/;//+/?;V?*[@//[*[.@R+;;*?/
;VR/>+@V>@/;??:@¢@R+;; <:@*@/:@R+*@>?/?:@@R+;?@R;??@*
*@/@;*>:j*[{~@*j*[{@^[*@/:[<R+j+?;^R@/+jV;VR; *+>;?+[V?@>:nologies mediate between matter and environment to radically transform the
design and construction of objects, buildings, and systems
*@V>:[*#/+Vj^@/:@^^$[V[>[¨{@/?;VR/[*;>[V/?*{>?+[V?@>:V+¨{@
?:;?/{[*?//?*{>?{*;^^[;R{/+Vj;V[ \@>?Ú/@?@*V;^/+V][V?*;*?[?:@
?*;R+?+[V;^R@/+jV[ {+^R+Vj/+V/?:;?R+/?+Vj{+/: @?<@@V+V?@*V;^/?*{>?{*;^
*;.@<[*/;VRV[V| @;*+Vj/+V@^@.@V?/?:+/;*[;>:*[.[?@/:@?@*[geneity and differentiation of material properties. The project demonstrates the
V[?+[V[;/?*{>?{*;^/+V{/+Vj;[*[V[+;??@*V?:@R@V/+?[<:+>:>[**@sponds to multi-scalar loading conditions. The distribution of shear-stress lines
;VR/{*;>@*@//{*@+/@. [R+@R+V?:@;^^[>;?+[V;VR*@^;?+}@?:+>V@//[
?:@}@+V|^+@@^@.@V?/ {+^?+V?[?:@/+V¢?/+VV[};?+}@*+V?+Vj?@>:V[^[j
provides for the ability to print parts and assemblies made of multiple materials within a single build, as well as to create composite materials that present
*@/@?>[. +V;?+[V/[.@>:;V+>;^*[@*?+@/X:[?[/&+@q+@j@^
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Super Galaxy // FUTURE CITIES LAB // Competition Entry,
New York, NY
{?{*@]+?+@/; +/;V@@*+.@V?;^R@/+jV;VR*@/@;*>:[>@ ;/@R+V
q;V *;V>+/>[];^+[*V+;;VR=?:@V/'*@@>@@/+jV*+V>+;^/¦;/[V`@^^
¦[:V/[V;VR;?;^';??@jV[:;}@>[^^; [*;?@R[V;*;Vj@[;<;*R|<+VV+Vj
*[\@>?/@^[*+Vj?:@+V?@*/@>?+[V/[R@/+jV<+?:;R};V>@R; *+>;?+[V?@>:nologies, robotics, responsive building systems and public space.
q{@*';^;+/;V;*>:+?@>?{*;^//?@./;?{*;?@R+V;?.[/:@*+>;VR@^@>?*[V+>:@V[.@V;¢?+/;V[.;R+>@V>^;}@+V;V@VR^@///?;?@[/;?+;^;VR
.;?@*+;^{=/+?{>?{;?@/ @?<@@V/?;?@/[};*+Vj>[:@*@V>@!/[^+R+?
^+¨{+R+?;VRj;/@[{/V@//"+?/+VV@*/?*{>?{*@.;+V?;+V/;V+V}+/+ ^@@?
R@V; ^@;??@*V¢?+/;*@/[V/+}@//?@.>;; ^@[RV;.+>;^^+V?@*;>?+Vj
<+?:+?//{**[{VR+Vj/[V.;V^@}@^/¢?+/+V;>[V/?;V?/?;?@[.[?+[V;/+?
calibrates and recalibrates relative to both real-time global datasets (weather,
[^^{?+[V<;*;*@@?>";VR^[>;^R;?;/@?/!R@/+*@R.+>*[|>^+.;?@/:@;?@change, light and sound).
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__¡H]¢¢Hq=|q{@*';^;][.@?+?+[VHV?*@<§[*§
/[{*>@&:??&%%<<<{?{*@|>+?+@/|^; V@?%/{@*j;^;%
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Thermaespheres // FUTURE CITIES LAB // Athens, Greece
{?{*@]+?+@/; +/;V@@*+.@V?;^R@/+jV;VR*@/@;*>:[>@ ;/@R+V
q;V *;V>+/>[];^+[*V+;;VR=?:@V/'*@@>@@/+jV*+V>+;^/¦;/[V`@^^
¦[:V/[V;VR;?;^';??@jV[:;}@>[^^; [*;?@R[V;*;Vj@[;<;*R|<+VV+Vj
*[\@>?/@^[*+Vj?:@+V?@*/@>?+[V/[R@/+jV<+?:;R};V>@R; *+>;?+[V?@>:nologies, robotics, responsive building systems and public space.
Public Pavilion
Thermaespheres is a proposal for a public thermal bath and event pavilion
;>+Vj?:@/@;¢?>[V?;+V/?:*@@R+/?+V>?.+>*[>^+.;?@/D?:@#>;^R;*+{.$!:[?"
the “tepidarium” (warm) and the “frigidarium” (cold). These three intersecting
domed spaces are surrounded by a light-weight shade canopy that serves as
an urban threshold, public promenade, solar energy collector and microclimate generator. The structural system was developed through a series of cat@V;*@@*+.@V?/?:;?R@/>*+ @?:@/?*{>?{*;^;VR.+>*[>^+.;?+>@*[*.;V>@
of the canopy.

 



::  :   : :
:  

         

__¡H]¢¢Hq=|:@*.;@/:@*@/Athens, Greece,
source : http://www.future-cities-lab.net/thermaespheres/
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Active Wax System // AA EMTech
H^[*+VjR@/+jV[//+ +^+?+@/[?:@@V}+*[V.@V?|*@/[V/+}@//?@.<;/[V@
[?:@@;/@>?/[?:@*[\@>?=?:@V/:;}+Vj;:[?>^+.;?@;VR/>[*>:+Vj
heat, allowed for temperature variation to be the activator for the system. The
//?@.+/ ;/@R[V?:@*+V>+^@[@;V/+[V;VR>[V?*;>?+[V[.+V@*;^<;
with the variation in heat. This principle has been used in auto-vents which are
+V/?;^^@R+Vj*@@V:[{/@/?[;{?[.;?+>;^^>[V?*[^?:@;+*[< ;/@R[V?@.@*;?{*@>:;Vj@:@[@V@*:;/;.@?;^>^+VR@*>[V?;+V+Vj;.+V@*;^<;
<:+>:@;VR/<+?::@;?{/:+Vj;+/?[V?:;?[@V/?:@}@V?=/?:@?@.@*;?{*@>[[^/?:@<;/:*+V/;VR>^[/@/?:@}@V?:@*[\@>?+V>[*[*;?@/?:+/
basic mechanism in developing a component that is responsive to temperature variation. The component closes when the temperature is high and opens
up when the temperature decreases. The design parameter of the component
is the pivot distance. At the same temperature, but with different pivot distances, variation in the amount of opening and closing can be achieved. The
active parameter of the system is the movement of the piston, dependent on
temperature variation. Components with the same pivot distance would show
a difference in the opening pattern depending on their local temperature varia?+[V *+Vj+Vj; [{?;RV;.+>/;?+;^¨{;^+?:@*;R+;?+[V;??@*VR@?@*.+V@R
the placement of functions on the site. These functions act as attractor points
for generating global form.
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==H@>:|=>?+}@;q/?@.
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%>[*@|/?{R+[%>[*@|%;>?+}@<;%

==H@>:|=>?+}@;q/?@.
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%>[*@|/?{R+[%>[*@|%;>?+}@<;%
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Cellular Adaptations // AA EMTech
Cellular Adaptations proposes an urban intervention in the heart of Athens.
¢?+V?@VR/?[+.*[}@?:@>[VR+?+[V/[;j+}@V/+?@ >*@;?+VjV@<#j*@@V$
/;>@/[V?[[@+/?+Vj {+^R+Vj/¢?+/@V}+/+[V@R?:;?^[>;^*@/+R@V?//:[{^R
@V@?*[.?:@/@/;>@/<+?:[{?+.;+*+Vj?:@@+/?+Vj>^+.;?+>>[VR+?+[V/[
?:@/+?@¢V[*R@*?[;>:+@}@?:+/;/@?[+V?*+V/+>*{^@/<;/@/?; ^+/:@R<:+>:
*@j{^;?@R?:@/+@;VRj*[<?:;??@*V/[V@<^>*@;?@R/;>@/¢V.[/?
>;/@/+?+/;//{.@R?:;?;?/:;}@ ;^>[V+@/?:;?*[\@>?+V?[?:@>[{*?;*R
which itself is seen as a non-developed urban space, which is mostly used for
;*+Vj;VR[?:@*V[V|/[>+;^;>?+}+?+@/{+^R+Vj/?+>;^^:;}@;?*[[/?:;?
are generally not being used by residents either.
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==H@>:|=>?+}@;q/?@.
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%>[*@|/?{R+[%>[*@|%;>?+}@<;%

==H@>:|=>?+}@;q/?@.
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%>[*@|/?{R+[%>[*@|%;>?+}@<;%
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Screenwall Pavilion // AA EMTech
:@*@/@;*>:*[>@//<;/R+*@>?@R?[<;*R//?{R+Vj¢/^;.+>;??@*V/;VR
their applications in screenwalls. The lattice craftsman began his design using
>+*>^@/+V;:@;j[V;^;>+Vj[*R@*;/;j{+R@^+V@À?:@>+*>^@>[V?;+V+Vj<+?:+V
+?;^^[?:@*j@[.@?*+@/j{;*;V?@@R+VV+?@[//+ +^+?+@/[[?@V?+;^;??@*V/
][VV@>?+Vj?:@*;R++;VR[}@*^;+Vj*[R{>@R?:@>[.^@;??@*V/
¢V[*R@*?[.;+.+@?:@;.[{V?[j@[.@?*+@/+V;j+}@V;*@;?:@>+*>^@/
have to morph into a more angulated geometry, minimizing the gaps between
?:@;>@Rj@[.@?*+@/:@>^[/@/?*@^;?+}@?[?:@>+*>^@+/?:@:@;j[V<:+>:
also allows for more possibilities of fabrication.
@+V}@/?+j;?@R?:@j@[.@?*+@/<+?:+V?:@:@;j[V?[j@V@*;?@;//?@.[
>[V/?*{>?+[V;VR^+j:?.[R{^;?+[V:@*/?/[^{?+[V?[/?+@V?:@/?*{>?{*@<;/
?[?*+;Vj{^;?@?:@;Vj^@/[?:@:@;j[V/:;?>[{^R @R[V@ \[+V+Vj?:@
/+R@/[?:@:@;j[V<:+>:<[{^R @;>?+Vj;?R+@*@V?;Vj^@/;VR^;V@/?[
achieve the global curvature of the wall.
:@:@;j[V+/@R<+?:;>[V@@?*{R@R*[.?:@/+R@/[?:@?*+;Vj^@/;>?ing as the light-modulating tool within the system. The cones within different
hierarchies in the wall would have different apertures according to the amount
of sunlight hitting the surface. These different variations of the cone would be
generated parametrically in order to achieve a gradient of performative dif@*@V?+;?+[V;>*[//?:@;}+^+[V/;>@/£{*j[;^<;/?[>*@;?@/:;R@R/;>@/
+V?[<:+>:^@;/;V?^+j:?+/R*;<V?[;>:+@}@;R*;.;?+>@@*+@V>@

AA EMTech -Screenwall Pavilion
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%%%%/>*@@V<;^^|;}+^+[V%

AA EMTech -Screenwall Pavilion
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%%%%/>*@@V<;^^|;}+^+[V%
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Float // Francis Bitonti (Francis Bitonti Studio) Brian Osborn
(bo-th) Severn Clay(lesbetes) // Melbourne, Australia
Float envisions a natatorium for a developing community near Sydney, Austra^+;;VR+V>^{R@/?<[£^.+>/?;VR;*R>[.@?+?+[V/<+..+Vj;VRR+}+Vj[[^/
j.;VR?V@///?{R+[/;VR;};*+@?[/{[*?+Vj*[j*;..;?+>;>+^+?+@/
The structure touches down only lightly over a two-inch sheet of water on the
[?:@*ç/;?{*;?+Vj.{>:[?:@*/?[[*+V?@*+[*;>?+Vj;/;?:@*.;^.[R@*;?[*;VR*[.?+Vj;/@*+@/[<[[R [;*R<;^/?[;>>[..[R;?@ [?:@j*@//
and accessibility. Clad by a double-membrane fabric façade, the proposal is
*@R[.+V;?@^[@V|;+*;VR{?+^+@/;//+}@.@>:;V+>/?[@¨{;^+@>[.[*?+V
the arid Australian climate.

 



5   :
  :      

 :
    
 
   
                
 

*;V>+/+?[V?+! *;V>+/+?[V?+q?{R+["*+;V£/ [*V! [|?:"q@}@*V]^;!^@/ @?@/"|
Float, Melbourne, Australia
/[{*>@&:??&%%*;V>+/ +?[V?+>[.% £=
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Cylindrical Membrane Morphologies // ICD Design Studio
Prof. A. Menges, S. Ahlquist // ICD Stuttgart University
:+/*[\@>?{*/{@/?:@/?{R[;.+>*[?@V/+[V@R@^@.@V??:;?+/:+j:^@ible in its form and constellation, easily connectible and geometrical aligned
but at the same time appears organically and randomly arranged. A system
is developed consisting of an easy geometrical principle, which becomes
.[*@>[.^@?:*[{j:.+V[*R@[*.;?+[V[?:@/+Vj^@@^@.@V?;VR>;V @
.;?@*+;^+@R;/;.@. *;V@?@V/+^@@^@.@V?[*;/?+@V@R *@|>[.[/+?@
cell. Through this process the single element can be highly differentiated by
several ways of manipulation and reaction to different parameters, and instrumentalized for particular environmental conditions. At the same time, it can
retain control of the overall building concept accommodating larger and more
>[.^@/?*{>?{*@/

 



  5           
  :       :  
         

  
     :  

]@/+jVq?{R+[!X*[=@Vj@/q=:^¨{+/?"|]^+VR*+>;^@. *;V@[*:[^[j+@/
]q?{??j;*?_V+}@*/+?
source : http://www.achimmenges.net/?p=4703
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Material Intelligence Workshop
;?@*+;^¢V?@^^+j@V>@+/;[V@|<@@+V?@V/+}@R@/+jV;VR*[?[?+Vj<[*/:[
?[ @:@^R+V@<§[*]+?R{*+Vj?:@<@@[={j{/?|
:+/+/?:@j*[{<[*?:;?<@R@}@^[@R;??:@;?@*+;^+V?@^^+j@V>@<[*/:[:@j[;^[?:@*[\@>?<;/?[@^[*@R+@*@V?;*;.@?*+>@;?{*@/+V;
system made of differentiated components, as well as including the potential
.;?@*+;^[*R@/+jV+VV[};?+[V:*[{j:+?@*;?+}@<[*[</<+?:;V@.:;/+/
placed on material prototyping, an installation was designed integrating digital
;*;.@?*+>R@/+jV;VR; *+>;?+[V:@@¨{+.@V?{/@R+V>^{R@R;V+VR{/?*+;^
]]|;+/+^^;VR]]~+j:| [*>@]{??@*:@*+.;*]=^;?[*.{/@R
<;/'*;//:[@*[*¡:+V[/{[*?@R ;/{+?@[;//[>+;?@R*[j*;./
+V>^{R+Vj¡:+V[];.¡:+V[@/?;VR*;+^¡@VR@*

]¤;^^;V};*R';^^@*`V[<^?[Vq>:[[^[=*>:+?@>?{*@£:+[q?;?@_V+}@*/+?
][^{. {/£:+[
source : http://matsysdesign.com/tag/digital-fabrication/
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Membrane Canopy // AA EMTech
The AA Membrane canopy was designed by the EmTech Programme
2006/2007. he project was completed for the end-of-year Projects Review
at the Architectural Association School of Architecture with the intention to
remain for a lifespan of two years, and to function as a canopy for the roof terrace of the School.
The canopy was a highly differentiated cantilevered structure resting on just
three points and comprised of fabric membranes and steel members. The
individual lengths and bending angles of the steel rods, which are the com*@//+}@@^@.@V?/[?:@>;V[R@V@?:@j^[ ;^j@[.@?*<:+^@?:@.@.brane elements act in tension and allow permeability. The overall morphology
consisted of 150 membranes and 650 geometrically different steel elements.
Parametric modelling, developed using Generative Components software,
underlined the entire design process by facilitating a seamless interdisciplinary
@>:;Vj@ @?<@@V?:@;*>:+?@>?/;VR@Vj+V@@*/@V:;V>+Vj?:@+V?@j*+?[?:@
R@/+jV:@;//[>+;?@.[R@^^+Vj/[?<;*@@V; ^@R;/+jV+>;V?^@}@^[>[V?*[^
[}@*;V+V?@V/@^>[.^@/?*{>?{*@?:*[{j:;:+@*;*>:+>;^ {+^R|{[;*;metric relationships in tandem with certain control mechanisms. The model
was continually updated using interpolated data from the engineering analyses regarding global geometric strategy, local and global population densities,
force vector paths and structural depths.

AA EMTech -Membrane Canopy 2007
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%%%%.@. *;V@|>;V[|%

AA EMTech -Membrane Canopy 2007
/[{*>@&:??&%%@.?@>:;;/>:[[^;>{%%%%.@. *;V@|>;V[|%

Anat Blaistain
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Stalasso // Neri Oxman // Museum of Science, Boston
Mineralization processes form many natural structures and introduce metals,
/{>:;/j[^R+V?[;*[>:@*@/{^?+Vj*[>>[.[/+?+[V+//?+@*;VR/?*[Vj@*{/+Vj?:@*;?+[[/?+?[/[?.;?@*+;^/q?;^;//[.+.+>/?:@/@.+V@*alization processes for design purposes. This leads to construction based on
@*[*.;V>@*@¨{+*@.@V?/ [*@;.^@; @R;?; ^@[*; {+^R+VjÚ/>@+^+Vj
could be tailored to respond to different weights across its surface according
?[/@>+>*@¨{+*@.@V?/;VR*@@*@V>@/

@*+£.;V|q?;^;//[{/@{.[q>+@V>@[/?[V
/[{*>@&:??&%%<@ .@R+;.+?@R{%ðV@*+%/+?@%*[\@>?/%.[V[>[¨{@%.[V[>[¨{@:?.^
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*@R{>@R/?+V@//;^^[</[*;.[*@/@>+>;*?+>{^;?+[V[?:@^;??+>@j@[.@?*
¢V?:@*@/{^?+Vj/?*{>?{*@?:@R+@*@V?+;?@R?*;V/;*@V>;VR;*?+>{^;?+[V[
?:@/+V*@j+/?@*/?:@@. @RR@R[*>@/<:+>:.;+V?;+V@¨{+^+ *+{.+V?:@}@*
thin, non-uniformly bend lattice



Differentiated Wood Lattice Shell // Performative Wood
Studio // Harvard University Graduate School of Design
:@*/?*@/@;*>:[ \@>?+}@[?:+/*[\@>?<;/?[@?@VR?:@*;Vj@[[/sible lattice geometries based on the bending behavior of wooden elements
with varying cross-sectional dimensions along their length. Thus, a robotic
<;?@*\@?>{??+Vj?@>:V+¨{@<;/R@}@^[@R?:;?j*;R{;^^*@R{>@/?:@>*[//
/@>?+[V[/{>:@^@.@V?/<+?:[{?R;.;j@?[?:@@*+.@?@* *@/*@R{>+Vj?:@
*+/[/^+??+VjR{*+Vj?:@/{ /@¨{@V? @VR+Vj*[>@//:*[{j:?:@*@^;?@R
fabrication variables, each wooden element’s stiffness can now be adjusted
by locally reducing its structural depth. This differentiation of the cross section allowed building up an entire catalogue of possible bending behavior of
the lattice elements, which was computationally established based on a large
number of physical tests. This information was embedded in computational
R@/+jV?[[^[*[*.|VR+Vj?:@^;??+>@/:;@+V*@^;?+[V?[?:@R+@*@V?+;^
bending behavior of its members, which also provides the fabrication data for
constructing the initially planar grid.
The second research objective of this project was developing an alternative
<;[@*@>?+Vj/{>:;;?^;??+>@<+?:[{??:@V@@R[*;RR+?+[V;^/>;[^R+Vj
[*:[+/?/=/?*@//@R<[[R@V/+V<;/R@}@^[@R<:+>:j*;R{;^^[*>@/?:@
lattice into its structurally stable, double curved state by the local actuation of
@;>:/+V@^@.@V?=^[>;^;>?{;?[*@^@.@V?<;/R@}@^[@R>[V/+/?+Vj[?<[
/+V;V@^/<+?:;RR+?+[V;^R+;j[V;^.@. @*/;VR;};*+; ^@/;>@* [^??:;?
>;V;R\{/??:@R+;j[V;^R+/?;V>@[@;>:*@/@>?+}@j*+R@^R;/@R[VR@tailed studies of the achievable actuation force and related element variables
/{>:;//+@?:+>V@//;VR *@[*+@V?;?+[V;>?{;?[*^[>;?+[V/;VR*@¨{+*@R
?[*¨{@;>[.{?;?+[V;^?[[^[*R@*+}+Vj?:@*@^;?@R;>?{;?+[V*[?[>[^<;/
developed and tested in a full scale prototype.
For the prototype construction, the robotically fabricated members with varying
>*[//|/@>?+[V?[j@?:@*<+?:?:@^;/@*>{?/+V@^@.@V?/;*@;//@. ^@R;/;?
^;??+>@{?[V>@?:@;>?{;?[*/;*@;R\{/?@R;>>[*R+Vj?[?:@R+j+?;^^R@*+}@R
*[?[>[^?:@^;??+>@*;+/@/+V?[+?/>[.{?;?+[V;^^R@V@R/?*{>?{*;^^/?; ^@
R[{ ^@>{*}@R[*.¢V?@j*;?+Vj?:@>*+?+>;^.;?@*+;^>:;*;>?@*+/?+>/;VR @:;}ior of wood in the computational design process for both the local stressed
/+V;>?{;?[*/;VR?:@V[V|{V+[*. @VR+Vj @:;}+[*[@^@.@V?/<+?:^[>;^^

Anat Blaistain
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Responsive Surface Structure II // Department of Form
Generation and Materialisation (Prof. Achim Menges) // HFG
Offenbach University of Art and Design, Germany
The second research phase of the Responsive Surface Structure project
focused on the development of a more integral system that constitutes both
?:@*@;>?+}@/+V;VR?:@^[;R @;*+Vj/?*{>?{*@<+?:+V[V@.;?@*+;^//?@.
:*[{j:};*+;?+[V/+V^[>;^?:+>V@//;VR *@R+*@>?+[V+?+/[//+ ^@?[>[Vstruct the system from wood laminates only. The ordering system of the four to
seven sided polygonal elements is algorithmically derived. The computationally evolved surface structure allows for articulating globally doubly curved
surfaces with varying densityof elements in response to different structural
*@¨{+*@.@V?/
={V>?+[V;^{^^/>;^@*[?[?@<;/>[V/?*{>?@R;VR?@/?@R£V>@@[/@R?[
changes in relative humidity the opening and closure of each local component
results in different degrees of porosity over time and across the surface, which
+/ [?:/?*{>?{*@;VR*@/[V/+}@/+V:+/:+j:^@}@^[+V?@j*;?+[V[[*.
structure and material performance enables a direct response to environmen?;^+V{@V>@/<+?:V[V@@R[*;RR+?+[V;^@^@>?*[V+>[*.@>:;V+>;^>[V?*[^

@;*?.@V?[ [*.'@V@*;?+[V;VR;?@*+;^+/;?+[V!X*[=>:+.@Vj@/"|¡@/[V/+}@
q{*;>@q?*{>?{*@¢¢~ '£@V ;>:_V+}@*/+?[=*?;VR@/+jV'@*.;V
source : http://www.achimmenges.net/?p=4339
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Porous Cast // AA Diploma Unit (Michael Hensel, Achim Menges)
Gabriel Sanchiz // Architectural Association, London
This research was fostered by an interest in the formation process of diatoms
;VR*;R+[^;*+;+;?[.@/;*@{V+>@^^{^;*[*>[^[V+;^;^j;@:@>@^^+/@V>;/@R
by a characteristic and highly differentiated cell wall, which is impregnated
<+?:/+^+>;¡;R+[^;*+; @^[Vj?[?:@[*R@*[.;*+V@^;V?[V+>*[?[[;V/;VR
feature a central protoplasm comprising chitinous capsule and siliceous spicules that are perforated by pores. The porous mass of the cell encasements
of radiolaria and diatoms delivers an interesting model for differentiated cast
<;^^/+V;*>:+?@>?{*@?:;?.;@;?{*@;};*+@?[/@>+>@*[*.;V>@>;;>+ties. The initial phase of the material system development focused on produc+Vj;/@^@?;^*;.@<[*;*?+>{^;?@R?:*[{j:?:@+V?@*/?+?+;^/;>@/^@? @?<@@V
*@//{*+/@R>[V?;+V@*//[|>;^^@RV@{/=*/?/@*+@/[@@*+.@V?/@^[*@R
<;/[>;/?+Vj^;/?@* @?<@@V;+*|^^@R>{/:+[V/?[;>:+@}@?:@?+>;^
/:;@[?:@.+V@*;^+/@R/@^@?[V/ @?<@@VV@{/?:;?[>>{*/+VV;?{*@=^+/?
of casting materials that feature different thermal characteristics was estab^+/:@RX:/+>;^@@*+.@V?/;VRR+j+?;^;V;^/+//@*}@R?[@/?; ^+/:?:@[//+ ^@*;Vj@[^+j:?;VR;+*[<.[R{^;?+[V*@^;?+}@?[.[*:[^[j+>;^@;?{*@/
such as the size and density of pores and other characteristics of the material
//?@.q{ /@¨{@V?^;*;Vj@[.;V{;>?{*+Vj;*[;>:@/<@*@?@/?@R*@sulting in the production of a full-scale prototypical portion of the material system that integrated computer-aided manufacturing processes and pneumatic
[*.|VR+Vj;/;>[V/?*{>?+[V.@?:[R=;*[;>:V;^^>:[/@V[>{/@R[V
strategizing a mould that would respond to the casting process and therefore
R@^[;V@^@.@V?[.;?@*+;^/@^|[*j;V+/;?+[V=?@*/@}@*;^@@*+.@V?/<+?:
; *+>.[{^R/;*+j+R*;.@<+?:;V@¨{;^^*+j+R ;>|;V@^<;/.;R@:@
;>|;V@^/{[*?/;V+V;?; ^@[*.<[*<+?:V@{/^;>@R @?<@@V?<[
layers of rubber-sheet. The concrete was then cast between the two layers of
*{ @*|/:@@??[^^?:@/;>@ @?<@@V?:@V@{/=V;>*^+>+V^;+V?:@*;.@
;^^[<@R}+/{;^>[V?*[^[?:@>;/?+Vj*[>@//;VR?:@*[@*^^+Vj[?:@/;>@
between the pneus. The resulting cast is characterised by double-curvature,
>[V?*[^^@R[*[/+?;VRR@V/+?;VR.;//[?:@[{*@R.;?@*+;^¢?>;V; /[* 
?:@*.;^@V@*j;VR*@^@;/@+??[?:@;+*[<@V; ^@R ?:@[*[/+?;VR?:@
R[{ ^@|>{*};?{*@>;V @{?+^+/@R[*?:@*.;^@[/{*@[*/@^|/:;R+Vj[*@[}@*?:@;*?+>+;^R+>:[?[. @?<@@V.;//;VR^+j:?V@//;*@ *[{j:?+V?[;V
interesting performative synergy.

Anat Blaistain
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Transitional Morphologies // AA Diploma Unit (Michael
Hensel, Achim Menges) Dae Song Lee
:+/*[\@>?@;.+V@R/?*;?@j+@/;VR.@?:[R/?[+V>*@.@V?;^^>:;Vj@;V
assembly from a vector-active to a surface-active structural system. The
transition from space-frame to surface morphology offers a range of performative capacities through related changes of porosity. Finite Element analysis
;VR][.{?@* ^{+RV;.+>/;V;^/+/<@*@{/@R+V[*R@*?[@/?; ^+/:?:@
>[.^@+V?@**@^;?+[V @?<@@V?:@.[*:[^[j[?:@//?@.;VR+?//?*{>?{*;^
behaviour and environmental modulation. This process began with basic digi?;^/?{R+@/?:;?/+.{^;?@R;+*[<;*[{VRR+@*@V?^;*?+>{^;?@R/+Vj^@@^@.@V?/
varying the angles of the faces of the tetrahedrons and the size of aperture in
@;>:;>@;/<@^^;/?:@*;Vj@[/+@/<+?:+V@;>:@^@.@V?][Vj{*;?+[V/
consisting of a greater number of differentiated elements were then analyzed
and the performative capacity of the system was documented and notated in
;R+j+?;^*[?[>[^:+/R+*@>?^+V[*.@R/{ /@¨{@V?j@V@*;?+[V/[?:@//?@.
+V*@/[V/@?[;/@>+>>^+.;?+>;VR^{.+V[{/>[V?@?
The investigation of geometric-topological articulation and performative capacity was paralleled by an investigation of manufacturing options. Various
;*[;>:@/?[{V[^R+Vj;//@. ^+@/+V?[;?|/:@@?;??@*V/[*^;/@*|>{??+Vj
<@*@@;.+V@R;VR?@/?@R+V;/@*+@/[/>;^@R:/+>;^.[R@^/=/;/@>+>
>{??+Vj?@>:V+¨{@;V+VR{/?*+;^[*+j;.+.@?:[R<;/>:[/@V?:;?;^^[</?:@;?
sheets to be scored from one side only, while folding is possible in both directions. The associative modelling set-up was developed so that each assembly
<;/;{?[.;?+>;^^{V[^R@R;VR^;+R[{?[*^;/@*|[*]]|>{??+Vj
:@R@/+jV<;/+V[*.@R @?@V/+}@.@;/{*+Vj;VR.;+Vj[?:@*.;^
^{.+V[{/;VR;+*[<>[VR+?+[V/;>*[//;/@^@>?@R?@/?/+?@HV}+*[V.@V?;^
measurements were listed and updated on a data spreadsheet set up to automatically re-interpolate all 20,000 measurement values across the site. This
/*@;R/:@@?R;?;<;/^+V@RR+*@>?^?[;.;j@V@*;?@R<+?:+V;V;//[>+;?+}@.[R@^^+Vj@V}+*[V.@V?£V>@?:@/+@/R+/?*+ {?+[V;VR[*+@V?;?+[V[;^^
elements of the material system were established according to the set spatial
;**;Vj@.@V?/?:@;//[>+;?+}@.[R@^[?:@.;?@*+;^//?@.>[{^R @^+V@R
?[?:@.;+Vj/@?|{:+/@/?; ^+/:@R;V+V/?*{.@V?;^^+V;VR;*+j[*[{/
@@R ;> @?<@@V.;?@*+;^//?@.;VR@V}+*[V.@V?;^>[VR+?+[V/@<@V}+ronmental conditions can now update the design and, in the same way, the
environmental impact of the intervention can be visualised, analysed, evalu;?@R;VR@R ;>+V?[?:@R@/+jV*[>@//
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Morphologies, Architectural Association, London, 2005-0
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Morphogenetic Design Experiment III // Paper Strip
ExperimentAchim Menges with Andrew Kudless, Ranidia
// Leeman, Nikolaos Stathapoulos, Michuan Xu
:+/[*:[j@V?+>R@/+jV@@*+.@V?+/ ;/@R[V?:@;*;.@?*+>*[^+@*;?+[V
[}@*/+.^@.;?@*+;^>[.[V@V?/V;.@^?<+/?@R;VR @V?;@*|/?*+/¢V
?:+/*[\@>?;R+j+?;^>[.[V@V?+/R@V@R;/;V[@V;VR@?@VR; ^@j@[.@?*+>*;.@<[* ;/@R[V?:@^[j+>/Ú[;.;?@*+;^//?@.?:;?+V?@j*;?@/?:@
[//+ +^+?+@/;VR^+.+?/[.;+Vj;VR?:@/@^|[*.+Vj?@VR@V>+@/;VR>[Vstraints of the material. Through elaborate physical studies of the behaviour of
twisted and bent paper-strips the essential geometric features such as points
of curvature, developability of the surface and tangency alignments were captured in a digital component. This component describes the non-metric geometric associations of a single paper-strip as part of a component collective
and thereby anticipates the process of assembly and integration into a larger
//?@.¢V[?:@*<[*R/?:*[{j:;*;.@?*+>j@[.@?*+>*@^;?+[V/:+/?:@R+j+?;^
component ensures that any morphology generated can be materialised as
strips cut from sheet material.
A larger system can then be derived through a process of proliferating
>[.[V@V?/+V?[[^.[*:+>[{^;?+[V/ [*?:+/;};*+; ^@*[^+@*;?+[V
@V}+*[V.@V?Ú+/R@V@R?[*[}+R@ [?:?:@>[V/?*;+V?/[*?:@;>>*@?+[V[
components as well as stimuli/inputs for their individual morphologies. Then
an algorithm drives the distribution of the components. The resulting system
*@.;+V/[@V?[^[>;^Ú.;V+{^;?+[V[+VR+}+R{;^>[.[V@V?/*@j+[V;^Ú.;V+{^;?+[V[>[.[V@V?>[^^@>?+}@/;VRj^[ ;^Ú.;V+{^;?+[V/[?:@>[.[nent system, proliferation environment and distribution algorithm. The parametric associations of and between components, collectives and the overall
system allows the rapid implementation of these manipulations, leading to a
multitude of self-updating system instances. Situated in a simulated environ.@V?[@?@*V;^[*>@/?:@//?@.Ú/ @:;}+[{*;^?@VR@V>+@/?:@V*@}@;^+?/
@*[*.;?+}@>;;>+? [*@;.^@@[/+Vj.{^?+^@//?@.+V/?;V>@/?[
R+j+?;^^/+.{^;?@R^+j:?[<@V; ^@/?:@*@j+/?*;?+[V[+V?@**@^;?+[V/ @?<@@V
parametric manipulations and the modulation of light levels upon and beyond
the system. Additional digital structural analyses of the same instances reveal
the related load-bearing behaviour of the system. These behavioural tenden>+@/[?:@//?@.+V?@*;>?+Vj<+?:@?@*V;^[*>@/;VR.[R{^;?+Vj?*;V/.+??@R
Anat Blaistain

X;@*q?*+H@*+.@V?=>:+.@Vj@/<+?:=VR*@<`{R^@//¡;V+R+;@@.;V+[^;[/
Stathapoulos, Michuan Xu |[*:[j@V@?+>@/+jVH@*+.@V?¢¢¢
source : http://www.achimmenges.net/?p=4387
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MOZAMBIQUE
Mozambique is a cellular structure, made of 2 separated systems.
The first one is the skin of the building, which is a completely
otonomous creature, which is hang between each 2 frames of the building.
it creates energy using the sun light,
collects rain water,, and creates a comfortable micro-climate
with the double-layer skin, which is able to switch
co oling-heating modes according to the weather.
The second system is the constructive skeleton, made of 3D cells
which contain buildings servises and define buildings space between them.
The cells can blow up in each direction and create an endless range of combination possibilities

GALA OIFA
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One Direction Copy // Cylindrical Polyhedra
6 types of cylindrical polyhedra:

surface.

,z).

{6,4|4}

{6,6|3}

1 Prismatic rings.

2 Anti-prismatic rings.

4 Regular triangles strips.

5 Regular triangles and
squares alternately, strips.

{4,6|4}

Wachmann, Burt and Kleinmann (1974) discovered many examples but it is
not known whether their list is complete.

- One direction copy (Cylindrical polyhedra)
- Two direction copy (One layer polihedra)
- Tree direction copy (Multi layer and multi direction)
Arata Isozaki, Art Tower Mito (Mito, Japan, 1990)

GALA OIFA

3

3 Prismatic and
anti-prismatic
rings, alternately.

6 Spiralic strips of
regular triangles.
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Three Directions Copy // Multi Layer Polyhedra

Two Directions Copy // One Layer Polyhedra

A combination of tiling and prismatic and anti-prismatic rings.

space a

space b

Three Directions Copy (Multi Direction Polyhedra)
Multi direction polyhedra is a way of packing the space with polyhedrons. There are 2 ways to do that:
1. packing the space without gaps.
2. packing the space with gaps

Geometric facade (Osaka, Japan)

GALA OIFA
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Packing the space without gaps // Honeycombs

Prismatic Polyhedrons

A honeycomb having all cells identical within its symmetries is said
to be cell-transitive or isochoric. A cell of such a honeycomb is said

cubic

Cube

Rhombic Dodecahedron

hexagonal

Truncated Octahedron

trianglural

Micro Dweling, N55

GALA OIFA
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Packing the space with gaps
PO (prismatic)

C (cubic)

D (diamond)

C (cubic)

CC (cube centered)

OT (octahedra tetrahedra)

TP (trihedra petrahedra)

GALA OIFA

PO (prismatic)
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PERIODIC SPONGE SURFACES AND UNIFORM
SPONGE POLYHEDRA IN NATURE AND IN THE REALM
OF THE THEORETICALLY IMAGINABLE.
Michael Burt

Toyo Ito museum

GALA OIFA
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MOZAMBIQUE A

GALA OIFA
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Micro Climate

hot and cold air scheme

Breathing Facade
Material

Aadm SHEK
parametric design assingnment

Reinforst transperent plastic

GALA OIFA
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two-layered polyhedra
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basic cell

air movement

basic block

GALA OIFA
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Drawing from the shapes of endangered coral species, Serbian designer Marko Vuckovic designed a series of innovative lighting system that creates an energetic aquatic environment very
within your house. Called “Coral Lamp”, the system is comprised of a square shaped base-unit
that holds a series of coral shaped light bulbs of varying heights. Each bulb is powered by the
solar energy harvested by the solar panels located at the top exterior of the base. Therefore, the
lamp needs to be placed by the window at daytime in order to make it illuminate throughout the
night.
www.markovuckovic.com

GALA OIFA
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INHALING

‘Dew Drop’ is an innovative plant watering device.
Once the device is placed in the pot’s soil and
plugged into a power supply, it starts condensing
water vapor in surrounding air and as a result,
small water drops are formed on the surface of
of the plants within the same pot. Jacky wu.
www.yankodesign.com

compounds from polluted air by using certain
plants like Gerbera that has the ability of
absorbing toxic compounds, as polluted
air passes through the glass pot. Mathieu
Lehanneur.

Be it their biomimetic form, their integral strength, or the their beautiful visual texture, lately we
can’t get enough of hexagonal honeycomb structures. The latest to catch our eye is the stunning
Sinosteel International Plaza by Beijing-based MAD architects. More than just a striking façade,
the building’s hexagonal curtain is based upon climate modeling and serves to regulate the structure’s temperature and daylight by varying the size of each cell’s window.

www.mathieulehanneur.fr
www.inhabitat.com

COLLECTING
3

EXHALING

GALA OIFA
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Pyjama Garden Medical Center Extension, Veldhoven, The Netherlands. MVRDV )www.mvrdv.nl(

The Nakagin Capsule Hotel Tower in

“This diverse program has different needs for phasing, positioning and size,”say the architects. “To
world; a wholly modular building comprised facilitate this all elements are designed as rings.
of a concrete stack with latch-points for
By pushing these rings outwards, every part of the
pre-fabricated one-piece rooms to bolt on
program receives a terrace for outdoor life.”
to, with a built-in life cycle for obsolescence Gwanggyo Power Centre, MVRDV.
and upgrade.
http://www.michaeljohngrist.com
www.dezeen.com

GALA OIFA
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The Vertical, the Dense; Trajectories for Tokyo in the 21st century

Rendering courtesy Arata Isozaki and Associates
The webbed “columns” branch
across the station depending
on how the structure could be
optimized to address stress and
roof in an almost sideways version of what he had designed
for Sendai Mediatheque.

GALA OIFA
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FREFABRICATED
.MONOKOK
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10 mil = 0.25 mm

GALA OIFA
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MOZAMBIQUE PROGRAM
1000 m

LOBY
LLO
OB
BY
Y

THEATRE
HE
H
E
EA
ATR
ATRE
AT
ATR
RE
E 350 m
S

exhibition
dining 100 m
shopping 400 m
luli 60 m

EDUCATION
ED
ED
DUCA
DU
UC
CA
ATIO
AT
T ON
TI
ON

simple grid

study groups 9m * 5
M classes 24m * 3
L lecture hall 60 m
500 m

LI
LLIB
BR
B
RARY
RA
R
AR
RY
Y
LIBRARY

SERVICE
SE
S
ERV
ER
VIIC
VIC
CE
C
E

reading
audio
video

offices
toilets
storing
parking
GALA OIFA

modified grid
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flo or - 1

PR

OD

UC

ED

BY

AN

AU

TO

DE

SK

ED

UC

AT

IO

NA

LP

RO

DU

CT

flo or 1

shop

shop
lulli

T

UC

OD

NA
L

PR

IO

AT

shop

UC

SK

ED

DE

TO

N

ED

BY
A

AU

coffee shop

UC

OD

PR

parking system
reception

shop

GALA OIFA
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MOZAMBIQUE B

GALA OIFA
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Facade cell

ventilation windows
water canals
pivot double glazed window
drainage canal
thin-film solar window
GRP core

GALA OIFA
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SUN :::

AIR :::

GALA OIFA

solar enegy absorption

Cellular Structures

WATER :::

rain collector

various ventilation modes
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Structure cell

anti-slip apoxy
coating

glass fiber
reinforced concrete

wire net

metal skeleton

GALA
A OIFA
OIFA
F
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floor 0

3

5

2

4
5
1

1
2
3
4
5

lobby
coffee shop
reception
gallery
shop
floor -1

parking

GALA OIFA
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1 multimedia
2 hall
3 offices

library

1 teachers room
2 learning hall

1 library
2 kinder garden

GALA OIFA
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Modular Trellis Panel System
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Introduction
For designing the building i have chosen two kinds of cells. one for the internal
buildind and the other for the facade.
:@?<[//?@./;*@>[VV@>?@R?[@;>:[?:@*  ;^>[V+@/:@[[*j@?
out to the external cell and closed by glass wall which are connected to the
facade.

While planning the building i have been inspired by sea sponge. The way it
built, its function and especialy its role in the water.
First, i have tried to imitate the basic sponge cell but then i have desided to
take the sponge quality and to conclude it on the cell character.
The initial idea was that the cell will collect rain water by its external arm and
will pass it through several sells and by that will cool or heat the spaces between the cells. Its arm was not at the right shape or angle inorder to do it, so
the decision was that half cell at the roof will collect the rain water.
=V[?:@*;*;.@?@*?:;?+:;}@<;V?@R.>@^^?[/:;@R ?[^?@*?:@/{V
light which enters the inner spaces.
After determing the origin cell i have checked another three cells which arrived
from the origin. I took the same cube grid and started to blow it up and to
shrink it. These check came in order to obtain several cells which i can work
with.

The role of the internal cells is to ventilate the building and be used for the
functions of the building.
The role of the external cells of the facade is to be the water system of the
buildung.

Planning the facade right after the cell design was mainly the connection of
the cells to each other. At the facade, the cell became one unit of a system.
By populating the different cells at the facade, i could have choose wisely for
the different direction facades.
:+^@^;VV+Vj?:@;>;R@+?:;/;^^<;/+V{@V>@R[V?:@?:[{j:?/[?:@
building, because of the cell “arms” which are incomplete and has junction
shape.
X^;VV+Vj?:@ {+^R+Vj:;/ @@V+V{@V>@R ?:@;*@;+?/@^:@@^R/+?{;?@R
in Tel Aviv, near the Carmel market. The program have been determined by
the functions around. there are many schools around and the big market. the
@^R+/[V;V+@^/?<:+>:^@;R/R+*@>?^?[?:@ @;>:
The program is: culture comunity center which will include Gallery, commercial
;VR?:@;?*@;??:@j*[{VR[[*;VR^+ *;*^{/>^;//@/;??:@{@*[[*/
the functions will be used specialy by the school students around the building
and Tel Aviv residents in generaly.

Moranit Weizman
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INITIAL INSPIRATION
Sponges are colorful component of many seascapes. Although their similary to plants, they are animals of the phylum porifera. They are multicellular organism and
have a body full of pores and cannals which water circulated through them.

1. http://www.google.co.il/imgres?um=1&hl=iw&tbm=isch&tbnid=hk5-

H{*[@£H_£÷£]H==~[{//+V@`;RR;>:+=};+^; ^@;?&:??&%%<<<+>*
com/photos/oceanaeurope/6393809915/ [Accessed March 23, 2012].

q[Vj@/:;}@;{V+¨{@//?@.[*^?@*@@R+Vj?:@/@;*;?+[V[?:@[[R*[.?:@<;?@*+/ ;//+Vj?:@.?:*[{j:;.@/:<:+>:/?*;+V/[{??:@[[R
The body wall consists of two layers of thick cells, interior and exterior, and between them- the construction of the sponge. There are 3 kinds of sponges.

1

3

Water enterns through surface pores into interior cannals to inner rooms and
then through back cannal to the atrium on its way out through the “osculum”

:@;j@^^{.+V?:@>[^^;*>*@;?@/;{V+R+*@>?+[V;^<;?@*;<<:+>:@V?@*V/
through little pores (ostium) to the atrium and going out through a larger openning at the upper.

Moranit Weizman

2

Sara, 2009. Standup Architecture - SuA: Basic structure.........................Form and function. Standup Architecture - SuA. Available
at: http://sara-standuparchitecture.blogspot.com/2009/02/basic-structureform-and-function.html [Accessed March 23, 2012].
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INITIAL INSPIRATION
:@?:+*R+VR[/[Vj@+/?:@.[/?@>+@V?/[Vj@

The internal “room” inside the sponge can be related to junction with paths
which lead to it. Several junctions are conected by those paths.

1.Ruppert, E.E., 2004. Invertebrate Zoology: A Functional Evolutionary Approach 7th ed., Australia: Thomson/Brooks/Cole.

Moranit Weizman

Translation unit of periodic hyperbolic sponge, Michael Burt
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Cell Kinds
Inspired by the Sea Sponge, i have looked for the best geometry which will give me the ideal space and climate requirements.
I have made cube grid of 9/9 meter which all kind of cells builded in. All cell kinds is made as a junction where systems or functions meet.
every cell has its “arms”- The Units Connection.

The minimum valium. Assembling
four cells ENLARGE the quantity
of sun light at the inner spaces.

Connecting the edges of the grid.
This kind of cell can function as
theaters or music classes

Assembling four cells can connect
movement, air and water systems.

This cell can function as the space
itself. Assembling four cells
¡H_]H?:@¨{;V?+?[/{V^+j:?
at the inner spaces.

Moranit Weizman
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Which Space Can I Get Between The Cells?

Moranit Weizman
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The facade
¢#94#= + ! !*#$,!+2 #"6( !'$,?

Two layers of the cells create another ingredient at the system- space.
By that, the multiple facade can be the structure itself.

The uniqueness of the cell is the ability to connect
to other cells at the sides of it.
The cell is a connector between the interior and
the exterior by passing air and sunlight through it
and accumulate water in it.
one can look on it like something that can puff up
or shrink.

Moranit Weizman
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INSIDE-OUT
What I Want My Cell To Do?
One of its roles is to “capture” the rain water. inorder to be usefull, fasade
bending is needed.
Assembling the cells creat sunlight opennings.

bending the cell edges

bending the facade itself.
Moranit Weizman
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Which Space Can I Get While Planning By The Sun?

Open space

Moranit Weizman
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Water - Israel, Tel Aviv
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How do i collect and reuse water

1. cells of construction and rain-water collecting

2. inner cells for function, which gets the light by the arrangement of

Moranit Weizman

Half cell for collecting rain-water
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The building
aichung Metropolitan Opera / Toyo Ito

:@.;+V/?*{>?{*@[*.@R<+?:/@}@*;^>[V@>?+Vj>{*}@R<;^^/+V^;+R[[*/
inlaid interior and exterior walls and a core service wall. The curved wall structure formed with 58 curved wall units, creating many complications in building
steel bar reinforcements and steel trusses. The construction technique is the
*/?[+?/+VR+V;*>:+?@>?{*@<[*^R;VR+V;+<;V@Vj+V@@*+Vj+VR{/?*
'we are making the impossible possible'.

http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html

Moranit Weizman
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Guangzh Culture Center In China / Shuhei Endo

Taichung Metropolitan Opera / Toyo Ito

;*+; ^@/;>@/;??:@R@@*@V?/+R@[?:@>@^^:@>@^^/R@}+R@R+V?[[[*/

Relation to its enviroment - Two cells which contain functions and create external space and a passage below.

Every cell functioned as a unit which devided to several spaces.
http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/9561/toyo-ito-taichung-metropolitan-opera.html

http://minushabensblog.blogspot.com/2010/09/toyo-ito-wins-praemium-imperiale.html

Moranit Weizman

www.archdaily.com
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Working with the two extrim cells for the building
The buildind made of two systems. the external is the “nutritive” system: it
functions as the construction and contains the water system of the building.

Options of reciprocal relations

several units at the
second system are
connected to each
other and hang up on
?:@*/?[V@

the second system
:;Vj{[V?:@*/?
one

no space between the
systems, direct connection

The internal system is beeing supplied by the other one. it contains the function space and air enterns throuth little pores of it to the building.

View from the entrance. The initial positioning of the building:
determine the volume of each space by program and space area.
Moranit Weizman
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Working with the two extrim cells for the building
Options of reciprocal relations/ +@*@V?};*+[//;>@/

@>+/+[V?[<[*<+?:?:@>@^^;VR+?/R{;^+>[V@[*?:@+V?@*V;^/;>@
Each dualic space consists of
eight cells. There is no direct
connection between them unless one surface is off.
These two systems are a
direct continue for the will of
two systems which nourishing each other by light, air and
motion.

The passage between the cell and
its dualic space

The entrance and the shops that
are connected to the street.

no space between the
There are spaces with eye contact. It
creates double spaces in some places systems with no direct connection.
the dualic as a separated space.
in the building.

Moranit Weizman
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Planning the building
:@j*+R+:;}@R@>+R@R?[<[*<+?::;}@ @@VR@?@*.+V@R ?:@@^R:@
cells size (9/9 meter) have been determind by function and by its entrance of
people, light and air. The internal building cells, without the facades take 27/54
meters.
9

9

9

9

9

Two systems - the cellular system and the duallic one in it. There are two main
[[*/<:+^@ @?<@@V?:@./@>[VR;*[[*/
The height of the building consists of half cell + whole cell + half cell

9

9

9

9

Plan of the cells

section through the cells

Plan of the dualic cells

section through the dualic cells

Moranit Weizman
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Planning the building
X^;V[?:@@V?*;V>@[[*[*@;.^@&

3

3

4
3

3

3

2
1

1

Entrance

Ground Floor:
1.commerce
2.elevators
3.resturants
4. multi-purpose hall

Starting of planning the internal spaces.

Moranit Weizman
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Connecting the building to its facades

How do i reduce the large
opening between the facade
cells?

Keeping the grid as it is.

How do i treat the connection
between the building cell and
the facade cell?

Breaking the grid by stranger shape.

Moranit Weizman
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The Building

;

V+@

^/?
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The secondary entrance situated infront of exist garden.

:@@^R+//+?{;?@R;?;V+@^/?<:+>:^@;R/?[?:@/@;;VR;/;R+*@>?>[Vtinue to Carmel market.

The main entrance situated infront of the market as a continue of it.

Moranit Weizman
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The cells

The internal cell is made of steel I beams. At its internal side it is covered with
wood, for warm feeling inside it, acustic reason for classes or theatre etc.
The external side is covered by steel sheet.

Section through the internal cell and facade:
the connection between two cell kinds is by balconies.
?:@}@V?+^;?+[V[?:@ {+^R+Vj #[*@/$+V?:@[[*/

The facade is conected to the building by balconies which are micro climate
space. In the external cell there are climebed plants which grows on the
cables and shades the balconies.
Moranit Weizman
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The cells
Section through the external cell
“arm”:
The external cell is made of cast
iron. every part is casted in pattern.
the parts will connect to each other
by screws which have special
place to go in.
The building is seald by 2 layers of
glasses which hae special place
for, in the arms of the external cell,
as seen here.
sometimes the layers are just a
glass wall and sometimes it is
window.
this wall works on the “season window” technic. (see next page)
The blue line show air passing.
Because of the little openings in
the glasses the air will pass also
throuh the cell and hot air will up
so the building will be ventilated
also by the facade.

The corner of the building reveals the internal cells and use as continue to the
seal.

Moranit Weizman
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Season Facade
The problem with planning with glass or to choose window is that there is no
good window for the summer and for the winter equally.
so i chose to use the “season window” technic.

Season window will improve the conditions inside the building and will reduce
the warming and cooling cost.
If we calculate, the window will save in Tel Aviv 128-295 kilo vat per hour for
every meter, which also saves money.

The window frame turns in 180 degrees on vertical pivot with two glass
boards. one of them is darker like in sun glasses and the other is transparent
and “swallow” radiation. The two glasses are distanced one from each other.
The little distance creates sort of canal which air can move in it.
At the winter
The dark glass is inside: sun radiation enters through the
transparent glass, swallowed and warm the dark glass.
The dark glass radiate warm to the inside. Air movement
created at the space between the glasses because of air
enterns from the little lower opening. The air get warm
and get out from the upper opening.
The result- another space warming.
At the summer
The dark glass is outside: it stops the sun radiation from
arivving the transparent glass and by that, prevent space
warming. The warming of the dark glass cause external
;+*[< @?<@@V?:@?<[j^;/@/;VR ?:;??:@j^;//
system get cold.

mada.org.il/sviva/window

Moranit Weizman

netogreen.co.il
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The Building
The blue line symbol the ground level.

West Facade:
used also as secondary entrance. infront of the garden.
North Facade:
By taking out the ground the whole big cell of the theatre is exposed. this
facade can be more exposed to sun light because it is soft light

East Facade:
all of the facade has balconies.

South Facade:
all of the facade has balconies. the cables are parallel to the ground.
Moranit Weizman
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Planning the building

library

clsses

'*[{VR[[*&HV?*;V>@
Gallery, shops, resturant and theatre.

Floor 2 (+9.00):
library, general classes and the theatre.

The internal cell can function as one space while sometimes the space consists of several cells.

:@+V?@*V;^ +j>@^^+V{@V>@?:@j*+R

Moranit Weizman
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Planning the building - principels
Inside the facade cell
there is planter of
climbing plant. Parts of
?:@<;?@*<:+>:[<
through make the plant
grow on cables. The
cables are in four sides
so they shadow the
building.
For south facade: the
cables will be vertical
to the building.
for east and west
facades: the cables will
be bending.

The facade is the building water system. it drains the rain water from the
green roof, grey water and air conditioning water.

:@ {+^R+Vj+/@; ^@
it has two options of
functioned:
1.As two building with
separate entrances
and vertical movement.
2.As one building.

Air circulation in the building arrived from the cell geometric and the opening in
?:@[[*/

Moranit Weizman
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The Building

2
4.5
20

20 9

4.5

Section thruogh the dualic cells:
At the dualic spaces there are the facilities of the building; the movement,
?[+^@?[>@/;VR;V[?:@*>^;//@/

Section thruogh the cells:
=+*@V?@*/?:*[{j:?:@@?@*V;^[@V+Vj/;VR[<{?:*[{j:?:@[@V+Vj/+V
?:@[[*/

Moranit Weizman
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SPATIAL MUSIC
Media center, Tel Aviv

Presenter: Michael Weizmann
Instructor: Dr. Yasha Grobman
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The project deals with the integration of bottom-up design principles with modern digital techniques in
order to develop a contemporary public building.
The development started from from the smallest scale of facade system. The experiment of the next
step was to scale up the facade geometry in order to develop an cellular system of building spaces.
¢V?:@V;^/?@?:@/@?<[//?@./<@*@\[+V@R?[j@?:@*;VR;R\{/?@R?[?:@R@.;VR/[{ ^+>.@R+;
center.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Facade structure
ORAMBRA parametric facade is based on the hexagonal tensegrity module.
The thickness of the facade can change according to the thermal insulation
needs.

Buckminster Fuller
Known for his research of tensegrity structures, is considered to be the inventor of geodesic domes - highly effective construction, made by triangularand
hexagonal tesselations.

http://davidszondy.com/future/city/fuller.htm

One of the important features of the structure is that the load is effectively
distributed between many dome parts because of the hexagonal geometry.
As soon as the structure uses lightweight steel rods, as bigger the dome is it’s
stiffnes grows in a higher rate than the structure’s weight.
The construction of the facade was inspired by Buckminster Fuller’s tensegrity
.[R{^@ ;/@R[V;:@;j[V;^j*+R;VR;^^[<+Vj;//@. ^+Vj;??*{///?*{>tures.

Rods

Cables
!#£¡=¡=|:@£>@[*¡[ [?+>=*>:+?@>?{*;^@R+;©{*@;{[*¡@/[V/+}@=*>:+?@>?{*@$
2012)
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Cables and rods of the module were transformed into a spatial geometry
of two facing domes, in order to achieve more effective distribution of load
forces.

FEM analysis

Mass:256.428 lb
Volume:2628.86 in^3
Density:0.0975437 lb/in^3
Weight:256.254 lbf
Mesh type - Solid mesh
Reaction force (N) - 1181.29

Hexagonal tesselation of the
structure:

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

The transformation also allowes to
assemble to module into curved surfaces keeping it’s structural stiffness.
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On of the problems revealed by the analysis was that the central rod causes
too much load on the top dome points.
So the domes were connected with smooth surface transaction in order to
trasfer load forces more effectively:

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Sunlight control
Varying dome dimensions allows to control the amount of sunlight, penetrating
through the facade.

Another advantage of the shape is that the middle hole can be used for space
ventilation.
For warmer facade areas the dome will grow in order to protect the building
from the sunlight and the hole size will also become larger for better ventilation, still providing shadow.

The pattern can be applied to complex, curved surfaces.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Shadow area, depending on the angle between the facade and the ground

Facade
angle

June 21,
12:00

December 21,
12:00

Facade
angle

June 21,
12:00

December 21,
12:00

Facade
angle

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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:@V?:@/:;@/;*@;^+@R{/+Vj?:@;??*;>?+[V>{*}@|?<+>@[V?:@*/?j*+R
and twice on the second grid:

Using Paneling Tools in order to create facade pattern with smooth transactions between the base shapes:

Paneling steps:
The rectangle shape shows the repetitive pattern that can be used to apply
hexagonal shapes to ortagonal points grid.
The pattern curves are determined by control points. In order to create
smooth transaction between two patterns using paneling tools, the start and
the end shapes must have the same relations between their control points.
That’s why the patterns above are too complex to be used with paneling tools.
The solution was to divide the pattern into four simpler shapes, with similar
control points and then apply them on two duplicated points grids with the
same attraction curve:

Final result:

The rectangle sets the shape boundaries for the paneling grid. First, hexagonal shape is applied, in order to determine the second grid position:

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Two ways to create the facade in GEM application:

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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@@@*>[V?*[^[?:@V;^j@[.@?*<;/;>:+@}@R R@}@^[+Vj;'*;//:[@*R@V+?+[V[*?:@;>;R@&

¢V;RR+?+[V?[?:@{^^>[V?*[^[?:@j@[.@?*?:@R@V+?+[V;^^[</?[>*@;?@
smooth transactions between open and closed modules, depending on each
cell’s distance from an attraction point.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Water collecting
:@;?{*;+*@+[^?@*+/?:@*@/{^?[[}@*@;*/[*@/@;*>:;??:@_V+versity of Guelph. The plant wall is actually an integrated part of the handling
system for the building, Air is actively forced through the wall of plants and
highly specialized biological components actively degrade pollutants such
formaldehyde and benzene in the air into their benign constituents of water
and carbon dioxide. The clean air is then distributed throughout the space by
the mechanical system.
:@ +[^?@*+.*[}@/?:@+VR[[*@V}+*[V.@V??:*[{j:;V{. @*[<;/À*/?
in terms of its impact on the physical characteristics of the space (contaminant levels, temperature and humidity) and second, the aesthetic aspects of
?:@ +[^?@*:@*@;*@+V>*@;/+Vj^/?*[Vj^+V/ @?<@@Vj*@@V+Vj?:@+VR[[*
space and the well-being of the occupants. The inclusion of plants in the work
environment reduced the stress levels, increased the productivity and reduced
absenteeism. The Naturaire Living walls are extremely robust in their design
;VR>;V @;R;?@R?[;<+R@*;Vj@[*@?*[?/[*V@< {+^R+Vj}@V{@/
These active Living walls are an opportunity to improve the quality of the en?+*@+VR[[*@V}+*[V.@V?V[?\{/?;+*¨{;^+?À[?@V?+;^^*@R{>@?:@@V@*j>[Vsumption of the building and improve the well-being of the occupants through
both physical and psychological means.
Air from the room is cleaned by drawing it through the wet plant covered surface and then the cleaned air is returned to the room.

!#]^++VjX^;V?/$"

[[/@.@R+{.<;^^/?@VR?[ @#/[+^|[V|;|/:@^$[*#/[+^|+V|;| ;j$?@//tems. Loose medium systems have their soil packed into a shelf or bag and
then are installed onto the wall. These systems require their media to be
replaced at least once a year on exteriors and approximately every two years
[V+V?@*+[*/!#'*@@V<;^^$"

http://www.designbuzz.com/entry/clean-and-green-planter-wall-tiles-adds-meaning-to-your-decor/

!#+}+Vj;^^$"
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The Namibian Beetle

Dew Bank Bottle
Is made is such a way that the steel body helps to assimilate the morning dew
and channel it into the bottle immediately.

(Stenocara gracilipes) lives in one of the driest deserts in the world, the Namib
on the southwest coast of Africa, but obtains all of the water it needs from
ocean fog due to the unique surface of its back. Microscopic bumps with hydrophilic (water attracting) tips and hydrophobic (water repelling) sides cover
its hardened forewings, which it aims at oncoming fog each morning. Water
droplets materialize out of thin air on its back, then slide down channels into
its awaiting mouth. Synthetic surfaces mimicking the beetle’s back have been
created that are several times more effective than existing fog-catching nets,
and could be used to generate clean freshwater supplies in arid regions, refugee camps, and at the tops of skyscrapers, requiring no pumping.

!#@<;V[??^@$"

!#;?@*};[*:;*}@/?+Vj&;.+ R@/@*? @@?^@$"

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

http://greenforcesolar.com.au/wordpress/news/water-from-air-what-will-they-think-of-next/
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Another function of the facade is the ability to collect dew and rain water which
;//@/?:*[{j: +[^?*;?+[V//?@.[?:@;>;R@;VR>;V @*@{/@R+V?:@
building.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Thermal insulation

@. *;V@+V/{^;?+[V# {

MICHAEL WEIZMANN

^@/$/@;*;?@^*[.?:@:@;j[V;^/?*{>?{*@

Locking air by adding hexagonal frames and closing the gaps between the
domes and the frame with transparent membrane.
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¢V?:@V;^}@*/+[V?:@j;/ @?<@@V?:@/?*{>?{*;^.@. @*/<@*@>^[/@R<+?:
three layers of transparent ETFE membranes, which allowed light penetrating
through the facade, while providing thermal insulation.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Thermal insulation analysis

Polyamide 6/6

Air
ETFE

!#H HX*[@*?+@/Ä ^{[*[?:@*.>[.$VR"

!#X[^;.+R@|^[V|Á'^;// + *@¡@+V[*@R!X=Á' ¡"$"
!#:@*.;^X*[@*?+@/[X^;/?+>;?@*+;^/$"
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Additional ETFE layer

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Final look of the facade
ETFE membrane.
Áj^;// @**@+V[*>@RV^[V
6/6*, 10mm thick, with steel coating in order to create temperature
difference between the surface and
the air for collecting dew.

Additional ribs for streghtening
the structure’s joints and guiding
the water from the facade into the
system.
Spaces inside the structure in
order to transfer the collected water
?:*[{j:?:@ +[^?*;?+[V//?@.
H H@Rj@*[^@/
Space for removable plants pot
Air gaps for thermal insulation.

*Nylon 6/6
X*[@*?+@/[*Áj^;// @**@+V[*>@R;.@*@?;*R;V?:;^[j@V*@@
Polyamide 6/6 for injection molding
applications:
Density 1.4 g/m3
Mould shrinkage 0.4%
Tensile yield strength 150 MPa
Flexural strength 200 MPa
Max temp continuous use - 120 oC

Facade section
MICHAEL WEIZMANN

Facade plan
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Facade Model

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Cellular spaces latticce
:@j[;^[?:+//?@<;/?[>:;^^@Vj@?:@{V>?+[V;^@+ +^+?[?:@R@}@^[@R
geometry by bringing it’s module to the scale of an building space.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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In early stages the idea was to achieve structural unity by one single system
both for the facade and for the building spaces.

As soon as the geometry is based on a hexagonal grid, the research started
from checking different types of hexagonal tesselations, searching for a set of
rules that will be able to determine the form and the connections between the
cells according to the building’s program.

Examination of the Fibonacci series was an important step in understanding
the morphology of hexagonal grid.
The answer for creating the pattern below, was found in Voronoi diagram. As
/[[V;/?:@#*@^;@R$}[*[V[+R+;j*;.j@V@*;?@/;V:@;j[V;^j*+R>@*?;+V
correct orders of control points used for Voronoi diagram allow generating
hexagonal grids with variable cell sizes.

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~copyrght/image/solstice/sum04/sampler/index.html

:??&%%<<<+>*
com/photos/noelb/2562649684/

http://fc00.deviantart.net/fs38/i/2008/343/0/5/
Bubble_pyramid_by_subblue.jpg

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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TINGWEI xu & XIE zhang

Cellular Automata

A surface system that can reveal
a continually changing expression. The transforming surface
can combine the multiple functions
such as waterproof, lighting and
agricultural planting. Rather than a
traditional hierarchy design thinking,
each component on the surface has
equal essentiality. It is a irreducible
integrity.

Two-dimensional:

Three-dimensional:

For a 1D cellular automaton, being able to see the time history explicitly down
the page is really useful. In 2D the analog is a 3D history:

!#/{>@*X_]~ý@. *;V@|X*[[/;^[*@<§[*q@;@}@^¡+/+Vj$"

!#:@'@V@*;?+[V[ [*.+V=@<`+VR[q>+@V>@$"
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In early stages the idea was to achieve structural unity by one single system
both for the facade and for the building spaces.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Unfortunately, creating a smooth
transaction between the systems
on two different scales would create also large transactional areas,
useless for the building.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Kenneth Snelson

Other Variations of the geometry

http://kennethsnelson.net/2010/8-tetrahedral-spaceframe-weave/

http://www.georgehart.com/rp/rp.html

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Richard Sweeney

LLoyd’s Algorithm

http://www.core.form-ula.com/2008/02/28/richard-sweeney/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lloyd’s_algorithm

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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+V;^^?:@?*;V/+?+[V @?<@@V?:@j@[.@?*+@/<;/R[V@ #@@^+Vj$?:@^;@*/[?:@;>;R@;VR>[VV@>?+j?:@.?[?:@^;*j@*/?*{>?{*@Ú/[[*/
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     ! 
three-dimensional version of “relaxed” Voronoi diagram.
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Integration of the structures
Public Media Center

Louder functions of the building such as jam session rooms were placed closer to the market allowing interaction and bringing more sounds to the street.
More private functions vere placed oin the north part of the media center,
closer to the residential area.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Another separation between different noise level functions was
done by the movement system, dividing the functional spaces into
three parts.

Atrium

Movement system

Roof plan

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Building’s envelope
:@;>;R@<;/j@V@*;?@R{/+Vj?:@'*;//:[@*R@V+?+[V*@}+[{/^R@}@^[@R:@/[{?:>[*V@*[?:@ {+^R+Vj<;/R@V@R;/?:@.[/?/:;R@R;*?
and the size of the facade cells is function of the distance from this corner.

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Ground level
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Section A-A
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Section through the building’s atrium and through the balcony, facing the
market:

[*@#¨{+@?${V>?+[V/?:;?/?+^^V@@R?[ @:+j:^;>>@/+ ^@?[?:@}+/+?[*/;*@
^;>@R[V?:@*/?[[*/+V?:@.+RR^@[?:@ {+^R+Vj

Section C-C

Sec
cti
t on
n B-B
B
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Section through the building’s atrium and through the balcony, facing the
market:

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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B

C

A

A

B

C

Level +8.00
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D

Classroom close up

Spaces for studies and jam sessions in the building are designed with the
.;+.{.@+ +^+?/[?:@>{[^R @{/@R[*R+@*@V?{*[/@/+VR+@*@V?
hours, increasing the interaction betweed different groups of people.

D

Location in the building

Section D-D

Single room plan

MICHAEL WEIZMANN
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Nature. URL http://www.asknature.org/strategy/dc2127c6d0008a6c7748e4e44
74e7aa1#changeTab
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Unchosen examinations

The chosen cell
In the case of the chosen cell the two qualities
<@*@*/??[>[V?*[^?:@*;+V<;?@*[<;VR/?[*@
+?+V/+R@?:@@;>:>@^^ >*@;?+Vj?{V@^/[V?:@
surface of the cell that can stream the water
+V/+R@?:@>@^^;VR/@>[VR?[+?:/?;VR?:@
}@*?@>;^;VR:[*+[V?;^[*>@/+V?:@ {+^R+Vj 
>*@;?+Vj;>[V?+V{[{//?*{>?{@}@*?@>;^^;VR;
R@/|>[V?+V{[{//?*{>?{*@:[*+@V?;^^
:@>@^^+/*[.+V@V?+V?:@>@V?@*?[:[^R?:@
>[V?;+V@*?:;?>[V?;+V/?:@*;+V<;?@*
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cell structure
?:@>@^^+/ {+^?[@V?;VR?<+/?@R][V>;}@<[[R/?*+/j+}+Vj+?>[V?@V|
{[{/@?;^[Vj?:@}@*?+>;^;/+/;^[<+Vj?:@/?*@;.[;^^}@*?+>;^[*>@/
?[?:@j*[{VR?:@/?*+/;*@?<+/?@R+VR+j*@@/;^[Vj?:@>@^^/[@;>:
/?*+>;V/?;VR}@*?@>;^?[>@V?*@[?:@>@^^+VV;**[<;*?[?:@>@^^;VR
^;:[*+@V?;^?[?:@>@V?*@<:@V;??:@<+R@;*?[?:@>@^^?:+/?<+/?;^|
^[</?:@/;.@V{. @*[<[[R/?*+/?[?+V?:@V;**[<;VR?:@<+R@;*?
[?:@>@^^>[V?*[^+Vj?:@?<+/?;Vj^@>;V @{/@R?[>[V?*[^?:@?:@^@}@^
[¢V/{^;?+[VV@@R@R+V@;>:>@^^

@VR+Vj?:@/?*+/V[?[V^;RR/?:@>[V/?*{>?+}@¨{;^+?[?:@>@^^ @|
>[{/@+?/=*>j@[.@?*?:;?>;V;^^[<;j[[R;VR/.[[?:[<[ [*>@/
;^[Vj?:@;>;R@
>[V>;}+Vj?:@<[[R/?*+/+/.;R@?[>*@;??{V@^/;^[Vj?:@;>;R@?:;?
*@>@+}@?:@*;+V<;?@*;^^+Vj[V?:@ {+^R+Vj;VR/?[*@+?+V/+R@?:@>@^^
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>[.^@?^[[/+?+Vj}+>?[*/+V?:@?[;VR [??[.@Rj@/[?:@>@^^+V/{*@/?:@
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rain water
¡;+V<;?@**[.*[[/>;V @>;?{*@R;VR/?[*@R+Vj*[{VR[[*[*
;/@.@V??;V/! @+Vj;{/@{^>;;>+?"¢+?+/?[ @{/@R?[
/{^R*+V+Vj<;?@*?;//:[<@*/;VR:;VR ;/+V//{ \@>??[^[>;^
*@j{^;?+[V/+?.{/? @;//@R?:*[{j:/@^>^@;V+Vj^?@*/ @[*@ @+Vj
?*@;?@R _R+/+V@>?+[V^?@*/][V?+V{[{/¨{;^+?.[V+?[*+Vj/:[{^R
[V^ *+Vj[V?*@;?.@V?//?@./![//+ ^+V>^{R+Vj>:@.+>;^/"<:@V
*@¨{+*@R/[;/?[.+V+.+/@@V@*j>[/?/H>@//<;?@*>;V[<?[?:@
/?[*.<;?@*//?@.;/{/{;^[*?[;j*@<;?@*//?@.[*{/@+V?[+^@?
{/:+Vj+**+j;?+[V}@:+>^@<;/:+Vj[*[?:@*;*[}@R{/@/=^?@*V;|
?+}@^*;+V<;?@*>[{^R @{/@RR+*@>?^[*?[+^@?{/:+Vj+**+j;?+[V;VR
}@:+>^@<;/:+Vj[//+ ^<+?:[{?;V*@;?.@V?

typical rate of water consumption for avarage
type institution is 106-159 gallons per person per
day

water uses

rainfall quantities in telaviv is 500-600 MM a
year
portable water

graywater

black water

human consumption
R*+V+Vj
>[>+Vj

R[.+/?+><;?@*
<;/:+Vj
;?:+Vj
R+/:@/

^[<|*+/<;?@*
toilets
+**+j;?+[V

toilet
Á|Á[ {+^R+Vj<;?@*>[V/{.?+[V
|^+?@*@*{/:
*;?@[{/:@/@*R;

irrigation
¢**+j;?+[V<;?@*{/@>;V};*j*@;?^*[.|Á[?[?;^ {+^R+Vj
<;?@*>[V/{.?+[VR@@VR+Vj[V?:@;>+^+?;VR?:@;.[{V?[
[@V/;>@

rain water

^;V?<;?@*>[V/{.?+[V¿^+?@*%.@*R;+V/{..@*R;
^+?@*%.@*R;+V<+V?@*R;

^[<*+/{/@/&
wash water

http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/government/
  " "     

+**+j;?+[V
toilet

Amir Khatib

Water in Israel Water in Israel
     " " " 
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Wood: the most renewable of all building materials

Wood doesn’t rust
<[[R*;.+Vj{/@R;*[*+;?@^+V;>>[*R;V>@<+?: {+^R+Vj/?;VR;*R/
<+^^{/{;^^;*@>@@R;/@*}+>@^+@[@;*/

'*[<?:;VR*[R{>?+[V[[V@?[VV@[<[[R; /[* /;V@??[VV@/
[>[*[.?:@;?.[/:@*@
X*[R{>?+[V[[V@?[VV@[/?@@^@.+?/?[VV@/[>[+V?[?:@;?.[|
/:@*@

Wood can take the heat
=}@*;j@ {+^R+Vj*@/*@;>:?@.@*;?{*@/[?[Û>
/?@@^<@;@V/;/+?/?@.@*;?{*@>^+. /; [}@Û>*@?;+V+Vj[V^
@*>@V?[+?//?*@Vj?:;?Û>
<[[RR[@/V[?+jV+?@{V?+^+?*@;>:@/[}@*Û>[V>@+?>;?>:@/*@
<[[RR@}@^[/;*[?@>?+}@+V/{^;?+Vj>:;*^;@*
@;./[/+.+^;*/+@ @>;{/@?:@+V?@*+[*[?:@?+. @**@.;+V/.{>:
cooler

Wood framing is fast and adaptable
?+. @**;.+Vj*[}+R@/[*@+ +^+?[R@/+jV;VR;^^[</.[R+>;?+[V/
;VR?<@;/?[^;[{?R{*+Vj?:@>[V/?*{>?+[V*[>@//
{+^R@*/;*@;.+^+;*<+?:{/+Vj<[[R;VR{/{;^^*@@*+?=R};V?;j@/[
?+. @**@[*?@R  {+^R@*/+V>^{R@@;/@[>[V/?*{>?+[V;VR¨{+>@*@>|
?+[V?+.@/[*?+. @**;.@/;VR*[[/
>^;RR+Vj>;VV[? @V;+^@R[V?[/?@@^*;.@/D+?:;/?[ @/>*@<@R[V
{V^+@<[[R*;.@/<:@*@>^;RR+Vj>;V @@;/+^V;+^@R

No shocks or surprises

Snug and sound

<[[R<:@VR*+/;V;?{*;^@^@>?*+>;^+V/{^;?[*;VR<+^^V[?>[VR{>?;
>{**@V?[* @>[.@^+}@D?:@*@;/[V.;V[<@*[^@/;*@.;R@[<[[R

<[[R+/?+.@/ @??@*;/;?:@*.;^+V/{^;?[*?:;V/?@@^;VR?+.@/
@??@*?:;V>[V>*@?@
/[^+R<[[R:;//+jV+>;V??:@*.;^.;//*[@*?+@/*@?;+V+Vj:@;?*[.
?:@R;;VR*@^@;/+Vj+?;?V+j:?
=/?@@^*;.@R<;^^<+^^:;}@;V[}@*;^^*|};^{@[[V^|Á[;/+.+^;*
<[[R*;.@R<;^^<+?:?:@/;.@;.[{V?[>;}+?+V/{^;?+[V*|};^{@+/
?:@.@;/{*@[?:@?[?;^?:@*.;^*@/+/?;V>@[; {+^R+Vj@^@.@V??[:@;?|
[<<:@V?:@+V?@*V;^;VR@?@*V;^@V}+*[V.@V?/;*@>[V/?;V?

:??&%%<<<V<[[R>[V%+.;j@/%{^[;R/%^@%@V@?/Á[Á?+. @*Á+VÁ
:[{/@Á>[V/?*{>?+[V%@V@?/Á[Á+. @*R

=?:@*.;^ *@;+/V@@R@R<:@V{/+Vj/?@@^?[+.*[}@+V/{^;?+[V;VR
;}[+R?:@ {+^R{[.[+/?{*@>[VR@V/;?+[V<:+>:>;V^@;R?[.[{^R

Amir Khatib
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Natural ventilation

Cellular Structures

Estimating buoyancy-driven ventilation

;?{*;^}@V?+^;?+[V+/?:@*[>@//[/{^+Vj;VR*@.[}+Vj;+*?:*[{j:
;V+VR[[*/;>@<+?:[{?{/+Vj.@>:;V+>;^//?@./
:@*@;*@?<[?@/[V;?{*;^}@V?+^;?+[V[>>{**+Vj+V {+^R+Vj/&<+VR
R*+}@V}@V?+^;?+[V;VR {[;V>|R*+}@V}@V?+^;?+[V

Buoyancy-driven ventilation
{[;V>R*+}@V}@V?+^;?+[V;*+/@R{@?[R+@*@V>@/+VR@V/+?[+V?@*+[*
;VR@?@*+[*;+*<:+>:+V^;*j@;*?;*+/@/*[.R+@*@V>@/+V?@.@*;|
?{*@:@V?:@*@+/;?@.@*;?{*@R+@*@V>@ @?<@@V?<[;R\[+V+Vj}[^|
{.@/[;+*?:@<;*.@*;+*<+^^:;}@^[<@*R@V/+?;VR @.[*@ {[;V?
?:{/<+^^*+/@; [}@?:@>[^R;+*>*@;?+Vj;V{<;*R;+*/?*@;.

Amir Khatib
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¿{[;V>|R*+}@V}@V?+^;?+[V;+*[<*;?@.%/
¿>*[//|/@>?+[V;^;*@;[[@V+Vj.!;//{.@/@¨{;^;*@;[*+V^@?;VR[{?^@?"
¿+/>:;*j@>[@>+@V?[*[@V+Vj!?+>;^};^{@+/"
¿j*;}+?;?+[V;^;>>@^@*;?+[V;*[{VR.%/[VH;*?:
¿~@+j:?*[..+R[+V?[^[<@*[@V+Vj?[.+R[+V?[{@*[@V+Vj.
¿=}@*;j@+VR[[*?@.@*;?{*@ @?<@@V?:@+V^@?;VR[{?^@?`
¿£{?R[[*?@.@*;?{*@`

T_CODE 2011-12

Cellular Structures

[*@;>;R@;*@;;>+VjV[*?:;VR/[{?:

Natural Light

¢V/?;^^:+j:<+VR[</
q{*;>@/<+?::+j:*@@>?+[V

V;?{*;^^+j:?;V;^+@/&

¢V/?;^^+Vj^+j:?/:@^}@/?[+V>*@;/^+j:?;>>@//R+/?;V>@

* Site location
]^+.;?@%=+*¨{;^+?
¡@@>?+[V*[.V@;*  {+^R+Vj/
+j:?[ /?@>^@/

q^[+Vj>@+^+Vj?[+V>*@;/^+j:?;>>@//R+/?;V>@
 +^?@*^+j:?@V?*;V>@

{+^R+Vj^;V;VR^;>+Vj

q@;*;?@}+@<<+VR[</*[.^+j:?<+VR[</

+VR[<[/@?+[V;VRR+.@V?+[V

X;*;^^@^<+VR[</
¢V>*@;/+Vj<;^^?:+>V@//[*&
;?[/[?@V?:@>[V?*;/?[^+j:? /[?@V+Vj;Vj^@ @?<@@V?:@<+VR[<
;VR?:@<;^^
 ?[>[. +V@/:;R+Vj@^+.@V?/<+?:?:@<;^^
[??[>*@;?<+VR[</?:;?;*@^[<@*?:;V<[*+Vj/{*;>@/
<+VR[<;*@;?:;?+/V[?.@;V?[*^+j:?+Vj<+^^[V^>;/@:@;?+Vj
<+VR[</?:;?;>@<[*+Vj/{*;>@/

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

;V{. @*[>@^^/<[*+Vj?[j@?:@*;/;>[.^@//?@.
[{V>?+[V/>;V;V/<@*?:@ {+^R+Vj/V@@R/[<;?@*
V;?{*;^^+j:?+Vj@V?+^;?+[V}@j+?;?+[V.+>*[>^+.;?@
¢V/{^;?+[V;VR@}@V {*V+?{*+Vj >[. +V+Vj;j*[{
[>@^^/;VR;^+Vj?:*@@{V>?+[V/[*?:@.[/??[@;>:
>@^^?:+/;^^[</?:@;>;R@?[*@;>?;VR*@/[VR?[.[*@
V@@R/[?:@ {+^R+Vj

complex system

Ventilation
out

WATER

WATER

window

Furniture

?:+/[*+@V?;+[V[?:@>@^^/>*@;?/;;/:@R/@?{;?+[V
+j:?V@//;VR[@VV@//;//:[<V+V?:@R+;j*;. @^[<
?:+/j+}@/?:@;>;R@?:@;R};V?;j@[>[V?*[^+Vj?:@
V;?{*;^@^+.@V?/@V?@*+Vj?:@ {+^R+Vj

Furniture

Plant

Plant

WATER

WATER

Ventilation
In

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

/@;*;?+Vj?:@>@^^/;^[Vj?:@[?:@*:[*+@V?;^;+/>;V
>*@;?@;V@V?*;V>@[@V+Vj+V?:@;>;R@

[* +j[@V+Vj+V?:@;>;R@?:@>@^^/>;V/@;*;?@*[.
@;>:[?:@*>*@;?+Vj; +j}[+R @?<@@V?:@?:;?>;V
{V>?+[V;/; +j<+VR[<

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

some cell can function as furneture
?:;?>;V @{/@R*[.?:@+V/+R@
[?:@ {+^R+Vj {?+Vj+?/^;*j@
+V/+R@}[^{.@+V?[{/@

{/+Vj:@/^[@>^[/@?[?:@?[[
@;>:>@^^<@>;V@;/^R*;+V*;+V
<;?@*;^^+Vj[V?:@;>;R@+V?[?:@
<;?@*>[V?;+V@*?;V/+V/+R@?:@
>@^^/+;^/[{/@R?:@][V?+V{+?
[?:@<;?@*>[V?;+V+j>@^^/;^[Vj
?:@}+*?@>;^;+/?[.[}@?:@<;?@*
*[.?;V/;VR{?+?+V?[{/@+V?:@
{+^R+Vj

plastic pipe

<[[R/^;/
*[[Vj^;@*
+V/{^;?+[V^;@*
;?@*?;V

<[[R@V>[VV@>?+Vj @^?

plastic pipe

@^@>?*+>^+j:?

>[VV@>?+Vj<[[R@V @^?

<[[R@V/^;/

closet
*[[Vj^;@*
+V/{^;?+[V^;@*

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

>[VV@>?+Vj<[[R@V @^?
<[[R/^;/
+V/{^;?+[V^;@*
j^;//
^+j:?/:@^}@

@V?

+V?:+//@>?+[V+{/@R?:@:@/^[@?[@V?@*}+*?@>;^^+j:?
.[*@+V/+R@?:@ {+^R+Vj R+*@>?+j^+j:?/:@^/+V?:@<;V?@R
;Vj^@

Amir Khatib
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*[[^;@*

Cellular Structures

>[VV@>?+Vj<[[R@V/^;

/?@@^*[^@
>[VV@>?+Vj<[[R@V @^?

<[[R/^;

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

Interior system

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

cellular parameters
?:@+V?@*+[*//?@.[?:@ {+^R+Vj+/;^/[;>@^{^;*//?@.?:;?+V:;*;?@/+?/
j@[.@?*+>V[?{V>?+[V;^¨{;^+?+@/*[.?:@;>;R@/>@^^{^;*//?@.
+V?:@+VV@*//?@.?:@>@^^/.{/?;R; ??:@./@^?[;V@</@?[@*.//[
?:@>;Vj*;V??:@ {+^R+Vj;*>:@?+>{;^¨{;^+?+@/@*.//{>:;/>@*>{^;?+[V
/;>@*[[.//>;^@/{V>?+[V

1L

R@?@*.+VR+Vj;/@?[;*;.@?@*/?:;?>:;Vj+Vj?:@.>;V:@^.@;R;?
?:@?:@>@^^/?[;V{V>?+[V<;/./?;*?+Vj[+V?HV>[{V?@*+Vj?:@+V?@*+[*
^;V+Vj[?:@ {+^R+Vj

S
2L

M
3L

L

4L

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

Openings

O1

?:@>@^^/[@V+Vj^@}@^<;/;V[?:@*;*;.@?@*;VR+?/^@}@^^<;/>;Vj@R 
>[V?*[^+Vj?:@V{. @*[<[[R/?*+/>*@;?+Vj?:@>@^^>[V?*[^+Vj?:@?<+/?
;Vj^@;VR>[V?*[^+Vj+?/[*+@V?;?+[V;^[Vj?:@>@^^
?:+/>[{^R^@;R?[};*+[/[/@ @?+@/[[@V+Vj/+V?:@>@^^

O2

O3

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

Cerculation

?:@+V?@*+[*[?:@ {+^R+Vj+/.;R@[?<[//?@./?:@>@^^///?@.;VR?:@
>@*>{^;?+[V//?@.?:;?/*@;R/;*[{VR?:@>@^^/;VR>[VV@>?+Vj?:@.?[|
j@?:@*>*@;?+Vj;>[.^@//?@.[*;./;^^;*[{VR?:@ {+^R+Vj.;+Vj
+?;R+V;.+> {+^R+Vj

Amir Khatib
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2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

3

3

3
1
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Accesses
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Accesses

Amir Khatib
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interior catalog

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Structures

Children club
School
Library
Movie theatre
Hotel
Music centre
Museum

Amir Khatib
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summer
winter

fall

Amir Khatib

/*+Vj
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winter

/*+Vj

Amir Khatib
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summer

fall
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Cellular Structures

building program
SHOPING

[[/?;>

1200

;R.+V+/?*;?+[V

300

material shop

90

[[/:[

90

cafe house

70

PUBLIC

FUN

120

open space

:[?[j*;:/?{R+[

350

theatre

<[*/:[

500

j;^^@*

;+V?/?{R+[

200

j@V@*;^/?{R+[

90

600

TECHNOLOGY
computer lap

260

presentation rooms

100

*+V?+Vj

300

.@R+;*[[./

120

Amir Khatib
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shop
adminstration
inner yard

shop
adminstration

shop
W.C

Cofe’

shop

Amir Khatib
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computer lap
media

W.C.
readinig

library

studying
cofe’

Amir Khatib
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presentation

presentation
printing

presentation

work shop
painting

painting

Amir Khatib
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photography

studio

studio
theature
studio

studio
studio

studio
hall

Amir Khatib
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Cellular Studio

Cellular Structure Planning - Optic & Energetic Performance

Jenia Polischuk

to

Yasha Grobman

Eye Contact
Cellular Planning Studio
Gem model of the facade

Jenia Polischuk
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Cellular Studio

Areal Hongmin Kim . Suvin Ju
   

   

Section west-east through the project building and the endored market
!§;/:;'*[ @*.;V[>@"

Section west-east through the project building and the endored market
!§;/:;'*[ @*.;V[>@"

Jenia Polischuk
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Cellular Studio

Project area









Carmel market, Tel-Aviv
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Cellular Studio

|Initial program - Masses

Jenia Polischuk

3D views on the proggram of the whole building - each color reffers to a different function

1
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Cellular Studio

Initial Plan an Section
A public street which pentrates into the building and creating a whole new dynamic environment.

Jenia Polischuk

1
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Cellular Studio

Users and Needs

Diagrams which show the age and the ammount of people in the area thro
!§;/:;'*[ .;V"

Jenia Polischuk
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Solar Principles
Angles and shading elements

Cellular Studio
Orange Line - Solar Altitude for 21st December
Yellow Line - Solar Altitude for 21st September
Red Line - Solar Altitude for 21st June

South Facing Façades

East or West Facing Façades

For a predominately South facing façade, a small amount of solar shading can be
;>:+@}@R{/+Vj;@R:[*+[V?;^ *+/@/[^@+^¢V?:@.[*V+Vj/;VR<+V?@*/{>:;R@}+>@
cannot stop direct rays of the sun penetrating the building since the sun is much lower.
However the heat gain and solar glare is greatly reduced in winter and therefore this
may not considered to be a major problem.

+?:;*@R[.+V;V?^H;/?[*@/?;>+Vj;;R@;@R//?@.<+^^V[?@*[*.<@^^
throughout the whole day as the altitude of the sun is much lower. Sunlight will pass
R+*@>?^{VR@*.[/?:[*+[V?;^/:;R+Vj//?@./;//:[<V+V?:@+^^{/?*;?+[V @^[<
To overcome this problem, effective solar shading can be achieved using a movable
solar shading system.

!:??&%%<<</:;R+Vj^[{}*@/>[."

Section through the green roof

Jenia Polischuk
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Cellular Studio

Relative comfort
Activity

Areas applicable

Perceptible

Tolerable

Unpleasant

Dangerous

Walking fast

Pavements

B5 (8.0 - 10.7 m/s)

B6 (10.8 - 13.8 m/s)

B7 (13.9 - 17.1 m/s)

B8 (17.2 - 20.7 m/s)

Strolling

Parks, entrances

B4 (5.5 – 7.9 m/s)

B5

B6

B8

short exposure

Parks, plazas

B3 (3.4 – 5.4 m/s)

B4

B5

B8

long exposuree

Street cafes, theatres

B2 (1.6
1.6 – 3.3 m/s)

B3

B4

B8

eek
once/week

once/month

once/year

Standing, sitting:

Acceptable is speed oc
occurs less than:

³¥¢«¢ ±³±¢§ ±³±¢§
±«¢²?±¯°¢² ¢¯±³¥ª©

Jenia Polischuk
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Cellular Studio

Relative comfort
Activity

Areas applicable

Perceptible

Tolerable

Unpleasant

Dangerous

Walking fast

Pavements

B5 (8.0 - 10.7 m/s)

B6 (10.8 - 13.8 m/s)

B7 (13.9 - 17.1 m/s)

B8 (17.2 - 20.7 m/s)

Strolling

Parks, entrances

B4 (5.5 – 7.9 m/s)

B5

B6

B8

short exposure

Parks, plazas

B3 (3.4 – 5.4 m/s)

B4

B5

B8

long exposure

Street cafes, theatres

B2 (1.6 – 3.3 m/s)

B3

B4

B8

once/week

once/month

once/year

Standing, sitting:

Acceptable is speed occurs less than:

Jenia Polischuk
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4m
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25m
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Bones Structure - Case study

Connecting Tissue
!:??&%%[R[^V.R>[."

http://notesofranvier.blogspot.com/

Leafe Tussue X200
!:??&%%<<</>+@V>@:[?[>[."
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Bones Structure - Case study
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Cellular Materials in Nature
!:??&%%<@ .+?@R{"
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!:??&%%};j{@?@**;+VV@?"
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http://kadampalife.org
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http://www.dvinfo.net

Cellular Studio

http://aak92.wordpress.com

]*[///@>?+[V?:*[{j:[V@ ;* [;@;?:@*!<<</>+@V>@R;+^>[."

Jenia Polischuk

http://indianapublicmedia.org

+Vj;V{;>?{*+Vj!:??&%%<<<.@{?@;/@R{"
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+>*[+*R @;?:@*/!:??&%% ^[??;>[."

Cross section through one barb of a feather
!<<</>+@V>@R;+^>[."

+Vjq?*{>?{*@!:??&%%:++@V{"

Feather
][.[V@V?/?*{>?{*@[?:@[{?@*>[}@*+Vj;VR+j:?/{*;>@/[;^^.[R@*V +*R/
Unique to birds, feathers apparently evolved from the scales of birds’ reptilian ancestors.
+@:;+*@;?:@*/;*@.;R@[@*;?+V; *[{/*[?@+V:@;*@};*+[{/^/@>+;^+@R
[*+V/{^;?+[V+j:?[*.;?+[V[ [R>[V?[{*/R+/^;;VR/@V/[**@>@?+[V][V?[{*
@;?:@*/[*..[/?[?:@/{*;>@[?:@ +*R/?*@;.^+V+Vj+?[*+j:?;VR[?@V<;?@**[[Vj+?:@ ;/;^[*?+[V.; @R[<V;VR?:{/;>?;/+V/{^;?+[V:@.;\[*>[V?[{*@;?:@*/[?:@<+Vj!*@.+j@/";VR?;+^!*@>?*+>@/"{V>?+[V+V+j:?][V?[{*@;?:@*/
j*[<+V?*;>?/!?@*^;@"/@;*;?@R  ;*@;*@;/!;?@*+;";VRR@}@^[*[.[^^+>^@/+V
the skin. Down feathers have loose-webbed barbs, all rising from the tip of a very short
shaft. Their function is insulation, and they may be found in both pterylae and apteria in
;R{^? +*R/:@;^/[>[V/?+?{?@?:@*/?@;?:@*>[;?[.[/?[{Vj +*R/ +^[^{.@/
are hairlike feathers with a few soft barbs near the tip. They are associated with contour
feathers and may be sensory or decorative in function. Bristlelike, vaneless feathers
occur around the mouth, eyes, and nostrils of birds. Some bristles function as eyelashes
[Vj*[{VR|R<@^^+Vj +*R/À *+/?^@/[}@*?:@V[/?*+^/.;/@*}@;/^?@*/

]*[///@>?+[V?:*[{j:[V@ ;* [;@;?:@*!<<</>+@V>@R;+^>[."

http://www.britannica.hk
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!:??&%%>[.@V+{//{/¨{@R{"
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!:??&%%\@  +[^[j+/?/[*j%>[V?@V?%%%% ^;*j@\j"
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Duck Flat Feathers
!:??&%%<<<*@R { ^@>[."

http://www.msnbc.msn.com

http://www.owlpages.com

http://photography.
nationalgeographic.com/

Jenia Polischuk
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Two Dimentional Facade Planning Based on Mapping

!:??&%%};j{@?@**;+VV@?"

Jenia Polischuk
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Drawing a double line which widens when the color brighter

Organic form module

Jenia Polischuk
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Gradually openning of the basic module

Drawing a double line which widens when the color brighter
Module Placed on a sphere

Flight and birds - Case study

Basic Module and the whole form

Jenia Polischuk
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Flight and birds - Case study

Parametric Pattern

Jenia Polischuk

Searching Pattern
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Flight and birds - Case study

http://www.petsfoto.com

3d Module searching

Jenia Polischuk

http://www.tevahadvarim.co.il
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Flight and birds - Skizas

Jenia Polischuk
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Self food station
Hongmin Kim . Suvin Ju

Section through the green roof

!:??&%%;;/+;;*¨ ^[j/[?>[."

Jenia Polischuk

Section through the green roof
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BIG

Renzo Piano

TED Cube Building

California academy of science

q^+j:?/^+j:?@V/?:@+V?@*+[*j;*R@V<+?:V;?{*;^^+j:?!:??&%% {+^R+@R+;>[."
=?^V;.@R?:+/¢'>*@;?+[V+V;+<;V^[[/^+@;>{ @|/:;@R ^;>:[^@[{?[;/>+|.[}+@
Recessions throughout the building might give the impression of a portal to another world but in
actuality lead to open areas that allowing people to walk through. BIG’s futuristic creation will not
be barren: on top of the 57-m-high building will be a grove of trees encircling a rooftop performance area, which will provide a naturally cooled public park.

The skylughts plays part also atnight towords outside and at day towords inside
!:??&%% {+^R+@R+;>[."

+@</[V?:@V;?{*;^>[[^@R{ ^+>;*@;/!:??&%% {+^R+@R+;>[."

Jenia Polischuk
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AADRL

AADRL

Razor Bios

Micro city

The baundary element can be useful for more than one thing

3d developed parametric form

[R{^@/[ @VR@R.;?@*+;^!:??&%%<<<==¡>[."

=^.[/?;?/{*;>@/*[.?:@+V/+R@|.[/?^;*;.@?*+>;>;R@

Jenia Polischuk
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Marcio Kogan
Designed space based on Erwin Hauer designs

H*<+V~;{@*+/;V;*?+/?@^[*+VjR+.@V/+[V;^/{*;>@/;/:+/>;V};/~+/<[*+/;V+V?@*/@>tion between sculpture, parametric design, modularity and patterns. His work bonds intimately
<+?:?:@;*>:+?@>?{*;^;VR+V?@*+[*%@?@*+[*R@/+jV@*[*.+Vj;>[V/?;V?R+;^[j{@<+?:^+j:?;VR
shadow. Marcio Kogan and his studio MK27 did a fantastic job designing an space using Erwin’s
modules. Check out the images from mk27.

Marcio Kogan and his studio MK24 - space design based on Erwin Heuer’s 1950 desugn

H*<+V~;{@*|q:[<*[[.[`V[^^¢V?@*V;>+[V;^R@@+>[@+>[]+?@/+jV!"
!:??&%%?* ^[j/[?>[.%"

!:??&%%/:;*+Vj+/R@^+>+[{/<[*R*@//>[."

Jenia Polischuk
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Study & Inspiration

Coral with Polyps inside
!:??&%%<<<.@//@*/.+?:V;.@"

]:;.@^@[VH@!@;>:[+VR@@VR@V?"
!!:??&%%<<<.@//@*/.+?:V;.@""

~{.;VH@!!:??&%%<<<.@//@*/.+?:V;.@""

Focusing and Protection of the inside, freedom of movement, sensutivity to the light

Jenia Polischuk
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Study & Inspiration - Coral Polyp
=[^+V[[^[j+/[V@[?<[[*./[{VR+V?:@:^{.]V+R;*+;?:@[?:@* @+Vj?:@.@R{/;
X[^/;*@;*[+.;?@^>^+VR*+>;^+V/:;@;VR@^[Vj;?@R;??:@;+/[?:@ [R¢V/[^+?;*
polyps, the aboral end is attached to the substrate by means of a disc-like holdfast called the
pedal disc, while in colonies of polyps it is connected to other polyps, either directly or indirectly.
The oral end contains the mouth, and is surrounded by a circlet of tentacles.
The mesogloea may be a very thin layer, or may reach a fair thickness, and then sometimes
contains skeletal elements formed by cells which have migrated into it from the ectoderm. The
/;>|^+@ [R {+^?{+V?:+/<;+/;??;>:@R{/{;^^?[/[.@*.[ \@>? +?/ ^+VR@VR;VR
bears at the upper end the mouth which is surrounded by a circle of tentacles which resemble
j^[}@Vj@*/:@?@V?;>^@/;*@[*j;V/<:+>:/@*}@ [?:[*?:@?;>?+^@/@V/@;VR[*?:@>;?{*@
[[[RX[^/@?@VR?:@+*?@V?;>^@/;*?+>{^;*^;?V+j:?>[V?;+V+Vj>[+^@R^+@/?+Vj+VjV@??^@|
>@^^/[*V@.;?[>/?/<:+>:+@*>@;VR[+/[V;VR*.^:[^R^+}+Vj*@;*;^/+Vj[*+^^+Vj
?:@.<:+>:+V>^{R@>[@[R/;VR/:^;*};@ÍÎ[Vj+?{R+V;^.{/>{^;* *+^/[*.@R*[.?:@
cells of the ectoderm allow tentacles to contract when conveying the food to the mouth. Similarly,
>+*>{^;*^R+/[/@R.{/>{^;* *+^/[*.@R*[.?:@@VR[R@*.@*.+??@V?;>^@/?[ @*[?*;>?[*
?:*{/?[{?[V>@?:@;*@>[V?*;>?@R:@/@.{/>^@ *@/ @^[Vj+Vj?[?:@/;.@?<[//?@./?:{/
allows the whole body to retract or protrude outwards.

¢V/+*;?@R >[*;^[^/?*{>?{*@!:??&%%/>+@V>@V;?{*@V/j[}"

?@V?;>^@*@R+?/[+/@V+V?[;/.;^^[;?+Vj;V+.;^!][*;^¡@@/+V?:@q[{?:X;>+>~;VR [["

~{.;VX[^+V/+R@;+V?@/?+V@!:??&%%@V<++@R+;[*j"
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Study & Inspiration - Chameleon eye
The movements of both eyes and the head were recorded with search coils
in unrestrained, freely moving chameleons. As a main result I found that the
generation of saccades in the left and the right eye was either independent
from each other or was highly correlated according to the behavioural
/+?{;?+[V:@VV[*@+?@.<;/;?@RR+/>[V\{j;?@/;>>;R@/<@*@
observed which was in accordance with earlier observations in chameleons.
During prey tracking the chameleons switched to a different oculomotor
behaviour and pursued the moving prey with synchronous saccades. At higher
target velocities, the tracking movement of the head was also saccadic and
was synchronised with the two eyes. Binocular coupling affected only the
timing of the saccades but not the metrics: the amplitudes of the synchronous
saccades were usually different in the two eyes. These observations suggest
?:@@+/?@V>@[?<[+VR@@VR@V?*@.[?[*V@{*[V;^>+*>{+?/[*^@?;VR*+j:?
eye saccadic motor control in the chameleon. Binocular coupling in preytracking chameleons is probably achieved by neuronal coupling of these
premotor circuits during eye–head coordination. The ability to switch between
synchronous and uncoupled saccadic eye movements has not been described
for any other vertebrate. This unique ability of the chameleon may help to
understand the organisation of the oculomotor system of other vertebrates
since evidence for separate left eye and right eye saccade generation and
.position control has recently also been reported in primates

[?:@@<[*?[j@?:@*<:@V[>{/+Vj[V;*;! ^@@R+Vj*[/@/ ^[j/[?>[."

H;>:@@+/;V+VR@@VR@V?R@j*@@/?@^@/>[+>!<<</V;+^?;+^/>[."

!][*;^¡@@/+V?:@q[{?:X;>+>~;VR [[!:??&%%<<</*+Vj@*^+V>[."
*+>:;@^`+Vj"

Jenia Polischuk
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Study & Inspiration - Camera

!:??&%%<<<.;|>[.{?@*/|>*@R+?>[."

[?:@@<[*?[j@?:@*<:@V[>{/+Vj[V;*;! ^@@R+Vj*[/@/ ^[j/[?>[."

The eye is like a camera - opens up depending on the ammount of light and picturing the sur*[{VR+Vj+V?:@*;Vj@[/+j:?;??:@/@>+>.[.@V?!!`[ j[@*X*@/@V?;?+[V"

Angle of view is changing according to the lens type - can be used to collect more light through a
/.;^^@*[@V+Vj;VR^[[/+Vj;.+V+{.;^;..[{V?[@V@*j!`[ j[@*X*@/@V?;?+[V"
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+V/?+?{?|R{|.[VR@|;*; @!£HH=¡=]£"}

L’Institut du Monde Arabe
!<<<RR*@;.@*>[."
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Skizas from diffferent stages iof the project
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Skizas from diffferent stages iof the project
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Skizas from diffferent stages iof the project

Detail of one element of the facade in section - self shading and diveresed opening’s
directions according to views desired

Jenia Polischuk
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Skizas from diffferent stages iof the project

Inner bulb?

;>;R@;VR>@^^//+;/

Inner Public Space section

¢VV@*/;>@q+;/|.[*@R{^+>+?<:@V?:@:+j:?j@?/ +jj@*

Jenia Polischuk

Module Frame
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Skizas from diffferent stages iof the project

[q+R@}+@<|/:[</:[<^[[/?:@[[*+V?:@+VV@*/;>@/! ;>@q;>@/+V?*+[*"

Jenia Polischuk
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Cell Structure

Jenia Polischuk
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Top view on the facade - thickness increases by attractoor points

Gem cells distribution bu 2 attractors points

Gem Facade by 2 attractors points

Top view on the facade

Jenia Polischuk
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holes in the facade increases in a public areas

Variable facade by attractor points

Jenia Polischuk
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:@;>;R@<;/j@V@*;^^/{>>@//{^@>@??:@>[VV@>?+[V/ @?<@@V?:@[*./:@
need to be in the same margins and position relative to the cell imaginary frame.
The variable part should be inside the module.

Pointy Facade - stretched because of the thickness

Nice form connecting with each other and the interior spaces

cells as tubes

connections between the cells

Jenia Polischuk
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I decreesed the thickness of the facade to 1-50cm to decrees the destortion of the cells

Jenia Polischuk
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Facade changing according to light and views wanted in public spaces and more privacy in the smaller spaces

Nice form connecting with each other and the interior spaces

cells as tubes

connections between the cells

Jenia Polischuk
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holes in the facade increases in a public areas

Inner side of the Facade - clear form to connect to the building itself

Jenia Polischuk
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Front facade with the lense openings - small opening but light gets in through lenses.

Jenia Polischuk

>;.@*;;@*?{*@!<<< ;/+>>;.@*;:[?[j*;:>[."
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Section thtough narrow cells
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Inner Spaces and the way they may connect to the facade

Jenia Polischuk
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Cross section through the spaces

Top view - Duplicated Inner Spaces

Jenia Polischuk
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outer covering

inner spaces makes openings and longual holes

Jenia Polischuk
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Final Plans

Jenia Polischuk
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Final Form - Flowein and aerodynamic amorphic shell whitch correlates with the proggram

Jenia Polischuk
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Climatic study of the project area - windy most of the year mostly west wind from the sea and very
:+j::{.+R+?! *[.?:@^@?"?:@;*@;+/+V;¨{+@?@V}+*[V.@V?<+>:>^[/@@V[{j:?[<;^
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eye Contact

Cellular cell studio 2012

][V?@.[*;*@jj @R!:??&%%:[.@R@/+jV+V?@*+[*>[."
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Research

Cellular structures and cell-in-cell structures
Microscope and nanoscopic measurement !1#'++$4"+&$+

Keren Feilgut
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About the research

The study examined cellular structures and cell-in-cell structures
Microscope and nanoscopic measurement.From this selected topic,
human bone and body was chosen as a subject for further study and
project.

Keren Feilgut
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Fractal objects

!!+4#"+0#=+$!2#2+&(1#9!'

Fractal objects that have the property of self similarity, in that the organization
[?:@>[V/?+?{@V?/;*?/?:;?.;@{?:@[ \@>?*@@>??:;?[?:@<:[^@;VR
overall object

climate model
cold air
cold air

:??&%%<<<@;/ ^[[.>[.%^;V?^+ *;*%^;V?%>;{^+[<@*|

column of air to spin about
¡[.;V@/>[>;{^+[<@*

http://morrisonworldnews.com/?p=28397

Keren Feilgut
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Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.

http://davesgarden.com/guides/pf/showimage/176595/

Keren Feilgut

http://morrisonworldnews.com/?p=28397
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! '!!)'+%!4$! 9#'8
pollen
naturally occuring tree- rayed hexagonal networks is to be found in giraffe
skin.
The extremely uniform reptile skin is a packing of circles in which small triangles appear at the interstices.

such patterns of the surfaces of the pollen grains are determined, for the most
part, by the genetic programming of the plant

Giraffe skin

scanning electron microscopy photography by The University of Edinburgh
http://sacrit.blogspot.com/2010/11/epic-art-science-exhibit-exploration.html

Pollen grain of morning glory and thrift
pollen (copyright 1969, patrik echlin & cam*+Rj@/>+@V?+>+V/?*{.@V?/"
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Keren Feilgut
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Pollen

http://www.phombo.com/art/microscope-images-of-pollen-grains/823606/popular/

http://www.turbosquid.com/3d-models/3d-model-microscopic-pollen/307565

Keren Feilgut
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¢V;Vj+[/@*./R{*+Vj[<@*R@}@^[.@V??:@;V?:@*+/>[.[/@R[;
mass of cells that appear undifferentiated, except for a partially differentiated
R@*.+/=/?:@[<@*R@}@^[/[{*j*[{/[/[*[j@V[{/>@^^/[*.<+?:+V
the anther. The fertile sporogenous cells are surrounded by layers of sterile
cells that grow into the wall of the pollen sac. Some of the cells grow into
nutritive cells that supply nutrition for the microspores that form by meiotic
division from the sporogenous cells. In a process called microsporogenesis,
four haploid microspores are produced from each diploid sporogenous cell
(microsporocyte), after meiotic division. After the formation of the four microspores, which are contained by callose walls, the development of the pollen
grain walls begins. The callose wall is broken down by an enzyme called
callase and the freed pollen grains grow in size and develop their characteristic shape and form a resistant outer wall called the exine and an inner wall
called the intine. The exine is what is preserved in the fossil record.

Pollen itself is not the male gamete.[1] Each pollen grain contains vegetative
!V[V|*@*[R{>?+}@">@^^/![V^;/+Vj^@>@^^+V.[/?[<@*+Vj^;V?/ {?/@}@*;^
in other seed plants) and a generative (reproductive) cell containing two nuclei: a tube nucleus (that produces the pollen tube) and a generative nucleus
(that divides to form the two sperm cells). The group of cells is surrounded by
a cellulose-rich cell wall called the intine, and a resistant outer wall composed
largely of sporopollenin called the exine.
Pollen is produced in the 'microsporangium' (contained in the anther of an anj+[/@*.[<@*.;^@>[V@[;>[V+@*[{/^;V?[*.;^@>[V@[[?:@*/@@R
plants). Pollen grains come in a wide variety of shapes (most often spherical),
sizes, and surface markings characteristic of the species (see electron microj*;:*+j:?"X[^^@Vj*;+V/[+V@/*/;VR/*{>@/;*@<+Vj@R:@/.;^^@/?
pollen grain, that of the forget-me-not (Myosotis spp.), is around 6 μm (0.006
mm) in diameter. Wind-borne pollen grains can be as large as about 90-100
μm.[2] The study of pollen is called palynology and is highly useful in paleoecology, paleontology, archeology, and forensics.

http://www.madmoizelle.com/forums/forum-delirium-tremens/48722-le-meilleur-des-imagesdu-net-195.html
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The pollen wall protects the sperm nucleus while the pollen grain is moving from
the anther to the stigma; it protects the vital genetic material from drying out and
solar radiation. The pollen grain surface is covered with waxes and proteins,
which are held in place by structures called sculpture elements on the surface of
the grain. The outer pollen wall, which prevents the pollen grain from shrinking
and crushing the genetic material during desiccation, is composed of two layers. These two layers are the tectum and the foot layer, which is just above the
intine. The tectum and foot layer are separated by a region called the columella,
which is composed of strengthening rods. The outer wall is constructed with a
resistant biopolymer called sporopollenin. The pollen tube passes through the
wall by way of structures called apertures.[3]
X[^^@V;@*?{*@/;*@;V.[R+>;?+[V[?:@<;^^[?:@[^^@Vj*;+V:@/@
.[R+>;?+[V/+V>^{R@?:+VV+Vj*+Rj@/;VR[*@/?:@/@*}@;/;V@+?[*?:@
pollen contents and allow shrinking and swelling of the grain caused by changes
in moisture content. The elongated apertues/ furrows in the pollen grain are
called colpi (singular: colpus) which along with pores, are a major criterion for
?:@+R@V?+>;?+[V[>^;//@/[[^^@VÍÎ+?^@;}@/?:@.+>*[/[*;Vj+{.<+?:?:@
generative cell forming the two sperm cells.

Pollen grains may have furrows, the orientation of which (relative to the
original tetrad of microspores) classify the pollen as colpate or sulcate. The
V{. @*[{**[</[*[*@/:@^/>^;//+?:@[<@*+Vj^;V?/<+?:@{R+>[?/
having three colpi (tricolpate), and other groups having one sulcus.[5][6]
Except in the case of some submerged aquatic plants, the mature pollengrain has a double wall, a thin delicate wall of unaltered cellulose (the endospore or intine) and a tough outer cuticularized exospore or exine. The exine
often bears spines or warts, or is variously sculptured, and the character of
the markings is often of value for identifying genus, species, or even cultivar
[*+VR+}+R{;^¢V/[.@[<@*+Vj^;V?/j@*.+V;?+[V[?:@[^^@Vj*;+V[?@V
begins before

http://www.me.jhu.edu/lefd/BioComp/PollenDensity/PollenImages.htm

Dint
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Radiolarian

radiolarian

http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html

spherical radiolarian skeletons of radiolarian vesicles

triangula radiolarian skeletons
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.
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radiolarian

shell

http://sjoo.deviantart.com/art/Radiolarian-with-TopMod3D-108052578

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Function
The holes in radiolarian and diatom shells respectively exist for differing
reasons. Both types of skeleton are formed from silicon compounds.
In diatoms, the holes collectively take on the role of a sieve, a two-way
^?*;?+[V.@>:;V+/.;>*[//<:+>:<;?@*;VRV{?*+@V?.[^@>{^@/@*.@;?@
the cell. The holes can range from several micrometres down to 100 nanometres in diameter.
A typical diatom frustule is perforated rather than solid, for two reasons.
Firstly, the perforated construction allows for a more economic use of silica,
especially where low levels of dissolved silica are present. Silicon is also
relatively dense, so the structure promotes lightness. Perforations in the
frustule also endow the diatom with considerable compressive strength,
which explains the frustules' ability to survive undamaged under layers
of sediment. When compressive force is applied to a frustule, the lines of
force are concentrated along the lines of the silica lattice and continued to
the girdle band, which has a greater ability to withstand stress. Costae, or
ribs, will also strengthen the upper and lower surfaces of the frustule.

http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/
artfeb05/cbdiatoms.html

http://www.viewsfromscience.com/documents/webpages/methods_p3.html
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layers

cover

thick layer

mass

folium

folium
Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Constructive element

mutation

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Keren Feilgut

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
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Duplication

radiolarian lattices

Symmetry

http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/people/klf/MicroGallery.htm
http://doraballa-ommo.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolarian.html
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RADIOLARIAN

Radiolarian Skeleton
http://131.229.88.77/microscopy/Portfo^+[/% *;V>@/%X[*?[^+[¤^@/%X¤:?.^
http://sa-mariavera.blogspot.com/2009/03/radiolaria-applet.html

Inside the shell of a single-celled marine animal called a radiolarian. SEM x2700.
http://gallery.bestpicture.ch/bestpicture/category-2/picture-353/?q7=en

Radiolarian vector deformation
logspot.com/2010/02/radiolarian-vector-deformation-02.html
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Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.

Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://
caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
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Geometry
and patterns

http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/artfeb05/cbdiatoms.html
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Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of a transverse section
through a number of seminiferous tubules in a mammalian testis,
the site of production of sperm. The testis is packed with numer[{/?{ {^@/<:+>:;*@^+V@R ;/?*;?+@R@+?:@^+{.>[V/+/?+Vj[
2 distinct groups of cells; the central white area is the tubule lumen
(interior). One group of cells is the spermatogenic series, ie those
cells involved in both spermatogenesis (production of male gametes) and subsequent spermiogenesis (evolution of male gamete
into motile spermatozoon). The other group are non-spermatogenic
cells called Sertoli cells, which nourish the developing spermatozoa.

Mushrooms spores

http://morrisonworldnews.com/?p=28397

underside of a mushroom (jirovec)

Keren Feilgut
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mushroom spores
http://www.mushroomsfmrc.com/gpage11.html

http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2011/06/16/weird-wild-spongebob-mushroom-named/
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Denisty
Dentin tubules

Mushrooms spores
Mushrooms spores. Coloured scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of spores
(round, brown, left and right) of the Agaricus bisporus fungus. The spores
are the reproductive structures of the fungus, formed by and released by
.{/:*[[./?:@*{+?+Vj [R+@/[;{Vj{/;jV+>;?+[V&<:@V*+V?@R
10cm wide.

SEM micrograph showing the spatial distribution of dentin tubules.
Misra A et al. J. R. Soc. Interface 2005;2:145-157

As is evident, the structure and properties of dentin substrate vary with
location and can affect the bond formation (Marshall et al. 1997).
Misra A et al. J. R. Soc. Interface 2005;2:145-157
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cells
:@R+/>[}@*?:;? {??@*<+Vj/:;}@/>;^@/?:;?;>?;/?+V/[^;*>[^^@>?[*/:;/^@R/>+@V?+/?/+V]:+V;;VR¦;;V?[R@/+jV;.[*@@>+@V?/[^;*
cell that could be used for powering homes, businesses, and other applications in the future. The researchers turned to the microscopic solar scales
[V {??@*<+Vj/+V?:@+*/@;*>:[*+.*[}@.@V?/_/+VjV;?{*;^ {??@*
wings as a mold or template, they made copies of the solar collectors and
transferred those light-harvesting structures to Grätzel cells.Laboratory
?@/?//:[<@R?:;??:@ {??@*<+Vj/[^;*>[^^@>?[*; /[* @R^+j:?.[*@@>+@V?^?:;V>[V}@V?+[V;^R@|/@V/+?+@R>@^^/:@; *+>;?+[V*[>@//+/
simpler and faster than other methods, and could be used to manufacture
other commercially valuable devices, the researchers say.

:??&%%<<<*[ ;+R>[.% +[V+>/% +[.+.+>*|[| {??@*|<+Vj/|[*|.[*@|[<@*{^|/[^;*|>@^^/:?.

:+/+/;qH!q>;VV+VjH^@>?*[V+>*[/>[@"+.;j@[ {??@*<+Vj
/>;^@:@+V/?*{.@V?.;jV+>;?+[V<;//@?;?:@R+/?;V>@
between the parallel main ribs is about 750 nanometers
http://kqedscience.tumblr.com/post/11917017860/this-is-a-sem-scanning-electron-microscope-image
http://www.trincoll.edu/~alehman/

Keren Feilgut
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Closeup of the scales of the same specimen.

Zoomed-out view of an Inachis io.

Fig. 4 Wing venation patterns with the veins labeled. (a) Male Acrolophus popeanellus (Tineidae). (b) Epimartyria (Micropterygidae) and Nepticula nyssaefoliella (Nepticulidae). (c) Danaus
plexippus (Nymphalidae). C = costa; Sc = subcosta; R = radius; Rs = radial sector; M = media;
Cu = cubitus; 1V, 2V, 3V = vannal or anal veins; H = humeral vein; subscripts refer to branches
(for example, R2 is second branch of radius).

~+j:.;jV+>;?+[V[?:@>[^[{*@R/>;^@/!*[ ; ^;
different species).
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Scales close up

Microstructure of a scale

A patch of wing

A single scale
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Natural cellular

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.
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Voronoi corners

http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~amitp/game-programming/polygon-map-generation/
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VORONOI MORPHOLOGIES

Prototype detail
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/

paper prototype
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/
voronoi drawings
http://matsysdesign.com/category/projects/voronoi-morphologies/

Keren Feilgut
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Three diemensional cellular

Scanning Electron Micrograph of the surface of a kidney stone showing tetragonal crystals of Weddellite (calcium oxalate dihydrate) emerging from the
amorphous central part of the stone

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.

Voronoi Fractal http://blog.inspirit.ru/?p=96
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HONEYCOMB- Favolus alveolaris
ttp://malaysianfungi.blogspot.com/2009/10/honeycomb-favolus-alveolaris.html

least energy
the honeycomb consists of teo set of contiguous cells, positioned back to back.
The back to back cells are staggered in such a way that the centers of the set of
cells on one side are positioned exactly over helf of the tree rayed intersections
of cell walls of the set of cells on the other side. this arrangement corresponds to
a packing of two layers of rhombic dodecahedra or
two layers of closet packed spheres .
:;?>^[/@/?;>+Vj+//+.^;*@@>?+[V[V;?{*@Ô/?@VR@V>?[>[[*R+V;?@
extrinsic forces in the most the most economic way.
http://article.wn.com/view/2010/08/18/City_bees_get_richer_diet_than_bees_from_farmlands_Study/

Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.
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Lattice structure
Point cloud relationship

Spatial division Unit structure

minimal surface minimal
materials

volume (cm) 118.55
surface area (sq m)
2.37
Conventional

Mathematical

volume (cm)
118.55
surface area (sq
m) 2.11

http://he.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D7%A7%D7%95%D7%91%D7%
A5:Honey_comb.jpg

Natural
material reduction
32%

Natural

Unorganized

   | |    | &2Õ  
| |        
 |   ÍÎ1Õ   
       . [I.R.
Fisher et al., PRB 59 (1999) 308-321]

][VV@R
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iris leaf MICROSCOPIC
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0021929004004919

Monocot stem,
http://www2.volstate.edu/msd/bio/1020/lab11seedplants.htm

Leaf Structure Illustrations
Ashby, M.F., 2005. Materials selection in mechanical design, ButterworthHeinemann

cattail leaf http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0021929004004919
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Research
Human bones
The project started in a research on human bones, bone density,
/?*@Vj?:;VR/?*{>?{*@:@.;+V*@;/[V[*?:+//?{R<;/?[VR;
constructive principles and laws to create the cellular , the building
facade and the building itself.
The study expanded the backbone structure, backbone connection,
;VR.[*@>[VV@>?+[V/+V?:@:{.;V [R [*@;.^@?[VR;>[Vnection the envelope joints, I used the laws of the knuckles.
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Human bone - porosity

http://joshjung22.blogspot.com/2012_03_01_archive.html

Human Bone Microscopy Image
-Microscope bones
http://www.ectsoc.org/gallery/#myGallery-picture(16)

http://www.microscopicpictures.com/microscope-Human_Bone.php
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porosity

+>*[/>[@+.;j@[@^@>?*[/{V *@/
http://www.stfc.ac.uk/News+and+Events/5584.aspx

bone,
Human Bone, Osteoporosis ,male,89
copyright Professor Alan Boyde QMUL

bone, healty women,50
copyright Professor Alan Boyde QMUL
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porosity
void
________ =
valid space

Healthy
Osteoporosis

porosity

0.369 =

porosity

0.121 =

porosity

Osteoporosis valid space > Healthy valid space

Radiographs of sections through human lumbar vertebrae (L1) (a) normal bone (b) osteoporotic bone, showing thinning and resorption of trabeculae. (Reproduced with permission
from Vajjhala et al., 2000, published by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.)
http://mccormickdc.com/osteoporosis
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Source: Freeze and Cherry (1979).
material
poroslty
soil
0.55
clay
0.55
silt
0.425
sand
0.375
Healthy human bone
0.369
gravel
0.325
fractured basalet
0.25
karst limstone
0.225
sandstone
0.155
Osteoporosis human bone
0.121
limestone, dolomite
0.1
granite
0.1
dense crystalline rock
0.05
fractured crystalline rock
0.05
shale
0.05
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conventional formwork techniques to construct a highly differentiated tower

Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.
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Separate unit
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physical unit

location by color
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Structure

Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.

Keren Feilgut

Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United Kingdom:
United Kingdom : AA Publications.
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VERTEBRAL COLUMN
In human anatomy, the vertebral column usually consists of 24 articulating
vertebrae,[1] and 9 fused vertebrae in the sacrum and the coccyx. It is situated in the dorsal aspect of the torso, separated by intervertebral discs. It
houses and protects the spinal cord in its spinal canal.
:@*@;*@V[*.;^^?:+*?|?:*@@!"}@*?@ *;@+V:{.;V/+V>^{R+Vj?:@}@
that are fused to form the sacrum (the others are separated by intervertebral
discs) and the four coccygeal bones that form the tailbone.
The upper three regions comprise the remaining 24, and are grouped under
the names cervical (7 vertebrae), thoracic (12 vertebrae) and lumbar (5
vertebrae), according to the regions they occupy. This number is sometimes
increased by an additional vertebra in one region, or it may be diminished in
[V@*@j+[V?:@R@>+@V>[?@V @+Vj/{^+@R ;V;RR+?+[V;^}@*?@ *;+V
another. The number of cervical vertebrae is, however, very rarely increased
or diminished

http://www.probertencyclopaedia.com/cgi-bin/res.pl?keyword=Vertebral%20
column&section=&offset=20
http://www.fastpainrelief.org/html/what_is_chiropractic.html
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articulated system

9 $+&=+$.#4%

180

120
M

260

360

100

90
M

D

;*~];VR;@/¡q][//@*;?.+>*[.@>:;V+>/[:{.;V [V@&/?*;+V
*@R+/?*+ {?+[V ;:R*;?+[V|/@V/+?+}@>[V/?+?{@V?¦+[.@>:;V+>/|
397 (1986)

stick .s theoretical anatomy
body architectural & structural dimension
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Connection by friction
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Sweden's tallest residential building is the HSB Turning Torso, a
sculptural sustainable skyscraper that gently spirals as it ascends
above the skyline of Malmo. Designed by renowned architect, sculptor and structural engineer Santiago Calatrava, the gigantic tower
/?;VR/[[*/:+j:;VR@;?{*@/;[*.+V/+*@R ?:@q;V+/:
architect's studies on nature and human bodies. The fantastic tower
is completely powered by renewable energy, and it twists a full

90 degrees from top to bottom.

Anon, Turning Torso: Calatrava’s Sustainable Skyscraper is the Tallest Residential
Tower in Sweden. Available at: http://inhabitat.com/sustainable-and-twisted-turningtorso-sculptural-building-in-malmo-by-santiago-calatrava/ [Accessed May 7, 2012].

Keren Feilgut

Anon, Turning Torso: Calatrava’s Sustainable Skyscraper is the Tallest Residential
Tower in Sweden. Available at: http://inhabitat.com/sustainable-and-twisted-turningtorso-sculptural-building-in-malmo-by-santiago-calatrava/ [Accessed May 7, 2012].
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enlargement

scheme

algorithmic Tower- Shanghai 2008
http://www.worldarchitecture.org/world-buildings/world-buildings-detail.asp?no=2815

duplication

300

cm

scheme
scheme

:??&%%<<<+>*>[.%:[?[/%%%/+@/%.%+V%:[?[/?*@;.%

Fibrous Tower, by Kokkugia
http://www.google.co.il/imgres?um=1&hl=iw&sa=N&pwst=1&rlz=1C1GGGE_
iwIL466IL466&biw=1333&bi

Keren Feilgut
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This is the section of Algorithmic Tower (eVolo Special Mention)

Sectional STL model.
around 25cm X 5cm X 8cm
This model is to investigate the space organization. There are small and big
spaces within the tower in order to satisfy different programmes.
The tower splits into two pieces so that we can see the spacial organization
more clearly.

unit A_6 m

unit B_5 m
unit C_6 m
scheme

Sections of Algorithimic Tower (parametric design)- by
deCode
:??&%%<<<+>*>[.%:[?[/%%
sets/72157616499523757/

Keren Feilgut
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N05/3953921374/sizes/m/in/photostream/
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Conclusions
A.Each unit operates separately but But reinforced by a cloumn
B.Shell
C.Full connections
D. wraps and changes
E.Three volumes

:@>+?+@/[?:@?<@V?|*/?>@V?{*@. [R@?*@.@¨{;^+?+@/[>[..{V+cation and complexity of interaction. In response to the new urban demands
the Algorithmic tower employs a code-based scripting methodology that
>[Vj{*@/:+j:@*[*R@*/[>[.^@+?*@¨{+*@R ;V@<+VR[;jj*@j;tion logic. 354 % 35%44+'&%5++3 and subdivision that
articulate spatial organizations with a mathematical approach.

Form

Connections

http://www.elitismstyle.com/blogazine/algorithmic-tower.html

The Algorithmic tower is formed by cells that are divided into three distinct
continuous non-intersecting volumes that allow interplay between indoor
and outdoor spaces. These interacting spaces maintain their character,
while adapting to growth, and gradually transform into a series of vertical
aggregates. The skin wraps and changes its shape, porosity and character
in response to the indoor spaces which vary in dimensions, according to the
proposed parametric growth. The cells grow vertically and spirally, creating
curved modules that are locally controlled with a set of rules for program,
density, orientation, and expected growth.

Keren Feilgut
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W+("#'$+
The core of the design lies with in two large rectangular boxes. The foundation box serves as the parking garage and the upper box, or ‘vault’, contains
?:@+V?@*+[*/;>@/[*;*?/?[*;j@;*>:+}@/;VR[>@/;>@[*?:@*[;R
Art Foundation.
The vault, veil, and dimple are just some of the terms that have been used
by the architects to refer to the different areas of their design. A dramatic
facade of varying cast-concrete hexagonal shapes lifts at the corner of 2nd
Street and Grand, near Disney Hall, creating the main entrance to Broad
{/@{.:@}@+^<*;+Vj?:@j;^^@*/;>@[V?:@?:+*R[[*?:@};{^?
[V?:@/@>[VR[[*;VR?:@^[ ;?j*[{VR^@}@^+//?*{>?{*;^ @;*+Vj?:@
roof load and also serves as a sunshade for the building. The exterior skin
will have varying thickness and transparency on its four facades, and it
dimples on Grand Avenue taking the form of a sunken window.

Concept Diagram
:??&%%<<<;*>:R;+^>[.%%R@/+jV|{V}@+^@R|[*|?:@| *[;R|.{/@{.| |R+^^@*|/>[R+[|*@V*[%

:??&%%<<<R@/+jV [[.>[.%<@ ^[j%>;?%%}+@<%%R+^^@*|/>[R+[|*@V*[| *[;R:?.^

+^^@*q>[R+[¡@V*[|:@*[;R{/@{.[/=Vj@^@/
California. http://www.habitables.co.uk/architecture/2409

Keren Feilgut
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The second iteration in the MYPODLife series is a living wall and light
box, made in Corian. The wall was commissioned by Tracy Stone Architects for the Sip tea house, in downtown Los Angeles. The custom
design was inspired by the science of tea, etching into corian the bubble
formations of various heating temperatures of tea water. The plant pods
are planted with aromatic tea plants, such as mint, rosemary and chamomile and are watered using the excess tea. At night, the etched bubbles
illuminate the space with an integrated LED lighting system. Interior living
<;^^/>;V{V>?+[V;/^?@*/>^@;V+Vj;VR+.*[}+Vj+VR[[*;+*¨{;^+?;VR
removing harmful VOC’s.

60 CM

60 CM

Inside

http://greenmeme.com/projects/mypodlife/

Keren Feilgut
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plan

perspective

!8!%

mass

section

top

mass decrease

front

perspective

Keren Feilgut

porosity

skin

section
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The cellular

Conclusion- cellular 1
Cell Size is not suitable,
Connection problem between cells,
There are two negative and therefore cannot
be attached

Keren Feilgut
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W!((!]*+$#$+$4$2'!+$,(!$, #"#$!4!

joint
Symmetrical to asymmetrical

Positive to negative
Keren Feilgut
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Limits and proportions

Inside the cellular

Creating isolation through air space

Air pockets

Keren Feilgut
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construction method
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cell replication

Using cellular structures as part of a constructive system

Before Expansion

Keren Feilgut

After expansion
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Using cellular structures as part of a constructive system

Front

Top

Keren Feilgut
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Translarion

¦'#$ !+(!49 #& M!$ (+ #$

Frame stress lines spectum

proposed
specs
f’c =4000 psi
pu =125,781 pounds
y= 11.18 cu.ft
weight = 1677 pounds

substraction

conventional column
specs
f’c =4000 psi
pu =125,781 pounds
y= 166.33 cu.ft
weight = 2450 pounds
Form follows force

Keren Feilgut
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A. Variety of forms
B. Skeleton as part of the building
C. Stability
D. Innovation
E. Dynamic front
F. No need for several layers in the building

Keren Feilgut
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Fronts

3

1

4

2

5

Keren
ren Feilgut
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The facade consists cells, inspired by the spine features
First using cellular structures as part of a constructive system.
The skin (facade) function as a membrane, and the ribs installations it.
The skin hung, and sustain itself.
The facade bearing forces like wind, it is independent with connections between them.
The cells produce air holes, thanks to their size and shape space inside them

Keren Feilgut
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Facade connection detail With
plants
Section through the facade of
the building
through the polymer cells.







































The shape of front allows selfshadowing and thus saving
energy and electricity





















  



























 



























  




















  





























 



 















  

















  





















Self-shadowing

The cellular

Keren Feilgut
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Library building and Galleries program
Site size: 4062 Square feet
Notes

Total
square
meters

Square
meters
per unit

Number Type of space
of units

For all types of activities

300

50

Check connection to the foyer hospitality
department

200

200

5

5

Can be considered in connection cafe and
restaurant. It should be easy unloading
.commodity
Should be considered for garbage
.collection
Nature of the store according to the
context; must take into account unloading
commodity easily - can be combined with a
.restaurant

200

100

30

30

1 Garbage room

200

50

4 stores

Chairs storage rooms flat - as needed
Average

.Areas does not include transitions, etc

As needed (including parking for two buses
(trucks /

6 Activities Room
1 Lobby / exhibition
1 Box office
2 Coffee (including
(kitchen and storage

60

30

450

30

15

2 Public toilets

30

15

375
2600
30

25
0
30

120

30

2 Storerooms (including
(chairs
15 Galleries
0 Library
1 + Rest room
kitchenette
4 Services

4600

Total net

5980

Extra 30% gross
,space (circulation
(.technical spaces, etc
Parking and other
areas

4000

1000 floors 4

Total
2600
875
1125

Keren Feilgut
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Schemes

Circulation

Administration

Gallery

Library

,+'4!$
Public Space
=+'8!

Keren Feilgut
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Jewish localities
Urban

Non-Jewish localities
|Jewish localities
urban| rural

Ex.
1,400,000 books- 34,000 m2 230 shelf high
5000 books- 13,650 m2 220 shelf high

Volumes per library
Borrowers per library

27,751
2,339

15,590
945

3500 books- 10,000 m2 180 shelf high
Israel national library program
400,000 Books

Days of service per week:
1-2
3-4
5+
Hours of service per week:
Up to 10
11-20
21-30
31+
Computerized libraries
Libraries with internet services
Libraries with multimedia
stations or data bases
Libraries with reading rooms

Keren Feilgut

1.5
23.0
75.5

33
19.9
47.1

6.5
30.6
30.9
32.0
70.0
11.7

45.5
15.1
15.3
24.1
44.8
7.1

32.4
92.0

15.7
73.3
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Cellular library

Cellular library & gallery

9,700 books- 2,600 m2

5,700 books- 1,540 m2

Reading Area- 850 m2

220 shelf high - 324 shelfs

220 shelf high - 324 shelfs

Computer Zone- 690 m2

Double high - 19,600 books

Double high - 11,400 books

77

s
ok
s
k
o
o
b
0
5
0

b

o

o

k

s

1

VS.

1

7 shelf per shelf

2

180 cm

5 shelf per shelf

Keren Feilgut

bo

4 shelf per shelf

180 cm

30 books per shelf

0

90 cm

12

180 cm

¢#9=+$%.##8#&(4.!$ !(.'+'%
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Examination Terms
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The structure cellular
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Dependent cells
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Dependent cells
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front
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dynamical
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Changes in the center of the
building
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Spacer
chain connection

Single
link connection

Top view

Keren Feilgut
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Celsius
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external fast circulation
system

Horizontal movement

180 degree Rotation- growing form

Relationship between the vertebrae

Keren Feilgut
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Construction:
Construction of rods made of a frame that relies
on each other.
This spatial structure with horizontal frames,
which moves weight by touching.
To maintain strength
A. Divided into 3 types of cells - different thickness
of the lower division thickest and heaviest materials with
(Cement, concrete and steel, wood and steel, wood)
B. High surface area of the frames
C. Large overlap between the lower cells

Keren Feilgut
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Dimensions

1100
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Plans option B
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Materials

Autoclaved aerated concrete block
http://concrete-block-form.concreteblockss.com/autoclaved-aerated-concrete-block/

12 Blocks project by Loom Studio
http://www.dezeen.com/2007/10/09/12-blocks-project-by-loom-studio/

12 Blocks project by Loom Studio
http://www.dezeen.com/2007/10/09/12-blocks-project-by-loom-studio/

Keren Feilgut
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ULTRAPORCRETE – A NEW HIGH-STRENGTH FOAM
CONCRETE

The result of their research: ‘Ultraporcrete’, a high strength, chemically
expanded, air hardened construction concrete with excellent heat insulating properties.

Concrete is a modern building material, which is used on nearly every
construction site worldwide and which has obtained high acceptance among
^;VV@*/;VR{/@*/?:;V/?[+?/};*+@R@^R[;^+>;?+[V{@?[+?/:+j:
R@V/+?/?;VR;*R>[V>*@?@[V^:;/+V/{>+@V?:@;?+V/{^;?+[V<:+>:+.plicates that residential buildings made of concrete need additional heat
insulation. The light cellular or foam concretes with a good heat insulation
produced to date, are hardened by means of costly and energy-intensive
processes under high pressure and high temperature in autoclaves. Or their
technical applicability is strongly limited due to their low strength. The team
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Middendorf, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Neisecke and Dr. Armin Just
from the Chair of Building Materials at Technische Universität Dortmund had
the plan to develop a building material made of concrete, which combines
?:@/?*@Vj?:;VR@+ ^@;^+>; +^+?[/?;VR;*R>[V>*@?@;VR?:@^[<R@Vsity and the good heat insulation of cellular and foam concrete.

_^?*;[*>*@?@Ú+/<[*^R<+R@?:@*/?[;.>[V>*@?@<+?:?:@:/+>;^*[erties allowing to be used as construction material for load bearing building
components. Due to the high rate of air voids, the building material also
has excellent heat insulating properties. Another advantage of ‘Ultraporcrete’ is the low dead load of just about one third of a comparable structure
made of conventional concrete. Above that, the tailor-made adjustment of
the air void distribution allows the properties like, for example, compres/+}@/?*@Vj?:;VRR@V/+??[ @@+ ^;R;?@R?[?:@*@¨{+*@.@V?/[?:@
building object.
“Therefore, ‘Ultraporcrete’ opens up totally new possibilities in concrete
engineering. It is also possible to use this building material to produce, for
example, economic load bearing roof constructions for which wood is still
preferred today due to a variety of reasons”, Middendorf and Just explain.
TU Dortmund applied for a patent for ‘Ultraporcrete’ and the industry is already very interested. Together with the patent marketing agency PROvendis GmbH, the Dortmund scientists expect the building material to be used
in numerous innovative building projects.

http://www.tu-dortmund.de/uni/International/News/10-0114_Ultrapocrete/index.html

Keren Feilgut
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Flexible polymer
The main advantages of polycarbonate and acrylic, on the other hand, is
that they are 20 times less brittle than glass and their ultimate streght can
be two times higher than glass (see data on the table below). So, we will
focus on polycarbonate and PMMA / acrylic from now on.
A composite construction consisting of a polymer double skin with an inner
>[.[/+?@>[*@>[Vj{*@R?[*[}+R@;/?+@*/;@*@V@*j@>+@V?;VR
lightweight alterative to a glass façade system.
This new 'glazing' system has spurred studies that evaluate the material
performance of polymer and composites as a cladding material. The polymer
skin has a sustainable characteristic due to its recyclability, which can help to
reduce the environmental impact associated with raw material depletion and
disposal.

¡@+//[VR[V=>*^+>.+^^+Vj*[>@//;VRV+/:@R;>;R@;V@^

:??&%%;>;R@/>[VR@V?+;^ ^[j/[?>[+^%%%<+^^|?*;V/;*@V?|[^.@*/|+^^|j^;//:?.^
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Anon, Capillarity-Driven Assembly of Two-Dimensional Cellular Carbon Nanotube Foams. Available at: http://www.pnas.org [Accessed March 20, 2012].
Anon, Mother Nature’s Artwork. Available at: http://pinterest.com/makerteacher/
mother-nature-s-artwork/ [Accessed March 17, 2012].
Architectural Association (Great Britain), 1982. Projects review [journal], United
Kingdom: United Kingdom : AA Publications.
Ashby, M.F., 2005. Materials selection in mechanical design, Butterworth-Heinemann.
Borden, G.P. & Meredith, M., 2011. Matter: Material Processes in Architectural
Production, Taylor & Francis.
Center for History and New Media, Quick Start Guide. Available at: http://zotero.
org/support/quick_start_guide.
Gibson, L.J., Ashby, M.F. & Harley, B.A., 2010. Cellular Materials in Nature and
Medicine, Cambridge University Press.
Haeckel, E., 1862. Radiolarien- rhizopoda radiaria, Berlin: georg reimer. Available at: http://caliban.mpiz-koeln.mpg.de/haeckel/radiolarien/.
Pearce, P., 1990. Structure in Nature Is a Strategy for Design, Cambridge, Mass:
MIT Press.
Pods, 2010. Epic Art Science Exhibit & Exploration. SaCrIt. Available at: http://
sacrit.blogspot.com/2010/11/epic-art-science-exhibit-exploration.html [Accessed
March 20, 2012].
Zheng, W. et al., 2012. Endothelialization and patency of RGD-functionalized
vascular grafts in a rabbit carotid artery model. Biomaterials, 33(10), pp.2880–
2891.
Zheng, W. et al., 2012. Endothelialization and patency of RGD-functionalized
vascular grafts in a rabbit carotid artery model. Biomaterials, 33(10), pp.2880–
2891.
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Do-see-aaH Center
dual-net cellular structure
for a community center
and an urban mediatek

ASAF NEVO

Cellular Structures

שיח-מרכז דו
מבנה רשתות דואליות תאיות
טק עירוני-כמרכז קהילתי ומדיה

1
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tubular cells

organ tubular cells
tissue tubular cells in stem
http://preuniversity.grkraj.org/html/3_PLANT_ANATOMY.htm

radial symetry in cells

basic tubular cells in stem

organ radial symetry cells

surfuse cells

tissue radial symetry cells

radial symetry in a single cell

anisotropic cells structures in wood

http://www.engr.wisc.edu/alumni/perspective/06.4/branches.html
http://ruscork.ru/en/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4&Itemid=6

This is a scanning electron micrograph of a eastern spruce wood block, a
softwood. Most cells run longitudinally, but some cells, run horizontally. The
big hole is called a resin canal. The majority of the cells shown here are called
"longitudinal tracheids". On different surfaces, the wood structure appears differently. This is called anisotropic or orthotropic structure. This unique structure differs from other raw material, e.g., metal, plastic, concrete and rocks.

www.swst.org/teach/set2/struct1.html

ASAF NEVO
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low Specific gravity cells

dynamic fruit cells - spreading seeds

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Luffa_operculata_08.JPG
lufa fruit

by air and wind
by floating on water. above-by animals stomach
http://www.flowersinisrael.com/Seneciovernalis_page.htm
http://bioteach.snunit.k12.il/upload/.webpage/pictofaot.html

cork cells
http://www.engr.wisc.edu/alumni/perspective/06.4/branches.html
http://ruscork.ru/en/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4&Itemid=6

by jetstream preasure
by clinging on animal’s fair
http://www.keiriosity.com/gallery/main.php/v/plants/Fabaceae/Medicago_polymorpha/Medicago_
polymorpha01.jpg.html

ASAF NEVO
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stomata distribution
Stomatal density refers to the number of stomata per squared millimeter. Typical densities can vary from 100 to 1000 depending on the plant species and
the environmental conditions during development. More stomata are made on
plant surfaces under higher light, lower atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations and moist environments. Grasses typically have lower stomatal densities
than deciduous trees. The size and shape of stomata also vary with different
plant species and environmental conditions. For example, grasses have guard
cells that resemble slender dumbbells whereas trees and shrubs have guard
cells that resemble kidney beans.

http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/91320/enlarge
http://micro-scopic.tumblr.com/post/17839517731/stomata
http://stomata.watishet.info/

http://moreprofitperdrop.wordpress.com/2008/03/01/using-evapo-

ASAF NEVO
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other water accumilation,
anti vapor and micro climate strategies in plants
2. funnel shaped leaves towards center & stem
1. folding leaves

2. funnel shaped leaves , sunken stomata

ASAF NEVO

3. maze texture
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efficient compact morphology of stem & areoles
convection upwards

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

ribs increase surfuse by %80
ribs shade % 60 of the surfuse
ribs reduce wind speed - creating insulating air layer

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/3D-Concepts-320-Desert-Plant-Textures/9097

ASAF NEVO

http://www.exo-terra.com/fr/products/ground_desert_plants.php
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unifomaly dense spines & areoles for shading and
protection

leaf hair microclimatic effect

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

high density, bright spines at the apex for shading and
reflection of thermal energy
low density, dark spines at the base for ventilation and
thermal energy absorption

http://www.photochart.com/photo_5983_Desert%20Plant.html
http://www.photochart.com/photo_5985_Desert%20Plant%203.html

ASAF NEVO
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nurse shrubs cooling effect
even greater considering water compatition

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

Pattern analysis indicated that the establishment of two columnar cacti,
Neobuxbaumia tetetzo and Cephalocereus hoppenstedtii, and of three small
globose cacti, Coryphantapallida, Mammillaria colina andM casoi, is aggregated and associated with perennial nurse shrubs. Some nurse species, Castela
tortuosa, Caesalpinia melanadenia and Eupatorium spinosarum have a higher
number of cacti beneath their canopies than would be expected by chance. A
replacement pattern was found between the columnar cacti and their nurses,
an aspect which was not found with the globose cacti. Following the assumption that protection against excessive radiation is the main factor determining
the nurse effect, the azimuth orientation of the cacti with respect to their nurses was evaluated. Only Coryphanta pallida presented a non-random distribution with a tendency towards the North and West. The difference in maximum
temperature between the soil surface under the different nurse species and
of open spaces, which is reached at midday, was 16 °C. No significant differences were found in beneath-canopy temperatures for the three nurse species
considered. Soil nitrogen levels were significantly lower beneath the different
nurse plants than in open spaces. This result suggests that soil fertility is not
an important factor in the nurse-plant phenomenon in Zapotitlán.
ASAF NEVO
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spines contribution to protection and micro climate

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC542674/

Interspecific morphological differences and intraspecific morphological changes with latitude were evaluated to help examine the distributional ranges of
Carnegiea gigantea, Lemaireocereus thurberi, Lophocereus schottii, Pachycereus pecten-aboriginum, and P. pringlei in the Sonoran Desert (USA and
Mexico). A computer model, which predicted the average surface temperature
of the stem within 1@?C of that measured hourly throughout a 24-h period,
was particularly useful in studying the thermal relations of the stem apex,
where the lowest surface temperature occurred. Simulated increases in stem
diameter raised the minimum apical temperature for C. gigantea and may help
account for the extension of its range to higher latitudes than the other species
studied. However, diameter increases led to a slight decrease in minimum apical temperatures for Lophocereus schottii. The immature stems of L. schottii
are morphologically distinct from the mature stems which caused minimum
apical temperatures to be 1.6@?C lower for the immature stems under given
environmental conditions; thus, freezing damage to the immature stems could
limit the northward extension of the range of this species. As the apical pubescence in the simulations was increased up to the normal amount (10 mm), the
minimum apical temperature for the stem of C. gigantea increased 2.4@?C.
Simulated increases in spine shading of the apex also raised the minimum
apical temperatures, again indicating the influence of morphological features
on the temperature of the meristematic region. Under the same environmental conditions the minimum apical temperatures were 7.7@?C, 5.9@?C, and
3.9@?C for C. gigantea, Lemaireocereus thurberi, and immature stems of
Lophocereus schottii, respectively, which is the same relative order as their
northernmost limit (34@?56'N, 32@?38'N, and 31@?55'N respectively). The
northern limit for these three species, but not for Pachycereus pectenaboriginum and P. pringlei, may well be determined by the low temperatures occurring at the stem apex.
ASAF NEVO
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Root contraction aids in lowering the internal stem
temperature, when combined with the cooling effects of the
rocky surface

nurse shrubs
0.8C (-16c soil temperature)

Root contraction to rocky surface
0.5C

spines
6C-1.4C

this is the style for captions

"Ariocarpus fissuratus earned its nickname "living rock" because it blends into
the rocky surroundings with its small stature that is level with the soil's surface.
The researchers hypothesized that the cactus could "escape" high temperatures by moving more of itself below the soil surface where it is cooler.
To find out, the researchers mimicked summer desert conditions by growing
plants on a rooftop in Los Angeles, where air temperature was above 99°F for
several days. All the cacti were grown in sandy soil, but half had rocks covering the surface of the soil, similar to their native habitats. For plants grown in
rocky soils, the internal temperature of the stem was about 7°F lower than
those grown in sandy soils alone. While this may seem like a small decrease,
it had a significant effect on the health of the plants.
Unlike the cacti grown in sandy soil which all died, those grown in rocky soil
survived the intense heat. Root contraction aided in lowering the internal stem
temperature, but only when combined with the cooling effects of the rocky
surface. The opposite was true in sandy soil where cacti planted higher above
the surface had slightly lower stem temperatures than those planted close to
the surface. "Even in rocky soil, experimental plants attained nearly lethal temperatures during a summer heat wave in Los Angeles" said North. "Thus, root
contraction and rocky microhabitats may not provide enough protection should
desert temperatures get much higher due to global warming.

ASAF NEVO

leaf hair
11C

ribs
2C
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Architectural Precedents
Symbiotic Interlock
Given that most urban cores are already densely built, one designer has
proposed an auxiliary series of structures to be attached to existing structures
in downtown areas. These modular constructions would provide garden and
recreation spaces for residents as well as light and air filters for the adjacent
buildings. In some cases, these retrofits could even provide structural stability to aged buildings and prevent the need to tear them down. Architecturally,
these modular units stand out and add another layer to the visual hierarchy of
the cities around them.

http://greenarki.blogspot.com/2008/11/symbiotic-interlock.html

ASAF NEVO
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Clearly we can’t very well tear down all of the world’s old skyscrapers for not
being environmentally friendly – that kind of approach would itself be (ironic
and) wasteful. At the same time, many of these buildings are projected to
last for decades (or centuries) more. So what is the solution for making them
green now? One rather clever proposal involves adding an auxiliary environmental layer to the existing structures that could house gardening and natural
wind power production spaces.
skyscraper architecture Brilliant Green Architectural Design Concept? Skyscraper Retrofits for Power and Food
This particular proposal calls for a few basic modules with particular functions
that could be combined in various ways to create networks of green functionality outside of and between various skyscrapers. Structural rigidity would rely
to some extent on the structures they would be attached to as well as their
complex geometries and interconnections.
environmental skyscrapers Brilliant Green Architectural Design Concept? Skyscraper Retrofits for Power and Food
The beauty of modularity is that plug-and-play systems like these are highly
adaptable for future use and modules could, theoretically, be added and removed as-need during the lifetime of the structures. Taken as a whole a series
of such modules would be able to provide both the indirect benefits mentioned
above as well as direct benefits to adjacent skyscrapers including potential
wind and sun regulation to reduce energy needs.
green skyscrapers Brilliant Green Architectural Design Concept? Skyscraper
Retrofits for Power and Food
Of course the entry shown above is still purely theoretical. Nonetheless (and
regardless of whether or not such a thing is ever truly built) it points toward
new possibilities beyond the old paradigm of build and destroy and rebuild – a
possible (and more ecological) approach that involves a middle path.
http://ecoble.com/2008/03/24/brilliant-green-architectural-design-concept-retrofitting-and-addingto-skyscrapers-to-provide-food-and-power/

ASAF NEVO
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QuaDror: A New Structural System

An exciting new structural system will be unveiled tomorrow at the Design Indaba conference in Cape Town, South Africa. QuaDror, invented and patented
by Dror Benshetrit, is a space truss geometry system inspired by versatility
and structural integrity of interlocking members.
Like a magician revealing the secrets behind his magic, Dror Benshetrit shows
that the mechanism behind these structures is surprisingly simple but it is
the complex interaction of the interlocking members that makes it so unique.
From a simple block model to a bridge support system, the QuaDror system
shows its abilities at all scales.

http://www.archdaily.com/114141/quadror-a-new-structural-system/

ASAF NEVO
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climate-depended Parametric facade

Basic Cell Form Research

the sponge-like facade allows to control localy the exposere to air, light and
heat. the hollow tubes contain soil for vegitation, which helps to create a
microclimate
the monocoque structure operates as a skin between the dual spaces. the
flexibility of spaces is achieved by three methods of transforming the basic cell
and by rotations that allow control on the angle of the surfaces and the size of
the spaces .

basic cell form manipulations in Rhino

cellular structures offer an adaptive modular system. the variations of the ingle
cell and the variaty of relations between them offer particular solution
according to the .parameters of each space and location of the building
i chose an infinite double mesh based on diagonal hollow joints for the
posibilities of relations between the dual spaces and between the interior and
exterior of the building.
a lot can be learned from the cacti about acumilating water and self-shading.
when dry, the cell-ribs are thin and the angle between one another resaults
in self shading. the tunnels between the ribs helps to acumilate water. as it
absorbed by the plant, the ribs swalow, and shrink back as water are used by
the cactus,self shading itself again.

cells scale transformation in GEM

ASAF NEVO

cells change form in the parametric facade
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21 september 09:00 east facade

21 september 12:00 south facade

ASAF NEVO
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2. pipe radius

in

out

previous page - shade on east and south facades. the plan above indicates
the positioning of the window in the cellular grid. the rows shows the shade
made by different propotions of the cells.

basic cell variations stategies:
1. body radius / curve depth
in this method both the ratio between the “bodies” of the dual meshes and the
radius of the diagonal “pipe joints” varries, while the basic module size stays
the same. it can be applied to different structural needs, according to
preasures, in addition to the varried posibilities of use for each mesh-spaces.

this method changes the ratio between spaces of the dual meshes while the
basic module size stays the same so it can be applied on a parametric facade

section of different cell propotions, suggesting the diversity of use of the “in” and “out” meshes

ASAF NEVO
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3. arms reduction
this method brings the need of connector-cells between cells with different
pipe radius.

by “cutting off” or one or more of each cell’s 8 pipe-joints, it’s possible to
skipping a module of the “in” mesh, thus, creating a variety of bigger, more
complicated spaces of the dual “out” mesh.

connector cells with varried pipe-joint radius

varried cells composition

ASAF NEVO

green cells lack one diagonal pipe, red cells lack two.
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manipulating the dual mesh structure

Cellular Structure Research

the next step was to find ways to control and manipulate a structure of cells. a
major challenge is to allow the system to gradually change scale so the cells
will adapt to different structural and functional uses.

basic efforts to accommodate the cellular structure, by changing scale and
confronting with the challenges the diagonal structure presents.

graduate morphsys of the structure made in GEM

ASAF NEVO
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here is an evolution of the form finding research, made in GEM. Op-art
manipulations of rectangles in shape, size and angles inspired the geometric
grid warping.

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/o/opart.html

after the first atempt with regular grid, on the right a random change of some
of the squares

http://www.math.twsu.edu/history/Topics/geometry.html
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/o/opart.html

ASAF NEVO
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an atampt to make a centric major space by rotation
an atampt to make a 3D dual mesh by using layers of the grid.

http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/o/opart.html
http://andrewshistorygraphic.blogspot.co.il/2011/09/gestalt-and-op-art.html

ASAF NEVO
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above, transforming rectangles on the grid into trapezoids scale up and down
the cells towords the center

single cell fractal grid

below, using fractal principles to regulate scale. the squares turned into triangles rotate the squares by 45* and rescale them from right to left.

http://root2art.co.uk/news/?cat=18

multiple cell fractal grid

ASAF NEVO
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basic facade cell evolution

a first version of the single cell. each cell esembled of 6 or 5 spiky metal
panels that create a planter, filled with soil. the panels are connected by steel
pipes which connect the cell to the next one diagonaly. the pipes ensure the
flow of water and soil between the planter cells. the spikes collect water and
enable vine plants to atach to the panels.

ASAF NEVO

the next version is constructed of rounded steel frame made of 3 conjoining
profiles. the frames are connected by the bent metal panels, creating the pipelike joints of the cells. the inside of the. those cells can function as planters
and mediatek instalations, depending on their location.
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in the final version there are two frames. the ball-like planter frames become
joints for steel profiles that create the pipes. those profiles are bearing 3 shell
modules: upper outer frame carries Grating metal rods anchored into the
corners planter for climbing plants. Inner frame carries off Kip windows and
zig-zag metal-covered Polystyrene panels on which books and tapes are displayed on the media tech galleries.

ASAF NEVO
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Do-see-aaH Center

שיח-מרכז דו
טק עירוני-מבנה רשתות דואליות תאיות כמרכז קהילתי ומדיה

dual-net cellular structure for a community center and an urban mediatek

Programatic concepts of the building

microclimate

The site is situated on the southern edge of Kerem Hatemanim neighbourhood, facing the southern enterance to the market. this location is a focal point
both for local residents and passer-byers. this suggests the posibilty of creating a dual perpuse building, one for each group of users, that offer them both
the privacy for their activities and the casual simbiotic sencounter with the
others.

urban context

locals dwellers

functions

Western spaces are middle movement system, while the eastern are service
spaces. This organization allows the insertion of the west breeze from the
bottom of the The central workshops, and the emission of hot air from the
eastern upper openings.
cool breeze

transition

activities
worm air
While the facade cells offer shade and ventilation, solar panels and the tilted
windows on the roof cells create tunnels that drain the rain water into the front
planters network.
solar energy and water gain
worm air

service
urban visitors
the urban center contains a bar, a versatile open performence space and the
mediatek located on the galleries overlooking the action on the ground floor.
The local community center contains 2 kindergartens, an auditorium and
studios. Each center populates one of the dual meshes so it can activate autonomously but with a variety of meeting situations, observation, and
transitions between them.
Size ratio between the dual mesh cells gradually changes from north to south,
from the Civic Center to the Media Tech, and from east-west towords the center, so that the central spaces for the activities are the biggest, the transition
spaces on the west and service spaces on the east are medium size and shell
cells are on smaller scale, creating the inner micro-climate.

transition

cool breeze

cool breeze

dual mesh space division

The two transition systems meet at certain points, allowing visitors to move
from one mesh to the other.
ASAF NEVO

evolution of dual mesh organization
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ground plan

middle plan
B-B

B-B

A-A

A-A

A-A

B-B

B-B

roof plan

studios plan
B-B

A-A

B-B

A-A

A-A

B-B

ASAF NEVO

A-A

A-A

B-B
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the enterance to the community center on the north-west corner of the site.
the auditorium above faces north, enabling a wide opening of the its’ cell.

north west view

inner view of the mediatek

south-west view
ASAF NEVO

section B-B

section A-A
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